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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Steve Hunter, Utilities Resource Manager
Drought Response Committee (DRC)

THROUGH:

Tyler Christoff, Director of Utilities

MEMO DATE:

07/08/2020

MEETING DATE:

07/13/2020

RE:

Drought Update, Recommendation of Stage I Water Shortage Declaration,
and Drought Response Program Update.
________________

SUMMARY: Staff intends to inform City Council on current drought conditions, request support
for a “Stage One” water storage declaration, seeks feedback on the Drought Mitigation and
Response Plan (DMRP) and associated Municipal Code Revisions.
PREVIOUS COUNCIL ACTION: The City adopted its water shortage policy through an Ordinance
of the Municipal Code. The Water Shortage Ordinance (Chapter 25.28) was originally developed
in the 1980’s. This Ordinance has been amended periodically to update definitions, water
reduction targets and violations.
Council has enacted the Water Shortage Ordinance three times since adoption. Council
declared a Stage I drought in both 2002 and 2012. In 2018 both a Stage I & Stage II Water
Shortage was declared. Temporary water use curtailment and rate increases were enacted
under previous declarations.
In 2019, Council adopted an ordinance and updated the municipal code to strengthen the
definition of water waste and the enforcement against wasting water during all times, not only
under shortage conditions. Additionally, Council directed staff to create operating methods,
policy, and regulation that supported conservation practices and requested a unified policy
outlining the City’s response to water shortages.
BACKGROUND: Aspen’s municipal water supply comes primarily from Castle and Maroon Creeks.
Unlike many community supplies, the Aspen water system has very little water storage, relying
primarily on direct streamflow. This system does not allow the controlled release of water to
match water demand. Instead, it depends on the consistent release of water from snowmelt.
During drier than normal years, runoff conditions may not match the timing of the City’s typical
demands and reductions in typical water usage may be necessary. During these conditions, the
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City’s water policy enables Council to enact its Water Shortage Ordinance by selecting an
appropriate water shortage stage.
To better respond to the local impacts experienced by drought conditions, City staff created a
Drought Response Committee (DRC). This group made of staff representing a wide variety of City
departments that impact, regulate, or inform the community on our water resources. This group
has met periodically to produce the Drought Mitigation and Response Plan and provide
recommendations to respond to local conditions in real-time.
DISCUSSION: The following informational items and proposed policy and plans were created
and reviewed by the Drought Response Committee for council’s consideration:
1. Current Drought Conditions
Colorado State Drought Plan Activation: On June 24, 2020 Governor Jared Polis
requested activation of Colorado’s Drought and Agricultural Impact Task Forces and
Phase 2 of the State Drought Mitigation and Response Plan (“State Drought Plan”).
These actions occur as drought conditions deepen, reaching more than 81% of the
state, with severe and extreme drought conditions in 33% of the state (40 counties).
Pitkin, Eagle, Garfield, Gunnison, and Mesa Counties have been included in the
counties being assessed for initial damage to agriculture and recommended mitigation
measures.
Drought Indicators: As of May 19, 2020, the US Drought Monitor elevated Aspen and
portions of Pitkin County from abnormally dry (D0) to moderate drought conditions
(D1) county wide. Currently the western portion of the county has been elevated to
severe drought (D2). In addition to above normal temperatures, below normal
precipitation, and high winds the Aspen area entered Spring 2020 with below average
soil moisture. Drier soils will infiltrate snowmelt runoff, reducing the amount reaching
the streams. Aspen (denoted by a star in Figure 1) is experiencing worsening drought
conditions which have been moving northward for the last several months. Staff
continuously monitors and analyzes drought indicators focusing on local conditions
while aligning local water conservation efforts to State and regional actions.
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Figure 1 US Drought Monitor: Colorado 4-21-2020 and 7-9-2020 (released)

Figure 2 Three-month precipitation and temperature outlook (July, August, September)

2. Local Drought Declaration – Stage One
Staff has been tracking numerous indicators related to drought and stream conditions.
Current conditions indicate dry conditions are likely to persist through the summer. Staff
recommends that Council consider the adoption of a Stage One Water Shortage to alert the
community to drier than normal conditions and to prepare for the possibility of increased
restrictions if conditions worsen through the summer and early fall.
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The Water Shortage Ordinance provides for escalating restrictions based on the Stage of
drought observed. A Stage One Water Shortage is designed to incur a 10% reduction in water
use. Public facilities are directed to implement water use restriction for public parks, golf
courses and other public uses, such as street washing.
If City Council supports this recommendation staff would return to City council at the next
regular session to with a resolution to enact a Stage One Water shortage.
3. Drought Mitigation and Response Plan (DMRP) and associated Municipal Code updates
This Drought Mitigation and Response Plan (DMRP) provides a framework for Aspen to
use water sustainably, particularly during drought and other conditions that create a
water shortage. Water shortage occurs when water demands exceed available water
supplies and is often driven by a combination of snowpack and precipitation
conditions, temperature, and water use. Implementation of the DMRP will support the
wise use of water under all conditions, help preserve essential public services, and
minimize the adverse effects of a water supply emergency on public health and safety,
environmental resources, economic activity, and individual lifestyles. The DMRP works
in concert with the City of Aspen Water Efficiency Plan (WEP) and programs
implemented through the WEP, such as the Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance.
These plans and programs encourage the efficient use of water at all times by
establishing “normal” condition guidelines that are in place unless restrictions are
imposed through action by City Council. Staff relies upon national drought monitoring
tools and indices as well as state and local hydrologic and climatic information to
monitor for drought conditions. Through this monitoring, coupled with analyses and
professional judgment, staff will recommend appropriate drought stage declarations
for Council’s approval under the DMRP.
The following updates to municipal Code Chapter 25.28 support the DMRP and allow a
coordinated response to future water shortages in Aspen. The following amendments
were made and are outlined in (Exhibit A):
•
•
•
•
•

Relocated the “Wasting of Water” narrative into same section as “Water
Shortage” and renamed as “Water Management”
Removed all “Staged Response” details from the code and placed them in the
DMRP
Added promulgation of Rules and Regulations under a shortage declaration
Restructured fees for violation to include increasing fees for each water
shortage stage
Restructured surcharge section to support flexibility
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If City Council supports this recommendation staff would return to City council with the first
reading of an ordinance to address these code amendments and adoption of the Drought
Mitigation and Response Plan.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: The City of Aspen’s Drought Response Committee (DRC) requests
Council consider enacting a Stage I Water Shortage based on current conditions. The committee
also requests adoption the City of Aspen Drought Mitigation and Response Plan (DMRP) and
associated municipal code changes. If supported staff will return to Council at next regular
meeting for discussion and formal adoption.
CITY MANAGER COMMENTS:

ATTACHMENTS:
Exhibit A – City of Aspen Drought Mitigation and Response Plan (DMRP)
Exhibit B – Proposed Ordinance #10 series of 2020
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CITY OF ASPEN DROUGHT MITIGATION AND RESPONSE PLAN
JULY 10, 2020

INTRODUCTION
The City of Aspen (City or Aspen) owns and operates its water supply system, providing treated, i.e.
potable, water to all customers in its service area and raw, i.e. non-potable, water for irrigation purposes
to a small subset of customers. Aspen provides water for snowmaking from both treated and raw water
supplies. The City is committed to sustainability and providing a quality potable water supply to the
community. This Drought Mitigation and Response Plan (DMRP) provides a framework for Aspen to use
water sustainably, particularly during drought and other conditions that create a water shortage. Water
shortage occurs when water demands exceed available water supplies and is often driven by a
combination of snowpack and precipitation conditions, temperature, and water use1. Implementation of
the DMRP will support the wise use of water under all conditions, help preserve essential public services,
and minimize the adverse effects of a water supply emergency on public health and safety, environmental
resources, economic activity, and individual lifestyles. The DMRP works in concert with the City of Aspen
Water Efficiency Plan (WEP) and programs implemented through the WEP, such as the Water Efficient
Landscape Ordinance. These plans and programs encourage the efficient use of water at all times by
establishing “normal” condition guidelines that are in place unless restrictions are imposed through action
by City Council. Aspen staff rely upon national drought monitoring tools and indices as well as state and
local hydrologic and climatic information to monitor for drought conditions. Through this monitoring,
coupled with analyses and professional judgment, Aspen staff will recommend appropriate drought stage
declarations for Council’s approval under the DMRP. Section 6 of this plan provides an overview of the
staged response program and Section 7 provides additional information about the implementation
process.

PLAN FOCUS
Aspen obtains its water supply primarily from the surface water sources of Castle Creek and Maroon Creek
which are tributaries to the Roaring Fork River. Aspen’s water supply is highly dependent upon snowpack
and the snowmelt runoff pattern. The City’s water system does not currently include a significant water
storage component that would allow it to store water supplies when they are available and release stored
water when it is needed, retiming deliveries of water supplies to match timing of water demands. Without
storage, the City is largely dependent upon streamflow availability at its river diversion points.
This DMRP focuses on managing the supplies that are available under the City’s current surface water
system operations. Potential future supply components, such as storage and use of ground water, are
identified as longer-term water shortage mitigation strategies. Streamflow is susceptible to variation and
changing conditions, including diurnal streamflow fluctuations, as well as catastrophic events such as
landslides, fires, and other events that can prevent river diversions for some period of time. For Aspen, its
surface water supply is vulnerable in the late summer, after the main snowmelt runoff period, when
landscape irrigation demands are still high. Furthermore, Aspen is committed to protecting decreed
instream flows and has adopted a policy to maintain streamflow in the creeks downstream of its diversion
structures at flow rates that are at or above the Colorado Water Conservation Board’s (CWCB) decreed

1

This plan focuses specifically on mitigation and monitoring for drought indicators; however, many aspects of the response
program are applicable for other types of water shortages. For purposes of this plan, the terms “drought” and “water shortage”
are used somewhat interchangeably.
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instream flow rights for the protection of the fishery and the associated aquatic habitats in those streams.
At times, Aspen limits its river diversions to prioritize protection of the environmental flows.
Demand-side response strategies provide ways the City and its customers can reduce water use during a
shortage. These strategies are the cornerstone of the City’s DMRP. During drought conditions, water
supply shortages are typically most pronounced during summer months, when demands are high due to
irrigation. Therefore, the response measures in this DMRP generally target outdoor water uses. Additional
detail regarding Aspen’s water demands is available in the WEP.
This DMRP specifically applies to uses of the City’s treated water supply. It also applies to use of the City’s
pressurized and non-pressurized raw water supply that is made available pursuant to agreements that
provide for curtailment of water use or suspension of water delivery during water shortages or
emergencies, as defined under Section 25.28 of the City Municipal Code. Some City raw water is provided
pursuant to longstanding agreements that do not contain curtailment provisions.

1. STAKEHOLDERS, OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
1.1 DROUGHT RESPONSE COMMITTEE
Historically, the Aspen Utilities Department has coordinated with other staff throughout the City as water
supply monitoring began to indicate the potential for drought conditions. Staff have come together to
make recommendations to City Council regarding water shortage declarations related to drought
conditions. In 2019, a formal Drought Response Committee (DRC) was formed to support the planning for
ongoing drought response efforts. Starting in 2018 and ending in summer of 2019 (the “2018” drought),
Aspen was under a water shortage declaration. During this period, the Utilities Department staff realized
that the success of an ongoing water shortage monitoring and response program would depend upon
having an interactive, collaborative process with staff from other departments throughout the City. The
DRC includes staff representing departments that need to be involved to monitor drought conditions,
make recommendations for declaring a water shortage related to drought, communicate with elected
officials and the public both before and during drought, evaluate the effectiveness of drought response,
enforce drought restrictions, and provide recommendations for necessary actions. A list of the current
DRC members and committee roles is provided in Table 1 below.

ELEMENT Water Consulting
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Table 1: Drought Response Committee Members and Roles.
Current Staff

Position

Committee
Role

Scott Miller

Public Works
Director

Final Decision
Maker

Tyler Christoff

Utilities
Director

Resource
Authorization
Lead

Steve Hunter

Lee Ledesma
Austin Weiss
Rob Covington

Utility
Resource
Manager
Utilities
Finance
Manager
Parks
Managers
Raw Water
Supervisor

Drought
Response Team
Leader
Financial
Advisor
Parks Advisors
Watershed
Conditions
Advisors
Water
Treatment
Advisor

Committee Role Responsibilities
Make final decisions in consideration of DRC input. Support
Utilities Director and staff in development, promulgation,
and implementation of Rules and Regulations.
Assist in clarifying roles and providing staff support.
Develop and promulgate Rules and Regulations to
implement response plan under water shortage
declaration. Ensure Rules and Regulations are carried out
and provide coordination between departments.
Lead the coordination, gathering, and dissemination of
information and prepare recommendations for
department heads and City Council.
Provide cost estimates to implement demand reduction
programs, expected lost revenue estimates, and
recommend drought pricing changes.
Provide information and guidance on irrigation
management of parks, golf course, and open spaces.
Provide information and guidance on water supply
availability, water rights, and operations.

Water
Treatment
Supervisor
Climate
Action
Manager
Community
Relations
Specialist

Environmental
Policy Advisor

Provide information and guidance on best science for
monitoring climate and ensure that the drought response
is coordinated with the City’s environmental policy.

Messaging
Advisor

Lead the public outreach, messaging to customers, and
media relations and messaging to staff.

Melissa Asay

Utility Billing
Supervisor

Billing Advisor

Lead the implementation of database improvements and
bill format changes to implement rate and fee changes and
provide messaging information.

Chris Menges

E.H. Data
and
Research
Project
Planner

Efficiency Policy
Advisor

Provide information and guidance on water demand
reduction measures, associated cost estimates, and
evaluate response effectiveness. Serve as the liaison
between the WEP and DMRP.

Raquel Flinker

Project
Manager II

Utilities Analyst

Serve as the liaison for internal planning and
implementation efforts such as the City’s exploration of
Alternative Transfer Methods and the development of the
Integrated Resources Plan.

April Long

Clean River
Program
Manager

River and
Stormwater
System Advisor

Provide information and guidance on impacts of drought
to the health of the river and stormwater system.

Jim True

City
Attorney

Legal Advisor

Provide legal advice on the drought response program,
drought pricing changes, and need for City Council
approval.

Charlie Bailey

Ashley Perl

Mitzi Rapkin

ELEMENT Water Consulting

Provide information and guidance on water treatment
operations and water quality issues.
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During the 2018 drought, four meetings were held with the DRC focusing on the drought conditions and
response measures. The DRC meetings were designed to monitor drought conditions to inform ongoing
drought stage recommendations while discussing long-term goals, objectives, and strategies for drought
response planning and implementation. A significant amount of the DRC meeting time was spent
discussing Aspen’s unique customer base and how to engage and encourage customer and community
support for efficient water use at all times. The DRC insight provided a broad perspective in developing
this DMRP. When a drought occurs, the DRC will work together to move through water shortage
declarations and implement a staged response plan.

1.2 OBJECTIVES AND OPERATING PRINCIPLES
Aspen’s DMRP objectives and operating principles were established to guide the development of this plan
while also supporting the City’s water use priorities. The DMRP objectives are as follows:





Maintain essential public services to preserve public health and safety, environmental resources,
and economic activity during all drought stages.
Provide guidance to prepare for and respond to drought conditions through a staged drought
response program. This includes the framework for how to transition through varying drought
stages depending on drought severity, as indicated through monitoring of available hydrologic,
climatic, and water use information.
Effective communication of drought awareness and response information to water customers.

When water shortages occur, water use restrictions are imposed in order to meet the most critical
community needs. The general prioritization of water use under a water shortage condition is provided in
Table 2. The City’s first priority is to preserve the health and safety of the community, followed by the
City’s commitment to protect the natural environment through the preservation of decreed instream
flows. Depending on the severity and duration of the water shortage, water uses described under
Priorities 4, 5, 6, and 7 may need to be reduced or prohibited, starting with hydroelectric power
generation as the lowest priority use. Restrictions under Priority 3 reflect ‘nonessential’ potable indoor
uses; however, these restrictions could impact the business and commercial/recreational sector and
would likely not be implemented except under severe, long-term shortages. While this sequence of
priorities reflects the City’s general philosophy for community water use during water shortage
conditions, each water shortage circumstance is unique and will be evaluated by the City to determine
the appropriate set of response measures. The DMRP provides a comprehensive yet flexible framework
to guide the City through drought mitigation and response efforts, as well as the procedures to follow for
declaring a drought and implementing drought response measures.

ELEMENT Water Consulting
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Table 2: General Water Use Priorities During Water Shortage Conditions.
Priority
1

Representative End Uses
Health and Safety

2

Protection of Natural
Environment
Discretional Commercial
and Industrial Use
Public Parks and
Recreation
Residential Landscaping
Features
Lawngrass Irrigation

3
4
5
6
7

Hydroelectric Power
Generation

Description
Indoor sanitary uses for residential, commercial, schools, health services, etc.;
firefighting and hydrant flushing.
Protection and maintenance of decreed instream flows.
Non-sanitary indoor uses; outdoor commercial uses to support stability.
Outdoor potable or raw water irrigation of public areas, including lawngrass in
active recreation areas.
Outdoor potable or raw water irrigation of trees and shrubs in residential
areas.
Outdoor potable or raw water irrigation of residential lawngrass and public
areas with low foot-traffic throughout the City.
Generation of hydroelectric power from Maroon Creek diversions.

The following operating principles supported the development of this DMRP and provide a set of guidance
criteria that will support the DRC while making decisions during times of a drought.









Input from the DRC and other City representatives will be considered in the development and
implementation of the DMRP.
Response measures that limit and/or restrict water use of certain end-users will be implemented
in a manner to reflect the priorities listed above, with the highest priority being the preservation
of water for public health and safety purposes during periods of drought.
Except when public health or safety is at risk, all reasonable efforts will be taken to preserve the
environmental and recreational value of the surrounding lands which are important to the values
and livelihood of City residents. This is the City’s highest priority second only to public health and
safety.
Effective coordination and collaboration among City staff is crucial to the success of the DMRP.
This plan provides a comprehensive framework for implementation of the staged drought
response program based on available information. Exceptions/adjustments to this framework
may be necessary during a drought or under other water shortage conditions. Any changes will
be clearly communicated and coordinated among the appropriate City staff.
The City will strive to minimize the severity of potential impacts through diligent planning and
mitigation.
Targeted communication and outreach with the community is critical to the implementation and
success of any program requiring a reduction in demands. Developing an engaged and educated
public will better support an effective drought response.
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2. HISTORICAL DROUGHT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT
2.1 HISTORICAL ASSESSMENT OF DROUGHT, AVAILABLE SUPPLIES, AND DEMANDS
Droughts are cyclical and unavoidable, especially in Colorado’s semi-arid climate. Our water history is
reflected in terms of these historical droughts and how significantly streamflow was impacted. Historical
periods of drought are often referenced in long-range water planning efforts to provide a “worst-case”
planning scenario. The Aspen Utilities Department, for example, frequently references the 1977 drought
to represent historically low streamflow. In fact, 1977 is known locally as the year that the Roaring Fork
went dry through Aspen. In more recent history, 2002, 2012, and 2018 conditions influenced water
shortage declarations in Aspen and across the state. In particular, 2002 was considered the worst drought
year on record statewide in terms of streamflow. Without meaningful storage, Aspen relies completely
on live stream conditions. Aspen considers these historical droughts in its water supply planning, as well
as the potential for more severe or prolonged droughts to occur in the future. Following each of the recent
droughts, Aspen has reevaluated its drought response and made changes to its drought response program
and/or Municipal Code to reflect lessons learned and to more clearly define demand reduction goals,
stages, and response mechanisms, as appropriate.
2002 Drought
At the end of April, 2002, the year-to-date precipitation at the Independence Pass SNOTEL site was at 64%
of the long-term average. These conditions triggered the City to begin planning for a potential drought
over the coming months. Streamflow projections were showing that runoff could peak as early as midMay, which is about four weeks ahead of normal. There was another complicating factor due to atypical
early administrative water rights calls on the river in the lower Gunnison and Colorado Rivers that
impacted legally available supplies in the Roaring Fork Basin. Statewide, the Governor had declared a
drought emergency by May of 2002, calling on local governments and others to do their part in conserving
the State’s water resources.

In early May, 2002, Aspen initiated a Stage 1 water shortage declaration, beginning with voluntary
restrictions and an adjustment to its tiered rate structure in the highest tier. The City terminated the water
shortage declaration and the associated temporary surcharges in October of 2002, never having advanced
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beyond the Stage 1 declaration.2 There has been a steady decrease in Aspen’s potable demands, largely
in response to the significant drought impacts and enhanced water efficiency focus following the 2002
drought. Aspen’s ongoing conservation and efficiency activities have influenced a consistent decrease in
water use over time and helped to mitigate drought impacts experienced in Aspen over the 2012 and
2018 droughts.
2012 – 2013 Drought
By June, 2012, much of Colorado was experiencing some level of drought condition. The City was
experiencing a reduction in supply from water that could not be produced from its wells due to water
quality issues. Additionally, extremely low snowpack leading into the runoff season threatened latesummer streamflow levels. In June, 2012, Aspen initiated a water shortage declaration, beginning with
voluntary restrictions and an adjustment to the highest tier of its rate structure. Aspen decided to keep
the Stage 1 declaration through the 2012 – 2013 winter. Having the Stage 1 declaration in place at the
beginning of the irrigation season was considered essential to early actions and educational outreach to
City customers, allowing them an opportunity to initiate changes in irrigation and other uses that would
conserve water throughout the 2013 irrigation season.
Aspen and the surrounding areas experienced strong monsoon weather patterns in late July and August
of 2013, leading to improved instream flows in Castle and Maroon Creeks. In September, 2013, the City
ended the Stage 1 declaration and all associated surcharges The City experienced higher demands in 2012
leading into a reduced demand in 2013 in response to ongoing Stage 1 declaration and voluntary
reductions.3 Following this drought, the City added water use reduction goals for pressurized and nonpressurized raw water systems.
2018 – 2019 Drought
As of May 7, 2018, the year-to-date precipitation at the Independence Pass SNOTEL site was at about 60%
of the long-term average. These drier than normal conditions were expected to impact the runoff season,
both in terms of the time to return to baseflows and the volume of runoff available. Forecasts indicated
the volume of runoff was expected to be 50% – 70% of normal for the Roaring Fork Basin.

2
3

Note that Stage 1 requirements in 2002 were different from the stages described herein.
Note that Stage 1 requirements in 2012-13 were different from the stages described herein.
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In mid-May, 2018, Aspen declared Stage 1 water shortage conditions. Under Stage 1, public facilities,
including parks and golf courses, were directed to lead by example and implement water use restrictions,
public education materials were provided to the community to encourage voluntary efficient use, and
temporary water surcharges were added to the upper tiers of the billing rate structure to encourage a
reduction in water use. The City continued to monitor supply conditions and customer demands
throughout the summer.

In mid-August, 2018, the City moved from a Stage 1 to Stage 2 water shortage declaration. The goal under
Stage 2 was to protect the health of Castle and Maroon Creeks while maintaining Aspen’s municipal water
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supplies at levels that could meet customer demands and maintain healthy landscapes. Stage 2 included
mandatory restrictions for all Aspen treated water customers, including:
•
•
•
•

No watering of lawns between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. or more than three days a week and no
more than 30 minutes per sprinkler zone per day.
No watering native areas more than two days a week or during rain events.
No watering resulting in ponding or the flowing of water onto paved surfaces.
No washing of sidewalks, driveways, patios, tennis courts and parking areas.

A City email address was provided to customers to report violations if observed and the City could issue
fines for violations and disconnect water service for repeat violations. Temporary surcharges were
increased for the upper tiers of the billing rate structure to support further reduction in water use. While
revenue projections from water use in Tier 1 and Tier 2 were expected to decline once customers
responded to the water shortage declaration, the City anticipated the decline to be offset to some extent
by the higher rates for Tier 3 and Tier 4.
The City entered the 2018 – 2019 winter season under the Stage 2 water shortage declaration. Staff
considered the pros and cons of remaining under the declaration through the winter versus relaxing or
coming out from the declaration for the winter and then potentially re-establishing the declaration in the
spring or summer. Various climate projections were monitored and ultimately Aspen chose to maintain
the Stage 2 declaration through the duration of the winter season. The primary reasoning was that if the
2018 – 2019 winter had another low snowpack with higher temperatures, Aspen was likely to advance
the water shortage staged response program through the 2019 summer months. If the City came out of
water shortage declaration during the winter, it would take time to re-engage the declaration process
should conditions not improve. Additionally, community outreach was already underway to support
reductions in water use. City staff were concerned that interrupting the declaration would disengage the
public. During the 2018 declaration process, staff had observed a large lag time between the stage being
declared and the customer responses occurring. The DRC was established to support the planning for
ongoing drought response efforts.
In early spring of 2019, the DRC was closely
monitoring snowpack and weather conditions,
meeting regularly to review conditions and
prepare response strategies. Winter snowpack
levels were below average but then a large snow
event in March brought snowpack levels up above
average. The snowpack fluctuated but continued
in an upward trend. By mid-April, the streamflow
forecast through the summer was projected to be
higher than 2018 conditions, indicating that the
2019 irrigation season would be significantly
improved compared to the prior year. In May of
2019, Aspen lifted the Stage 2 restrictions and
removed the water shortage declaration.
Enforcement was one of the largest challenges experienced during the 2018 – 2019 water shortage
declarations. While customer complaint and reporting were the historical mechanism for enforcement,
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the DRC concluded that a more formal process for enforcing restrictions would increase the success of
the drought response program. The City modified the “wasting of water” section of the Municipal Code
to reflect more strict requirements for water use under normal conditions. The DRC also recommended
transitioning Stage 1 restrictions from voluntary to mandatory and adding an “Emergency Response”
stage to its water shortage categories, as reflected in this DMRP. Some additional changes to the
Municipal Code Section 25.28 are in progress at the time of preparing this DMRP.

3. DROUGHT IMPACT ASSESSMENT
Impacts to the City during future droughts may be similar to those experienced in past droughts, although
depending upon how climate change impacts local conditions, future droughts may be more frequent,
intense, and/or prolonged relative to historical droughts. The level of severity for the anticipated impacts
varies from minor to significant and is influenced by the magnitude and duration of the drought. One
operating principle identified through this plan is to minimize the severity of potential impacts through
planning and mitigation. Table 3 below shows potential future drought impacts and the anticipated level
of severity based on historical impacts and the anticipated effects of mitigation and planning.
Table 3: Potential Future Drought Impacts.
Potential Future Impact
Increased costs and staff time to implement drought plan
Reduced firefighting capability
Changes in water use behavior to conserve water
Costs to increase water use efficiency
Impacts to fish and wildlife habitat
Loss of revenue from reduction in water sales
Loss to recreation and tourist industry
Restrictions/limitations on landscaping companies
Disruption of water supplies
Domestic landscaping stressed or lost
Increased risk of frequency and severity of wildfires/flood hazards
Public landscaping stressed or lost
Visual and landscape quality

Potential Severity
Minor
Minor
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate to Significant
Significant
Significant
Significant
Significant

4. DROUGHT MITIGATION AND RESPONSE
Drought mitigation measures are implemented prior to a drought to avoid, delay, or reduce potential
drought impacts. Aspen actively manages its water resources through ongoing and diverse planning
efforts, which supports long-term sustainability goals and the mitigation of drought impacts. To date,
Aspen’s primary drought mitigation measure has been the implementation of the City’s 2015 WEP. The
2015 WEP works along with the Roaring Fork Regional WEP to support the City’s conservation efforts.
Programs implemented through these plans, including a professional landscape certification program,
have advanced the City’s outdoor water efficiency program. The City is in the initial phases of developing
an Integrated Resources Plan (IRP), which will evaluate the City’s water supply portfolio and demand
projections under future conditions, including climate change, ultimately leading to a future supply
strategy.
ELEMENT Water Consulting
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Because Aspen relies predominantly on streamflow for its supplies, management of demands is of high
importance. Even during average years, Aspen’s water supply system reaches a stress-point in early spring
and again in late summer when streamflow are relatively low, demands are relatively high due to
irrigation, and Aspen is operating to protect decreed instream flows (see Figure 1). This figure is an
illustrative example showing a dry-year water supply compared to a projected demand. Periods where
the demand exceeds the supply reflect a water shortage. This illustrates the importance of ongoing
conservation as well as drought response strategies.

Figure 1: Illustrative Municipal Supply and Demand Scenario.
The following is a list of the City’s historical and ongoing mitigation measures:









Municipal Water Efficiency Planning
Roaring Fork Regional Water Efficiency Planning
Integrated Resources Planning
Efficient Landscaping and Irrigation Standards
Qualified Water Efficient Landscape Certification Program
Leak Detection and Water Loss Audit Program
Pursuit of an “Engaged Efficiency” Culture
Ongoing Monitoring of Drought Indicators

4.1 SUPPLY-SIDE MITIGATION AND RESPONSE STRATEGIES
The City is in the process of expanding its existing water supply system to improve reliability, to firm its
supplies for long-term drought mitigation and to further respond to an extreme or prolonged drought.
The City recognizes that individual water supply sources may be impacted differently by drought
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conditions and will consider the availability of each supply, and supply-side management strategies, under
each water shortage declaration. Potential supply-side strategies include the following:










Storage would help the City to delay the initiation of a water supply shortage declaration under
many conditions, particularly drought, and would provide a quantitative index for guiding drought
stage selection. The City has conditional storage water rights and, at the time of preparing this
plan, is in the process of studying storage site locations. Storage is an important part of Aspen’s
long-term drought mitigation strategy (although it will not fully eliminate the City’s drought
vulnerability). Until storage is available, Aspen’s decisions regarding water shortage declaration
under drought conditions are particularly complicated because water saved through early season
demand reductions cannot be held over to meet demands during the latter part of the irrigation
season. This requires a faster customer-side response to reduce irrigation demands once
streamflow is low, and likely a more immediate implementation and enforcement of water use
restrictions.
The City owns alluvial groundwater rights that may be exercised in the future as a supplemental
supply. At the time of this plan, the existing wells require additional costly treatment in order to
be used. The City may retrofit piping from its decreed wells to deliver pumped water either into
the City’s water treatment plant or provide further treatment at the wellhead to provide an
additional potable supply into the distribution system. If implemented, this would mitigate and
likely delay water shortage declarations due to drought by providing a supplementary, interim
potable supply.
The City may temporarily suspend some diversions of its irrigation water rights and associated
deliveries in order to make more physical water available in the stream for diversion and
treatment under its municipal water rights.
During times that public health and safety is at risk, the City may divert and treat water that it
would otherwise not divert because of its commitment to protect the CWCB decreed instream
flow rights.
The City has the right to reuse a portion of its water supply and is in the process of building a
reclaimed water system to exercise this right. Reuse/reclaimed water is not subject to curtailment
under this plan but may help mitigate future drought impacts by reducing irrigation by other
water rights. Upon operational availability, the City may utilize reclaimed water supplies to irrigate
higher priority outdoor water uses as identified in Section 1.2.
The City’s water supply depends upon diversions from Castle and Maroon Creeks and therefore
data-informed monitoring of these watershed conditions is of critical importance. Monitoring of
drought indicators is complicated by the fact that there is not an active streamflow gage located
on Castle Creek. The installation and maintenance of a Castle Creek gage would help improve the
City’s ability to monitor and make drought declaration decisions.

4.2 DEMAND-SIDE MITIGATION AND RESPONSE STRATEGIES
The City’s primary demand-side mitigation measure, as discussed above, is the implementation of the
2015 WEP. In particular, the City has developed outdoor landscape and irrigation efficiency standards.
The City’s efficiency programs support a lower baseline demand through efficient water use practices,
which delays and minimizes impacts caused by drought. Demand-side response strategies focus on further
reducing water use during times of drought. Because most of the City’s water demand is for outdoor use,
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these strategies target outdoor use. Generally, demand-side response strategies can be categorized as
follows:





Water restrictions on irrigation.
Water restrictions on private outdoor swimming pools and hot tubs.
Water restrictions on outdoor commercial or construction uses.
Billed water use surcharges.

These demand-side strategies are important but may not be enough to successfully navigate all droughts
into the future, which is why the City continues to evaluate and expand its water supply system.

5. DROUGHT STAGES, RESPONSE TARGETS, AND MONITORING
5.1 DROUGHT STAGES AND RESPONSE TARGETS
The City’s drought response strategy is based on five stages representing increasingly severe drought
conditions as shown in Table 4 below. These stages and response strategies were developed for water
shortage declarations related to drought conditions. The strategies may apply to water shortages related
to other circumstances; however, each water shortage should be evaluated independently with Rules and
Regulations created to specifically address those conditions. For each stage, the City has identified
demand reduction targets on systemwide demands served by treated water and outdoor demands served
by a combination of treated water, pressurized raw water, and non-pressurized raw water. These
reduction targets connect with response strategies developed for each stage, as described in Section 6 of
this plan. Municipal drought response strategies tend to focus on outdoor water use reduction programs,
targeting irrigation uses to achieve the bulk of the demand reduction goals for a staged drought response;
outdoor uses consume significantly more water than indoor uses, and are typically considered more
discretionary than indoor uses. Therefore, reductions are typically focused first on outdoor uses. Planning
for this type of staged drought response program makes sense for Aspen because the City’s water supply
system is currently dependent upon streamflow and is most likely to be limited during the later summer
period when landscape irrigation demands are high. Future modeling, monitoring, and the future addition
of storage may warrant a review and potential modification of these response targets.
Table 4: Staged Drought Response Categories and Water Use Reduction Goals.

Category

WATCH
Normal

Systemwide

Voluntary

Outdoor

Voluntary

ELEMENT Water Consulting

MODERATE
Stage 1

SEVERE
Stage 2

WATER USE REDUCTION GOALS
5% - 10%
10% - 15%
Reduction
Reduction
10% - 15%
15% - 25%
Reduction
Reduction

EXTREME
Stage 3

15% - 25%
Reduction
25% - 60%
Reduction

EXCEPTIONAL
Emergency
Response
25% - 40%
Reduction
60%+ Reduction
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5.2 MONITORING OF DROUGHT INDICATORS
The amount of water available for the City’s municipal supply is currently dependent upon the physically
available streamflow in Castle and Maroon Creeks. Both Castle and Maroon Creeks are snowmelt
dominated streams, and the amount of summer streamflow is closely related to snowpack conditions that
occurred the prior winter. Timing of peak snowmelt runoff is another significant factor in summer
streamflow availability. To interpret local conditions, Aspen staff rely upon several hydrologic and climatic
indices including snowpack, precipitation, temperature, wind, evaporation, streamflow, soil moisture, and
weather forecasts to support professional judgment in making recommendations for declaring water
shortages and moving through drought stages. The combination of conditions makes each year unique
and requires ongoing monitoring. The time of year corresponding with each indicator is also important to
consider, e.g. snowpack is used as a primary indicator during winter and early spring months while
streamflow is used as a primary indicator during runoff and summer months. Table 5 shows typical
monitoring data relied upon by Aspen to predict drought conditions and the typical timing of.
Table 5: Drought Indicator and Corresponding Time of Year
Indicator
Snowpack
Snowmelt
Precipitation
Snowfall
Rainfall
Streamflow
Treated Water Demands
Temperature
Soil Moisture

Applicable Time of Year
November through May
April/May Projections
October/November through April
May through September/October
April through October
Year-Round
Year-Round
Year-Round

Monitoring and data assessment are most intensive starting in February when snowpack levels start to
show trends that can be compared to historical averages, continuing through August when Castle Creek
and Maroon Creek flows are declining, and outdoor uses are still high. The monitoring efforts are
complicated by the fact that there is not an active streamflow gage located on Castle Creek. Because
Aspen’s supplies are driven by snowpack conditions and subsequent runoff patterns, it is difficult to
accurately predict conditions far in advance. One large snow event can shift snowpack levels from far
below average to above average. Similarly, early peak runoff and abnormally high temperatures can result
in reduced late-summer streamflow levels even if end-of-season snowpack data had indicated aboveaverage levels. As such, monitoring is an ongoing process. Water shortage declaration is a near real-time
decision made by analyzing and interpreting monitoring data, cross checking with other regional and local
water resources experts, and applying historical experience coupled with professional judgment. Some
events that may indicate drought include, but certainly are not limited to, include the following:





Significantly lower than average peak snow water equivalent (SWE), or if the SWE level peaks early
relative to historical average years, resulting in earlier than typical runoff.
Above average temperatures.
Dust on snow.
Precipitation that falls in the form of rain rather than snow prior to April 1.
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Streamflow below 12 cubic feet per second (cfs) in Castle Creek and 14 cfs in Maroon Creek, based
on the City’s modeling of prior drought conditions.
Below average or no precipitation.

5.3 MONITORING REFERENCES AND RESOURCES
The City relies upon monitoring data and field observations to review local conditions. A combination of
the drought indicators described above are used to evaluate conditions and make drought declaration
decisions. Aspen also considers regional hydrologic and climatic data, drought indices such as the Palmer
Drought Severity Index and the Surface Water Supply Index, information from other nearby water utilities,
long-term weather forecasts, etc. The DRC provides a forum for soliciting monitoring information from
multiple staff and further establishing key parameters and dates that are used to support monitoring
through staff experience. Additionally, the City has a daily operational model of its municipal raw water
system that can be used to predict available streamflow entering the City’s system based on operational
demand scenarios and streamflow projections. Because this is a predictive model, it can be utilized as an
indicator but cannot be solely relied upon in making drought declarations.
Drought conditions change frequently and vary in extent and duration – no two droughts are exactly alike.
Through ongoing tracking of water supply and demand conditions, before and during drought, the City
can adapt its drought response strategy to meet changing conditions. This section of the DMRP documents
information that has historically been used to monitor for drought conditions, which informs the City in
its consideration of declaring water shortages and moving between stages of the drought response
program. However, this is not a comprehensive list of resources reviewed and relied upon to support
drought monitoring and declaration. Aspen will update its monitoring procedures as new resources and
tools become available.




4
5

The US Drought Monitor4 provides broad-scale perspective on drought conditions nationally,
regionally, and by state. The US Drought Monitor maps are updated weekly and released each
Thursday. The author of the maps, who may be a different person each week, interprets
quantitative data and qualitative information to update the drought intensity patterns. The maps
show drought classifications based on geographic locations and range from “None” to D4
Exceptional Drought. This is an important tool for communicating with customers and can be
useful in evaluating current conditions relative to a prior period and over an expanded region.
However, the drought designations shown in the US Drought Monitor do not reflect local drought
declarations but rather provide a general reference for Aspen staff to consider. For example, the
US Drought Monitor may show a D3 Extreme Drought condition for the Aspen area, but the City
of Aspen may be in a Stage 1 drought declaration.
The Governor’s Water Availability Task Force (WATF)5 monitors conditions that affect Colorado’s
supply, including snowpack, precipitation, reservoir storage, streamflow and weather forecasts.
The WATF holds regular monthly meetings to present status reports from the State Climatologist
and NRCS, review outlooks on climate and streamflow conditions, and discuss potential water
supply impacts. Drought monitoring and long-term mitigation are ongoing activities and the

https://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/CurrentMap.aspx
https://cwcb.colorado.gov/water-availability-flood-task-forces
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responsibility of the WATF. The Colorado Drought Mitigation and Response Plan (Colorado
Drought Plan)6, updated in 2018, outlines a mechanism for coordinated drought monitoring,
impact assessment, emergency drought response, and mitigation of long-term drought impacts
in Colorado. Drought monitoring is ongoing and facilitated through the WATF regular meetings.
The WATF notifies the Governor when drought conditions reach significant levels and
recommends activation of the Plan. The Governor activates relevant Impact Task Forces, which
convene to determine the existing or potential impacts within sectors (municipal water,
agricultural industry, wildlife, and energy). Implementation and the subsequent supporting
actions are driven by the specifics of each emergency or disaster situation. The Colorado Drought
Plan can be partially or fully implemented for any number of counties and classifications, allowing
flexibility based on recommendations from the Impact Task Forces. Activation of the Colorado
Drought Plan does not require any local drought response, although the it is a strong
consideration for the City.
The Colorado Drought Plan Visualization Story Map7 was developed in association with the
Colorado Drought Plan. The Story Map provides an interactive Drought Vulnerability Assessment
summary (vulnerability scores and potential impacts) that are summarized by county for each of
the following sectors: agriculture, energy, environment, recreation, socioeconomic, and state
assets. The municipal sector is not explicitly referenced because of the uniqueness of each
municipal water supply system. The Story Map provides a visual representation of counties that
are currently triggered, allowing the user to select a county to view associated data for each of
the defined sectors. Sectors identified to develop the vulnerability score include agriculture,
energy, environment, recreation, state assets, and socioeconomic. The scoring for these
categories provides another indicator of drought conditions.
Local snowpack conditions are a key water supply indicator that influences how snowmelt runoff
will contribute to streamflow during the City’s high outdoor water demand period of June through
September. NRCS SNOTEL Watershed Time Series Snowpack Graphs8 are published and updated
frequently to show daily snowpack data by state or by river basin for the current year to date, the
prior 3 years, median snowpack, and average snowpack. General statistics for current snowpack
levels are updated with each published chart. This source is frequently used to monitor regional
snowpack conditions that indicate the snow status and general seasonal trajectory.
The NRCS Colorado Basin-Wide Interactive SNOTEL Charts9 allow users to select and create snow
water equivalent charts summarized by major river basin and by sub-basin, tracking average SWE
levels from all SNOTEL sites within and adjacent to the selected watershed for any combination
of years. The user can also develop interactive charts for precipitation. Both historical data and
projection charts are available. While these may not provide a direct reflection of Aspen’s local
water supply conditions, these charts can be used to gain perspective of the overall basin
conditions.
NRCS Colorado Site Interactive SNOTEL Charts10 allow the user to select a specific SNOTEL Site
and open interactive charts for SWE or precipitation. Both historical data and projection charts
are available. Unfortunately, there are no SNOTEL sites located within Aspen’s water supply

https://drought.unl.edu/archive/plans/Drought/state/CO_2018.pdf
https://lynker.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=8b8a995c2574439cbef10088a08d12ae
8 https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/co/snow/products/?cid=nrcs144p2_063323
9 https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/co/snow/products/?cid=nrcseprd1432263
10 https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/co/snow/products/?cid=nrcseprd1433035
6
7
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watersheds; however, the Independence Pass site is relatively close. Data from the Independence
Pass SNOTEL site (Station ID 542) is monitored and used along with staff field observations to
relate this information to snowpack within the Castle, Maroon, and Hunter Creek drainage areas ,
where Aspen’s water supply is located, as well as the Roaring Fork.
Precipitation and temperature11 are compared to prior years and evaluated together with
snowpack and streamflow. Early warming and rainfall enhance snowmelt and reduce snowpack.
Temperature data from the Aspen 1 SW NOAA station or the Aspen Pitkin Co Airport Sardy Field
NOAA station are used to observe the following:
o The timing of when minimum daily (i.e. nighttime) temperatures start exceeding 35
degrees Fahrenheit.
o Whether precipitation occurs as snow or rain below 10,000 feet elevation.
Streamflow is monitored during the winter-to-spring transition period to observe the rate of
snowpack dissipation (through inspection of the magnitude and shape of the streamflow curve)
and streamflow response to snowmelt (runoff) through the change of season.
The NOAA Colorado Basin River Forecast Center12 develops geographic water supply forecasts
for the Upper Colorado River Basin, Lower Colorado River Basin, and Eastern Great Basin. Through
an interactive map of the basins, the user can select a station and view a hydrograph with
observed streamflow, short-term forecast, and longer-term outlook. This website also shows
snow conditions, reservoir conditions, precipitation, and soil moisture.
Other national drought-specific resources including the National Integrated Drought Information
System (NIDIS)13, the Advanced Hydrologic Prediction Center14, the Intermountain West Climate
Dashboard15, the Evaporative Demand Drought Index (EDDI)16, and the USDA Topsoil Moisture
Monitoring Maps17 are also relied upon.

Treated water production18 data provides an indication of how water demands are trending and is
considered along with the water supply indicators to anticipate potential shortages.


Treated water demand data are reported through Aspen’s monthly billing software and tracked
through an internal water use tool. Billed water use provides an indication of how water demands
are trending by customer category. Billed demands are considered along with the production and
water supply indicators to anticipate potential shortages.
o Beginning in April, monthly water demand data are monitored by customer class relative
to the prior 5-year period. Demand data are utilized to help focus recommendations for
drought response measures and enhance customer outreach and communications.
o During any declared water shortage, demand data summarized by customer category are
evaluated for the effectiveness of response actions, including restrictions, water pricing,
education, and enforcement, toward reducing demands and supporting
recommendations for adjusting the drought response measures.

https://www.colorado.gov/cdss/climate-data
https://www.cbrfc.noaa.gov/
13 https://www.drought.gov/drought/states/colorado
14 https://water.weather.gov/ahps/rfc/rfc.php
15 https://wwa.colorado.edu/climate/dashboard.html
16 https://psl.noaa.gov/eddi/
17 https://www.drought.gov/drought/data-gallery/topsoil-moisture-monitoring
18 https://www.cityofaspen.com/1165/Drought-Dashboard
11
12
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6. STAGED DROUGHT RESPONSE PROGRAM
The City’s staged drought response program identifies appropriate response measures for each drought
stage. This section outlines typical drought indicators and response measures, intended to provide a
comprehensive set of activities to support the City’s selection of staged response targets and guidance for
developing Rules and Regulations when a water shortage is declared due to drought conditions. While
many indicators are considered, all of the conditions listed below do not have to exist before declaring a
drought. Similarly, the lists of shortage response measures provide a guide to water use modifications
that will be considered during each shortage condition. This part of the DMRP will be used as a framework
for developing the Rules and Regulations during a shortage declaration, which will provide details about
the specific set of response measures to be implemented and enforced under the particular water
shortage circumstances, as further described in Section 7.1 below. The City will modify the program
elements as needed to meet demands under changing water supply conditions.
While some of the response measures rely on changes to City water uses and activities, the majority of
response measures rely heavily on customer behaviors. The City will model effective drought response in
its own water use and will provide the necessary information and tools to motivate a public response.
However, it is ultimately in the hands of the City’s customers to execute. As appropriate, modifications
and adjustments may be made to the measures described here to best address the circumstances and
conditions of a given water shortage. Any restrictions defined under a specific drought stage will continue
through higher stages unless more strict restrictions are identified.

6.1 NORMAL CONDITIONS: WATCH
Under normal conditions, the City will implement normal monitoring activities. The City will actively
implement the WEP programs and measures to manage the use of its finite water resource, minimize
water waste, and encourage best practices. This is considered normal operation and does not require any
formal action from City Council.
Common Indicators:
 Local watershed characteristics including snowpack, precipitation, streamflow, temperature, and
soil moisture indicate normal conditions.
 Normal to above-average snowpack conditions during winter months.
 Normal to above-average streamflow and projections starting late-spring through fall.
 Average to below-average temperatures during all months.
 No indication that local conditions will deteriorate in coming months.
Common Response Measures:
 The City will work with the state Division of Water Resources as needed to place administrative
calls for water under the Colorado water rights priority system to protect supplies.
 All terms defined under Municipal Code Section 25.28 “Wasting of water prohibited” are
mandatory at all times.
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6.2 STAGE 1: MODERATE
Under Stage 1 conditions, the City will increase emphasis on basic water use reduction measures and wise
water use practices implemented through public education and outreach. The City will promote rebates
and support programs for low-flow water use fixtures, irrigation technology, irrigation assessments, etc.
and will begin targeting high volume water users and lower-priority water uses. Mandatory restrictions
and water bill surcharges will begin.
Common Indicators:
 Local watershed characteristics including snowpack, precipitation, streamflow, temperature, and
soil moisture indicate moderately dry conditions.
 Below-average snowpack conditions during winter months.
 Below-average streamflow and projections starting late-spring through fall.
 Above-average temperatures during all months.
 Other water providers in the Roaring Fork Basin are preparing to respond to dry conditions.
 Indication that local conditions will likely deteriorate in coming months.
 Indication that the Governor may activate the Colorado Drought Plan or has activated it in
neighboring counties.
Common Response Measures:
 Irrigation of existing lawns limited to 3 days/week. Customers may choose which days or the City
may designate days, depending upon the shortage condition.
 Irrigation of existing flowers, vegetable gardens, shrubs and trees using overhead irrigation
systems limited to 3 days/week; watering by hand, drip, or subsurface irrigation any day.
 Encourage HOAs and commercial customers to perform irrigation system audits on common areas
and increase rebates to support.
 Encourage postponing new landscapes unless converting to xeriscape. Any allowed new seed/sod
should have signage posted regarding establishment.
 Encourage customers not to operate any existing outdoor fountain, waterfall, or pond that is not
used directly for irrigation.
 Public facilities will be directed to implement water use restrictions by administrative order,
including: limiting irrigation of public parks and golf courses to an extent greater than the target
reduction in overall water use; reducing street washing to minimum level necessary to comply
with air quality standards and suspending fire hydrant flushing and testing except when required
for completion and acceptance of a newly constructed water systems or to support public health
and safety.
 Provide public education materials to increase awareness about water supply conditions,
mandatory restrictions under Stage 1, and inform the public that worsening conditions may lead
to more restrictive stages. Recommend hospitality and recreation-based establishments help
communicate about water smart uses.
 Increases in water rates for tiers three (3) and four (4), shall be imposed as mandated by the City
of Aspen City Manager up to the maximum rates defined in Municipal Code Section 25.28.
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6.3 STAGE 2: SEVERE
Under Stage 2 conditions, Aspen will work to keep trees, shrubs, vegetable and flower gardens, and lawns
alive but limit outdoor water use and nonessential uses. Aspen will emphasize wise water use practices
through public education and outreach and eliminate wasteful water use and target reduction of excessive
water use. Surcharges and rate increases will be implemented to further support conservation and to
provide revenue stabilization. The City will advance demand reductions in lower-priority water uses. The
response measures listed in this section assume that any restrictions required under Stage 1 will continue
unless more strict response measures are specified under Stage 2.
Common Indicators:
 Local watershed characteristics including snowpack, precipitation, streamflow, temperature, and
soil moisture indicate severely dry conditions.
 Below-average snowpack conditions during winter months with projections indicating conditions
will not improve.
 Below-average streamflow starting late-spring through fall with projections indicating conditions
will not improve.
 Above-average temperatures during all months with projections indicating conditions will not
improve.
 Other water providers in the Roaring Fork Basin are actively responding to water shortage
conditions.
 Strong indication that local conditions will continue to deteriorate in coming months.
 Colorado Drought Plan activated for Pitkin County.
 Aspen treated demands projected to exceed available supplies without further demand
reduction, unless decreed instream flows are depleted, especially in mid to late summer.
Common Response Measures:
 Irrigation of existing lawns limited to 2 days/week based on customer address. The City may
specify days of the week to certain customer classes (e.g. single family versus others) to help focus
field monitoring and identify larger water uses.
 Irrigation of existing flowers, vegetable gardens, shrubs and trees using overhead irrigation
systems limited to 2 days/week; watering by hand, drip, or subsurface irrigation any day.
 There shall be no new public or private landscaping installations allowed with the exception of
that required as a minimum for erosion control of disturbed surfaces as determined by the City.
 Watering of golf courses and parks shall be managed to achieve the target reduction in water use
based on type of specified water and delivery mechanism.
 There shall be no filling or refilling of single-family residential swimming pools with water provided
by the City. Operation of other swimming pools is permitted.
 There shall be no operation of existing outdoor fountains, waterfalls, or refilling of ponds. No new
water features allowed.
 There shall be no noncommercial washing of privately-owned cars, other motor vehicles, trailers
or boats, except from a bucket and except that a hose equipped with a positive shut-off nozzle
may be used for a quick rinse.
 No new or expanded water connections shall be authorized; however, existing authorizations
shall be honored, provided, however, that this shall not apply to emergency situations in which a
well user’s indoor-use well has run dry.
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Dust control and construction water allowed on a case-by-case basis.
Except for fighting fire, there shall be no use of water from a fire hydrant or specially designated
loading hydrant for human consumption or for use in connection with animals, street washing or
construction water supply. Hydrant draft permits for any of the foregoing uses shall be suspended
for the duration of the Stage 2 designation.
Aspen will take the following actions: increase media briefings and coverage with specific
messages; increase monitoring and send reminders to top 10% water users; establish a water
waste hotline/web address; create a pledge program for community leaders (businesses) to take
steps toward smart water usage and conservation within their organizations; ask to display
drought messaging signs.
Surcharges may be imposed.

6.4 STAGE 3: EXTREME
Under Stage 3 conditions, Aspen will work to sustain mature trees to the extent possible but recognizes
that there may be a major loss of lawns, gardens, some trees, and some shrubs. Most low-priority water
use, including many of the outdoor water use and non-essential uses listed in Table 2 under Priority
Numbers 4 through 7, will be eliminated. The City will operate an aggressive public education and
outreach program and will eliminate wasteful water use and excessive water use. Surcharges and rate
increases will be implemented to further encourage conservation and to support revenue stabilization.
Under an extreme condition, the City may pursue supply-side response measures including operating its
physically available senior water rights to divert water even though they deplete the decreed instream
flow. This will occur only when public health and safety is at risk. These response measures are considered
to be subsidiary and may have legal or water quality implications that will be further investigated. The
response measures listed in this section assume that any restrictions required under Stage 1 and 2 will
continue unless more strict response measures are specified under Stage 3.
Common Indicators:
 Local watershed characteristics including snowpack, precipitation, streamflow, temperature, and
soil moisture indicate prolonged, extremely dry conditions.
 Well below-average snowpack conditions during winter months with projections indicating
conditions will deteriorate.
 Well below-average streamflow starting late-spring through fall with projections indicating
conditions will deteriorate.
 Above-average temperatures during all months with projections indicating conditions will
deteriorate.
 Other water providers in the Roaring Fork Basin and Colorado River Basin are actively responding
to extreme water shortage conditions.
 Strong indication that local conditions will continue to deteriorate in coming months.
 Colorado Drought Plan activated for Pitkin County.
 Aspen treated demands projected to require diversion of senior rights that will reduce decreed
instream flows, or, in a worst-case scenario, exceed available supplies under decreed municipal
rights, especially in mid to late summer.
Common Response Measures:
 Irrigation of existing lawns limited to 1 day/week based on customer address.
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Irrigation of existing flowers, vegetable gardens, shrubs and trees limited to 1 days/week and
watering only allowed by hand, drip, or subsurface irrigation.
There shall be no new landscaping installation allowed.
Athletic fields, trees, and golf course greens irrigated by mandatory schedule or water budget
only. There shall be no daytime irrigation. This will influence both potable and raw supply
reductions.
There shall be no filling or refilling of swimming pools.
There shall be no filling or refilling of water features.
There shall be no car washing.
There shall be no new or expanded water connections authorized; however, existing
authorizations shall be honored provided, however, that this shall not apply to emergency
situations in which a well user’s indoor-use well has run dry.
There shall be no water used for dust control, except pursuant to authorization from the City or
Pitkin County Environmental Health Department and only to the extent necessary to comply with
air quality standards.
Hydrants allowed for fighting fire only.
Increase frequency of public outreach.
Surcharges may be imposed.

6.5 EMERGENCY RESPONSE: EXCEPTIONAL
Emergency conditions are highly unlikely but require prioritizing essential uses. Long-term loss of
landscape should be expected and indoor uses may be restricted. The response measures listed in this
section assume that any restrictions required under Stages 1 through 3 will continue unless more strict
response measures are specified under the Emergency Response. Under an emergency response
condition, the City may pursue supply-side response measures including operating its senior water rights
to divert water, even though they deplete the decreed instream flow, and reducing diversion of the City’s
raw water irrigation rights. This will occur only when public health and safety is at risk.
Common Indicators:
 Local watershed characteristics including snowpack, precipitation, streamflow, temperature, and
soil moisture indicate prolonged, exceptionally dry conditions.
 Significantly below-average snowpack conditions during winter months with projections
indicating conditions will deteriorate.
 Significantly below-average streamflow starting late-spring through fall with projections
indicating conditions will deteriorate.
 Significantly above-average temperatures during all months with projections indicating conditions
will deteriorate.
 Other water providers in the Roaring Fork Basin and Colorado River Basin are actively responding
to extreme water shortage conditions.
 Indication that prolonged, extremely poor local hydrologic and climatic conditions will continue.
 Drought indicators predicting exceptional drought levels statewide.
 Colorado Drought Plan activated for Pitkin County.
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Common Response Measures:
 Irrigation of lawns or plant material not allowed, except trees and shrubs may be watered by hand
no more than 1 day/week.
 Irrigation of golf courses and parks not allowed. This will influence both potable and raw supply
reductions.
 There shall be no new or expanded water connections.
 There shall be no dust control or construction water.
 Hydrants allowed for fighting fire only.
 There shall be no irrigation of public facilities.
 Consider supply-side response measures including diversion of senior water rights that will
deplete instream flows if necessary, to protect public health and safety.
 Surcharges may be imposed.

7. IMPLEMENTATION
7.1 WATER SHORTAGE DECLARATIONS
The City’s Municipal Code provides authority for implementing and enforcing staged responses during a
water shortage and requires City Council approval to declare and advance drought stages. Likewise, City
Council approval is required to de-escalate drought stages and to rescind restrictions with the lifting of
any drought status. As described in Section 25.28 of the City Municipal Code, when the City Council passes
a resolution declaring water shortage and stage, it will direct the City Manager to promulgate and enforce
Rules and Regulations that define response measures to be implemented under the particular water
shortage circumstances. The City Manager and supporting staff will utilize the DMRP framework for
selecting the specific set of response measures to include in the Rules and Regulations.
Aspen’s Utilities Department is primarily responsible for ongoing monitoring of drought indicators and for
providing recommendations to City Council on drought stage declaration. The DRC will typically meet each
February or March to review water supply and demand conditions and projections that are prepared by
Utilities staff based on monitoring data. Upon anticipation of a water shortage declaration related to
drought conditions, the DRC will increase its drought monitoring efforts and determine the frequency of
meetings needed. Monitoring data along with professional judgment and historical experience will
support staff recommendations for stage declaration and adjustments to the response program, which
are ultimately presented to City Council for discussion and approval. Because certain water sources may
be more or less impacted than other sources during a drought, drought response measures will be
developed based on a review of the specific conditions. The DRC Communications representative will lead
public drought communication efforts and will rely upon the DRC for recommended content and
messaging strategies.
Timing of drought stage declaration is very important for Aspen to allow ample time for staff to implement
and engage the public in the staged response program. If a water shortage declaration does not occur
with enough lead time for implementation and response effects to be achieved, decreed instream flows
may be depleted and demands may exceed supplies, resulting in emergency situations. Public response
lead time is a crucial consideration, as many customers are not full-time residents and may not initially be
engaged enough to quickly react to an early water shortage declaration. This also highlights the
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importance of fostering an ongoing and engaged efficiency culture. Conversely, declaring a water shortage
or advancing a drought stage prematurely can result in unnecessary restrictions, impacting community
confidence as well as City revenue.

7.2 DROUGHT PUBLIC INFORMATION CAMPAIGN
A primary discussion topic during the DRC meetings was the need for a more formal communications plan
providing ongoing education, messaging, and customer support before, during, and after a drought. The
City recognizes that providing public information and maintaining its working relationship with customers
are critical to the success of any water shortage response program. In order to encourage a positive
response from customers, the City needs to communicate with customers about water supply conditions
and the reasons for potential implementation of mandatory restrictions. Public response is more
successful when customers are educated about local water supplies. A primary communications challenge
with the City’s customer base is that while many of the full-time residents are engaged and informed on
local conditions, the majority of customers served during peak periods are seasonal residents or visitors
who are less informed about and engaged with local conditions. Examples of potential messaging
challenges that were identified by the DRC and will be further addressed in its ongoing education
campaign include:





The Roaring Fork River flows provide a visual indicator of water supply conditions to the public.
However, flows in the Roaring Fork River may or may not correlate to Aspen’s water supply
conditions in the Castle Creek and Maroon Creek watersheds. Therefore, it is important for the
City to continuously educate the public about where their water comes from and the conditions
that pertain to Aspen’s water supply.
Public/athletic fields and parks may be allowed watering exceptions during some water shortage
conditions. This is fairly standard practice for municipal uses but necessitates communication with
the public to message the policy.
Some properties are supplied by raw water for irrigation. Colorado water law, the customers’ raw
water contracts, and City policies may influence different water management criteria for these
supplies during certain water shortage conditions. Therefore, it is important for the City to
educate the public about how different types of water supplies may be affected under water
shortage conditions.

The DRC acknowledged that a consistent customer outreach and messaging program could help support
future drought responses, an engaged efficiency culture, and other planning efforts. The public drought
campaign will be closely coordinated and developed with the City’s current conservation and efficiency
education programs and other planning efforts underway for the City’s Integrated Resource Plan
development. The drought campaign will be adapted in each of the following phases:
1. Normal Conditions: Aspen’s outreach will focus on consistent messaging to support conservation
and efficiency efforts and to communicate local conditions including “where our water comes
from”, typical Roaring Fork Basin hydrology, general climate conditions, and how efficient water
use helps reduce municipal streamflow diversions thereby leaving more water in the streams.
Outreach will occur at regular intervals and will maintain consistency with other local areas
including messaging provided by the Roaring Fork Conservancy. Information on local projects or
programs will be integrated as appropriate. This messaging will be ongoing and will occur at all
times outside of drought or water shortage conditions.
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2. Active Drought Conditions: During this phase, Aspen will increase messaging frequency to
communicate anticipated drought conditions and associated response measures. This will begin
prior to initiation of a water shortage declaration, when monitoring data indicate potential
drought conditions. Messaging will be focused on weather, other supply indicators, and the
implementation of the staged drought program. As drought stages are advanced, messaging will
focus on mandatory water restrictions, the City’s responses, and progressing conditions. This
messaging will continue through the duration of the drought.
3. Post-Drought Reflection: this phase will occur after all drought restrictions and declarations have
been lifted or restrictions have been stages have been reduced. Aspen will provide a look-back at
the drought impacts and response measures. Aspen may request targeted feedback on impacts
from residents and local businesses at this time to evaluate the effectiveness of program
implementation and outreach strategies. This information will be used to prepare for and ideally
mitigate impacts from future droughts and, as warranted, make updates to this plan and the
Municipal Code.

7.3 ENFORCEMENT
The City’s Municipal Code provides the Utilities Department, in concurrence with the City Manager, the
authority to enforce the response measures described in the Rules and Regulations governing the water
shortage declaration. Education and outreach are utilized to promote efficient water use and inform
customers about expectations in all drought stages. Warnings, citations, fines, and, in the most extreme
cases, installation of flow restrictors inhibiting water use or terminating service altogether are common
drought response program enforcement mechanisms. Municipal Code Section 25.08.040 provides the City
Manager, Superintendent, or other designated official authority to inspect any premises where water
from the City is used to determine if water is being wasted. The City can issue fines for violations and
disconnect water service for repeat violations. Upon first violation, the owner or occupant will be issued
a written warning. Upon further violations within the water shortage declaration period at the same
premises, the owner or occupant will be advised in writing and a penalty charge will be added to the water
bill in accordance with Section 25.28 of the Municipal Code.
The Director of Utilities and Utilities staff will be responsible for administering the enforcement of the
staged drought response program and ensuring that the messaging associated with the enforcement are
appropriate and reflective of the drought program. Utilities will need to work with the Finance
Department to issue fines through water billings and to record and manage citations and associated fines.
The City may consider hiring seasonal monitors to patrol and report excess or wasteful water use during
periods of drought. It is anticipated that the City will also utilize its advanced metering infrastructure in
the future to evaluate customers’ water use during water shortage declarations.

7.4 REVENUE IMPLICATIONS AND FINANCIAL BUDGETING PLAN
A reduction in water use due to drought restrictions will result in reduced water sales and revenue. The
City’s Municipal Code Section 25.28 defines billing surcharges through drought stages. Surcharges are
intended to offset revenue reductions during a water shortage, at least in-part. The City Manager
determines the necessary rate changes and Utilities staff will work with the Billing Department to monitor
water use and revenue, making recommendations to City Council to adjust surcharges as needed to offset
revenue loss impacts. Additional costs associated with the implementation of the staged drought
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response program including the public drought campaign and enforcement may also have revenue
implications. At the onset of a water shortage declaration, Utilities and Finance staff will develop a cost
estimate associated with the implementation and enforcement of the drought response program under
the given circumstances. Internal funding will be identified, and any additional funding needs will be
pursued through available drought-related loans, grants, etc.

7.5 MONITORING OF PLAN EFFECTIVENESS
The City plans to monitor the effectiveness of this plan through ongoing and post-drought evaluations.
Ongoing monitoring will be conducted in conjunction with the City’s active review of water efficiency
activities. An annual DRC meeting will be held in February or March to reflect on prior year observations
and activities, review current monitoring data, and discuss anticipated watershed conditions and
characteristics for the coming irrigation season. Depending on anticipated conditions, the DRC will either
plan for increased monthly meetings in preparation for potential water shortage declaration or will focus
discussions solely on ongoing planning efforts and review. The following monitoring data will be collected
and presented at this DRC meeting by the appropriate committee members:
 Water demands
 Drought indicator data
 Lessons learned or recommended modifications to the program
 Drought mitigation measures, specifically water efficiency efforts and programs
 Public outreach and information campaign status
This monitoring supports an assessment of the staged drought response program’s effectiveness and
allows the City to adjust mitigation and response programs as appropriate. It also facilitates
recommendations for plan updates and improvements.

7.6 PLAN APPROVAL
Aspen’s DMRP was approved and adopted by City Council on XXX, 2020 by Resolution XXX.

7.7 FUTURE UPDATES
This plan may be updated to reflect modified operational conditions or as new water supplies and
operational management components such as storage, potable-use wells, and non-potable reuse become
available. The City is in the process of developing an IRP which will evaluate the City’s supply status and
future municipal demands. This plan will be reviewed and revised as necessary based on findings from the
IRP efforts. This plan may also be updated as needed based on plan monitoring and lessons learned as the
City implements the staged drought response plan as described herein.
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ORDINANCE NO. 10
Series of 2020

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ASPEN, COLORADO, TO
AMEND CHAPTERS 25.20.020, WASTING OF WATER, AND 25.28, WATER SHORTAGES,
OF THE MUNICIPAL CODE.

WHEREAS, the City Council has adopted a policy to address a shortage in its supply of water;
and
WHEREAS, this applies to the use of the treated, raw and reused water of the City; and
WHEREAS, the definitions associated with the wasting of water have been updated as
they apply to a water shortage; and

WHEREAS, implementation of this water management plan shall be determined by City
Council according to the exigencies of the stage being implemented as set forth below.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
ASPEN, COLORADO:
Section 1.
That Section 25.20.020 of the Municipal Code of the City of Aspen, Colorado which sets
forth wasting of water prohibited, is hereby amended as follows.

Section 2.
That Section 25.28 of the Municipal Code of the City of Aspen, Colorado which sets
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forth water shortages applicability, is hereby amended as follows.

Chapter 25.28. - WATER MANAGEMENT
Sec 25.28.010. – Purpose.
The City is committed to sustainability and providing a quality potable water supply to the
community. The efficient use of the City’s water resources as identified in the City's municipal
water efficiency plan assures an adequate water supply for municipal water customers for all
municipal purposes. The City supports and promotes the wise use of water under all conditions
to help preserve essential public services and minimize the adverse effects of a water supply
emergency on public health and safety, economic activity, environmental resources, economic
activity, and individual lifestyles. When water shortages occur, restrictions on the use of water
are imposed in order to protect the health and safety of citizens and property owners.
Sec. 25.28.020. - Wasting of water prohibited.
It shall be unlawful for any person using water from the City water system or any system
connected thereto, to waste water. For purposes of this Section, to waste water shall mean any of
the following:
(a)

The unnecessary running of water, which is not applied to any beneficial use, through
or out of any water closet, lavatory, urinal, bathtub, hose, hydrant, faucet or other fixture,
appliance or apparatus whatsoever, through the neglect or by reason of faulty or imperfect
plumbing or fixture; or

(b)

Applying more water than is reasonably necessary to establish and maintain a healthy
landscape, including but not limited to, the continuous application of water to lawns, sod,
landscaping, or amenity resulting in oversaturation, ponding, pooling, or the flowing of
water into drainage or storm drainage facilities; or

(c)

Watering with spray irrigation between the hours of 8.00 a.m. and 6.00 p.m. during the
period from May 1 to October 1, except for the following uses:
(1)

Watering for up to twenty-one (21) consecutive days to establish irrigated turf from
seed or sod;

(2)

Watering new plant material on the day of planting (e.g., flowers, trees, and shrubs);

(3)

Watering that is essential to preserve irrigated or artificial turf subject to heavy
public use;

(4)

Operating an irrigation system for installation, repair, audit, or reasonable
maintenance, if the system is attended throughout the period of operation;

(5)
(d)
(e)

Watering where tree preservation is required under the local tree ordinance; or

Watering landscaped areas during precipitation or high wind; or
Applying water intended for irrigation to an impervious surface, (e.g., a street, parking
lot, alley, sidewalk or driveway); or
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(f)

Failure to repair an irrigation system unit which is known to be leaking; or

(g)

Failure to use covers for outdoor pools or hot tubs; or

(h)

(i)
(j)

Using water instead of a broom or mop to clean outdoor impervious surfaces (e.g.,
sidewalks, driveways, and patios), except when cleaning with water is necessary for
public health or safety reasons or when other cleaning methods are impractical and in
which case the hose must be equipped with an automatic shut-off nozzle; or
Washing vehicles with a hose that lacks an automatic shut-off nozzle; or
Violation of restrictions imposed in connection with a declared water shortage per
Chapter 25.28.030.

The prohibitions against wasting water are applicable regardless of whether a water shortage
has been declared or a system emergency exits. Additional restrictions during times of a declared
water shortage may apply pursuant to Chapter 25.28.030.
(Code 1971, § 23-151; Ord. No. 27-1985 , § 1; Ord. No. 37-1991 , § 5; Ord. No. 24-2019 , § 1,
11-26-2019)
Sec. 25.28.022. - Exceptions.
The following activities do not constitute the wasting of water for purposes of Section
25.20.020:
(a)

Flow resulting from firefighting or routine inspection of fire hydrants or from fire
training activities; or

(b)

Flow resulting from routine inspection, operation, or maintenance of a utility water
system; or

(c)
(d)

Water applied as a dust control measure; or
Water used for construction or maintenance activities where the application of water is
the appropriate methodology and where no other practical alternative exists; or

(e)

Street sweeping; or

(f)

Other watering activities reasonably necessary to protect public health or safety.

(Ord. No. 24-2019 , § 1, 11-26-2019)
25.28.030. - Water shortage declaration.
(a)

A water shortage shall be declared upon a finding by the City Council that the City is facing
a shortage in its supply of water due to drought, system capacity, or any other cause. Such a
finding shall be made by resolution.

(b)

The provisions of this Chapter shall apply to the use of the treated water supply, pressurized
and non-pressurized raw water, and reuse water of the City to the extent any City-customer
agreements provide for curtailment of water use or suspension of water delivery during water
shortages or emergencies.
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(c)

The City Council shall regulate the water service usage in accordance with subsection (a) of
this section through adoption by resolution of a “drought mitigation and response plan”, which
shall be prepared and maintained by the Aspen Utilities Department.

(d)

The City Manager shall promulgate rules and regulations to implement the response plan as
appropriate to address the water shortage declared by City Council. Such rules and regulations
may include exemptions, as deemed appropriate by the City Manager.

(e)

When the resolution finding a water shortage is approved, the plan set forth in the rules and
regulations shall be implemented. Such rules and regulations shall have full force and effect
and shall be enforceable until such a time as the water shortage is found by City Council to
have ended. It shall be an additional responsibility of the Utilities Director, under direction of
the City Manager, to ensure that the measures described in the rules and regulations are carried
out and to provide sufficient coordination between City departments.

(f) In the event of an emergency, the City Manager shall have the authority to institute rules and
regulations affecting the uses of all water served by the water delivery system until such a
time that a water shortage declaration can be made by the City Council but no longer than 21
consecutive days.
(Code 1971, § 23-200; Ord. No. 27-1985, § 1 ; Ord. No. 18-2002 § 1 [part]
Sec. 25.28.040. - Enforcement and Appeal Process.
The owner or occupant of the licensed premises shall be responsible for compliance with
this Chapter and those who violate these regulations or restrictions shall be subject to the
following actions and penalties.
(a)
(b)

Upon first violation, the owner or occupant will be issued a written warning.
Upon further violations within a 12-month period from the date of the warning notice
at the same premises, the owner or occupant will be advised in writing and the following
penalty charges will be added to the water bill for the property.
(1) The following penalties shall be due, payable and collectible from any person,
customer, or owner of the residential property pursuant to the provisions of this chapter
by the due date of the water bill. Unless a water shortage declaration is in place, the
charges are based on the “Normal Conditions” column and reflect violations to Section
25.28.020. During a water shortage declaration, the charges are based upon the stage, as
appropriate:
Water Shortage Declaration
Violation

Normal
Condition
s

Stage 1

Stage 2

Emergenc
Stage 3
y
Response

2nd Violation

$125.00

$175.00

$200.00

$300.0
$400.00
0

3rd Violation

$250.00

$300.00

$325.00

$400.0 $500.00
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0
All Additional
Violations

$500.00

$525.00

$550.00

$650.0
$750.00
0

(2) The following penalties shall be due, payable and collectible from any nonresidential
customer pursuant to the provisions of this chapter by the due date of the water bill.
Unless a water shortage declaration is in place, the charges are based on the “Normal
Conditions” column. During a water shortage declaration, the charges are based upon the
declared drought stage, as appropriate:
Water Shortage Declaration
Violation

Normal
Conditions

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Emergency
Response

2nd Violation $250.00

$300.00

$500.00

$750.00

$1,000.00

3rd Violation $1,000.00

$1,250.00

$1,500.00

$1,750.00

$2,000.00

All
Additional
Violations

$2,500.00

$3,000.00

$3,500.00

$4,000.00

$2,000.00

(c)

After the fourth violation within a 12-month period from the date of the warning notice
at the same premises, if continued waste of water or willful violation of these regulations
or restrictions occurs, the Water Department may disconnect the service where the
violation has occurred.

(d)

Appeal Process. Any person subject to a charge for violation of a provision of this
Chapter may appeal the charge by contacting the Aspen Water Department in writing
within twenty (20) days of receipt of monthly utility bill containing the violation charge.
Unless the customer's appeal is approved prior to the water bill due date, the customer
shall pay any charges that appear on the water bill by the due date of the water bill. If the
customer's appeal is approved after payment has been made, the disputed charge will be
credited on the next water bill.

(Ord. No. 24-2019 , § 1, 11-26-2019)
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Sec. 25.28.050. - Monthly rates for water shortages.
Unless an alternative system of charges is adopted by City Council, temporary rates will be in
effect during the time that the City Council declares a water shortage. Factors from the tables
below will be specified in the rules and regulations for the water shortage declared by City
Council and will be applied to monthly variable charges identified in Section 25.16.010 to develop
temporary rate increases. Temporary rate increases shall go into effect after a minimum of a 48hour notification of this rate change by the City of Aspen City Manager and as set forth in the
rules and regulations provided via Public Notice.
(a)

Four-Tier Rate Structure:

Billing Tier

Usage in
Gallons Per
ECU

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Emergency
Response

I

0 to 4,000

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

II

4,001 to 12,000

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

III

12,001 to 16,000 1.0 to 1.75 1.0 to 1.75 1.0 to 1.75 1.0 to 1.75

IV
(b)

Over 16,000

1.0 to 2.0

1.0 to 2.0

1.0 to 2.0

1.0 to 2.0

Two-Tier Rate Structure (Bulk Water Customers):

Billing Tier

Usage in
Gallons Per
ECU

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Emergency
Response

I

0 to 2,940

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

II

Over 2,940

(c)

1.0 to 1.75 1.0 to 1.75

1.0 to 1.75 1.0 to 1.75

Raw Water Rate Structure, Pressurized and Non-Pressurized:
NonPressurized
Raw Water

Pressurized
Raw Water

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Emergenc
y
Response

Per 1,000 Sq. Ft

Per 1,000
Gallons

1.0 to 1.75

1.0 to
1.75

1.0 to
1.75

1.0 to 1.75

Section 3.
Any and all existing ordinances or parts of ordinances of the City of Aspen covering the same
matters as embraced in this Ordinance are hereby repealed and all ordinances or parts of ordinances
inconsistent with the provisions of this ordinance are hereby repealed; provided, however, that such
repeal shall not affect or prevent the prosecution or punishment of any person for any act done or
committed in violation of any ordinance hereby repealed prior to the taking effect of this Ordinance.
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Section 4.
If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, or phrase of this Ordinance is, for any reason, held to
be invalid or unconstitutional, such decision shall not affect the validity or constitutionality of the
remaining portions of this Ordinance. The City of Aspen hereby declares that it would have adopted
this Ordinance, and each section, subsection, clause or phrase thereof, irrespective of the fact that
any one or more sections, subsections, sentences, clauses and phrases thereof be declared invalid or
unconstitutional.
Section 5.
This Ordinance shall take effect thirty (30) days after passage, adoption and publication thereof as
provided by law.
Section 6.
This ordinance shall not affect any existing litigation and shall not operate as an abatement of any
action or proceeding now pending under or by virtue of the ordinance repealed or amended as herein
provided, and the same shall be conducted and concluded under such prior ordinances.

FIRST READING OF THIS ORDINANCE WAS INTRODUCED, READ, ORDERED AND
PUBLISHED as provided by law, by the City Council of the City of Aspen on the _____ day of
____________ 2020.

Attest:

Nicole Henning, City Clerk

Torre, Mayor

FINALLY, adopted, passed, and approved this ______ day of ________ 2020.

Attest:

Nicole Henning, City Clerk

Torre, Mayor
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Approved as to form:

James R. True, City Attorney
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Mayor and Council

FROM :

Michael Horvath, PE, Project Manager

THRU:

Tricia Aragon, PE, City Engineer
John Krueger, Director of Transportation
Pete Rice, PE, Engineering Division Manager

DATE OF MEMO:

July 6, 2020

MEETING DATE:

July 13, 2020

RE:

Work Session for Paepcke Transit Hub Project – Council Check-in &
Change Order for Professional Services Contract

REQUEST OF COUNCIL: Staff is looking for agreement on the conceptual design and approval
of a change order to proceed with Phases 3 & 4 of the project. Staff recommends Council approve
the 2020 Paepcke Transit Hub Project Phases 3 & 4 with Otak, Inc. in the amount of $242,229.00.
SUMMARY: Council approved a contract with Otak, Inc. in July 2019 for Phases 1 & 2 of the
Paepcke Transit Hub Project for the development of conceptual drawings and public outreach.
Staff is requesting Council to provide direction on the preferred design and approve the next phases
of the existing contract which includes the design development of Phases 3 & 4 of the project.
BACKGROUND: Historically, the City receives many citizen comments about the difficulty in
crossing Main Street and concerns with pedestrian safety. After consideration of public feedback
and evaluation of the existing conditions, Engineering and Transportation staff identified the
intersection at Garmisch Street and Main Street as an area in need of improvements to increase
pedestrian safety, improve bus stop infrastructure and alleviate the ponding of water.
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Figure 1: Limit Area for Design

The Garmisch Street and Main Street bus stop is the second most utilized bus stop in the City of
Aspen. Due to the location of the bus stop, this serves as one of the biggest conduits for pedestrians
to connect to a bus stop from the northern side of Main Street. The BRT stop on South Garmisch
has limited bus infrastructure and pedestrian safety is a concern when crossing Main St.
The intersection is the main stop for people accessing the BRT system who use the areas north of
Main Street. A significant amount of pedestrian traffic is created that consistently interacts with
vehicles on Main St. The Main Street pedestrian crossing (at Garmisch Street) is one of the busiest
non-signaled Main St. crossings in the city. Pedestrians are required to cross five lanes of traffic
and visibility can be impaired by loading buses and vehicles. An additional concern for staff is the
high number of kids that utilize this area due to the proximity of the school.
Several areas near the outbound bus stop need improved slopes to convey storm water properly.
During rain events or a snowmelt period, considerable amounts of water pool near the outbound
bus stop creating unsafe and uncomfortable conditions. Pedestrians need to walk through water
and ice during several periods of the year making it difficult to load buses.
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Figure 2: Drainage Issue

DISCUSSION: Five phases are planned for this project as presented in the July 2020 work session
with Council. Phases 1 & 2 have been completed. The phases are broken out as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Phase 1 – Inventory Analysis (completed)
Phase 2 – Conceptual Engineering Planning (completed)
Phase 3 – Design: 30% and 90% Design Development
Phase 4 – Final Design/Construction Drawings
Phase 5 - Construction

Phase 1 of the project included public outreach and a survey of the project area. The Paepcke
Transit Hub Project performed extensive public outreach during Fall 2019. The outreach included
pop-up events at the bus stops, public City forum exhibitions, Aspen Community Voice page, and
meetings with stakeholders (internal and external). The project received hundreds of comments
and interviewed 20 stakeholders. Interviewed stakeholders include multiple City departments,
Molly Gibson, Yellow Brick, Hotel Aspen, Red Brick, Aspen Reprographic, We-Cycle, Next Gen,
ACRA, Pitkin BOCC, and local property management. Three major themes developed throughout
the outreach: increase safety at Main St crossing, expand bus stop amenities, and improve
pedestrian connectivity. Overall the community and staff were overwhelmingly supportive of the
project. A full project public outreach report is available for review in Attachment A of this
document.
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Design: The Paepcke Transit Hub project seeks to improve access, comfort and safety for users of
transit, bike share, car share and pedestrian/cycling options at one of the busiest locations in Aspen.
Specifically, the Paepcke Transit Hub project will:
• Create a safer inbound transit stop on Garmisch Street by providing a formal bus stop and
supporting pedestrian connections.
• Create safer pedestrian crossings at intersections at or near Highway 82 and Garmisch Street
by improving the geometric design of pedestrian routes, the visible site lines between vehicles
and pedestrians and pedestrian crossing indications.
• Create a safer, more comfortable transit stop for outbound passengers at Aspen’s second
busiest outbound bus stop by providing a shelter, real time transit signage, trash receptacles
and other amenities.
• Provide power to the car and bike share stations, allowing for the installation of an electric car
share vehicle and electric bikes at this key location.
The public outreach was considered along with staff design guidelines to develop the conceptual
design. Staff has worked diligently with RFTA, CDOT, local stakeholders, and consultant team to
develop a conceptual design that improves the functionality and safety for all users within the
project area. The conceptual design for Main St can be found in Attachment B of this document.
The conceptual designs for Garmisch St can be found in Attachment C & D of this document.
Each design addresses the major three themes developed in the public outreach and identified by
staff. In the designs, the Main St crossing is improved by a raised island between the bus lane and
vehicle lanes with a Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon (RRFB). This allows for increased sight of
the RRFB by vehicles when buses are loading and provides a pedestrian refuge while crossing.
The design also formalizes the in-bound bus stop on Garmisch with a bus pull off with pedestrian
connections in every direction. A midblock crossing is proposed on Garmisch to provide
predictable and consolidated pedestrian flow to the RRFB on the south side of Main St. A bus
shelter and improved amenities are proposed at the outbound bus stop on the north side of Main
St. These design elements were strongly supported by the public at all outreach events and
interviews.

Public Comments

Main St Crossing Safety

Garmisch Improvements

Pedestrian Connectivity

Outbound Bus Amenities
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Main St Improvements

Council Direction on Item 1: Staff is looking to Council for direction on the layout for parking
along Paepcke Park on Garmisch prior to proceeding further into the project and construction
drawings. The two conceptual options address the three major themes from the public outreach
and are the same except for the above-mentioned parking and future We-Cycle station location.
The pro’s and con’s of each parking option are listed below:
Parallel Parking
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Pro’s
Con’s
Safer for bikes with less interactions with 5 less parking spots than other alternative
parked vehicles
Consistent layout with rest of Garmisch
Decrease space for special events
Cost savings of $20,000
Increased snow storage
Increase Park green space from existing Park
by approx. 1,000 SF
Diagonal Parking

Pro’s
Provides more space and ease for special event
vehicles to load/unload, including additional
staging for 4th of July parade
Retains 5 more parking spaces from other
alternative
No decrease to existing park green space

Con’s
More conflicts between parked vehicles and
bikes
Not consistent with street character along the
corridor

Next Steps: The third and fourth phases that are encompassed within this approval include the
following scope:
Phase 3: The Design will follow the Conceptual Planning Phase. The design development will
evaluate the Aspen Area Community Plan, Utility upgrade plans and any other relevant master
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plans, for the intersection and surrounding areas. Review all components of relevant plans to
identify conflicts and alternatives. A series of meetings with the public, Stakeholders, Engineering
staff, Utility staff, Parks staff, Project Manager, and Consultant Team will take place to discuss
both physical and financial aspects of the various components in the design plans. The design will
need to consider phasing of the project. Bidding documents should be prepared with the phasing
and timeline involved. A cost estimate will be provided with each milestone design.
Phase 4: The Consultant will prepare a final construction documentation package in CDOT format
using City standards appropriate for permit submittal. The Consultant will also provide a
tabulation of bid items in a unit price format. In addition to the plan & detail sheets, Special
Provisions shall be provided, written specifically for items, details and procedures not adequately
covered by CDOT’s Standard Specifications.
Staff requests Council consent to move forward with Phases 3 & 4.
FINANCIAL/BUDGET IMPACTS: Staff recommends that it is in the City’s best interests to
award the third and fourth phases of the design to this vendor. The third and fourth phases are
within the 2020 budget for this project. The project budget allocated for 2020 is $312,000 and the
remaining budget will be rolled over into 2021.
Otak, Inc. and selected subconsultants have experience in various City infrastructure improvement
projects and have performed well in Phases 1 & 2. Otak, Inc. also completed the design of the
Hallam St improvements, which included many of the same elements as this project. Their
Professional Service Proposal is attached as Attachment E.
Funding:
2019 Paepcke Transit Hub Project: Phases 1 & 2
(000.327.81200.52130.50470)
2020 Paepcke Transit Hub Project: Phases 3 & 4
(000.327.81200.52130.50470)

$165,000

TOTAL

$312,000
$477,000

TOTAL

$164,846
$242,229
$407,075

Expenditures
Project Phases 1 & 2
Project Phases 3 & 4

Construction Funding: Construction, the final phase, is not included in this approval. Staff will
come to Council at a future time to discuss specifics on the final design documents and
construction. The conceptual cost estimate for construction is approximately $1,300,784. Upon
Council consent in the future, construction is scheduled for Spring 2021. The Transportation and
Engineering Departments collaborated to submit a Multi-Modal Operations Fund (MMOF) grant
application for the Paepcke Transit Hub project. MMOF grants are awarded and managed by the
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Colorado Department of Transportation. The Paepcke Transit Hub project was well-received and
awarded with up to $650,392.00 in funding as well as approximately $100,000 of construction
funding is also being contributed by RFTA, Small Lodging Program, and local development. Staff
intends to bring an Intergovernmental Agreement accepting this grant to Council in late July.
Specifically, the grant agreement will fund the project as follows:
Funds
MMOF Grant
Local Match (including RFTA, Small Lodge
Fund, Private Development contributions)
TOTAL

Percent of Project
50%
50%

Amount
$ 650,392.00
$ 650,392.00
$1,300,784.00

The Transportation Department will manage the MMOF grant. This grant decreases the net budget,
but the 2021 Asset Management Plan will require an increase in budget allowance from $939,000
to $1,300,784 prior to reimbursement from CDOT. If the project costs are less than the $1,300,784
than the 50% split of cost will be implemented on the total construction cost. The grant expires in
June 2023; therefore, all construction and reimbursement requests must be completed by this date
in order to receive the full MMOF funding. Staff will return to Council with a construction contract
prior to implementing Phase 5.
RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends Council approve the 2020 Paepcke Transit Hub
Project with Otak in the amount of $242,229 for implementation of Phases 3 & 4.
CITY MANAGER COMMENTS:

______________________________________________________________________________

ATTACHMENT A – Public Outreach Report
ATTACHMENT B – Conceptual Design – Main St
ATTACHMENT C - Conceptual Design - Parallel Parking
ATTACHMENT D – Conceptual Design – Diagonal Parking
ATTACHMENT E – Professional Services Proposal
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PAEPCKE TRANSIT HUB
COUNCIL CHECK-IN

Mike Horvath, PE & Pete Rice, PE

July 202054

AGENDA
•
•
•
•

Project History and Existing Conditions
Project Update
Conceptual Design Options
Financial Impacts

Staff Request: Council direction on preferred design
option and approval to move forward with Phases 3 & 4
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
Multi-Modal Users:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pedestrians
Bus Stop Users
We-Cycle Bike Station
Hopkins Ave Bike/Ped Way
Car-to-Go Parking
Park Users

W WeCycle Station
56

EXISTING CONFLICTS
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EXISTING CONFLICTS
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PUBLIC OUTREACH THEMES
1. Improved Amenities at
Outbound Bus Stop
(161 Comments)

2. Improved Safety at
Main St Crossing
(95 Comments)

3. Garmisch Bus Stop &
Pedestrian Connectivity
(70 Comments)
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
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DESIGN OPTIONS
Option 1: Parallel Parking

Option 2: Diagonal Parking
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PARALLEL PARKING
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DIAGONAL PARKING
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PREFERRED OPTION
64

FINANCIALS
2019: $165,000 for Phases 1 & 2
2020: $242,000 for Phases 3 & 4 within budget
*Looking for Council approval to move forward*
2021: Construction Funding (Phase 5)
Conceptual Cost Estimate: approx. $1,300,000
Construction Cost Sharing Secured by Staff:
• Approx. $100,000 through Small Lodging Program,
RFTA, and private development
• Up to $650K from MMOF Grant through 50/50 split
65

MMOF GRANT
• Multi-Modal Operation Fund Grant through CDOT
• Staff project presentation was well received by
CDOT
• Up to $650K from MMOF Grant through 50/50 split
• Reimbursement from CDOT for Construction only
• Money must be spent and reimbursement requests
must be completed by 2023
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APPROVAL TO MOVE FORWARD
WITH PHASES 3 & 4
67

Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements Phase I Public and Stakeholder Input Report
October-December 2019

Prepared By: PR STUDIO

December 23, 2019
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Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements - Phase I
Public and Stakeholder Input Report
Updated: December 23, 2019

REPORT CONTENTS
•
•
•
•

Outreach Summary
Major Input Themes
Reoccurring Ideas for Solutions
Attachments
o Attachment 1 - Phase I Comments
o Attachment 2 - Aspen Community Voice Pinned Comments Maps
o Attachment 3 - Stakeholder Interview Sheets
o Attachment 4 – RFTA Supervisory Staff Survey
o Attachment 5 - Outreach and Publicity Log

PHASE I OUTREACH SUMMARY
Phase I: October-November 2019
All collected input is included in this report to focus the direction of conceptual design process in
phase II. Outreach activities included pop-up events at the Paepcke Transit Hub, interviews with
project neighbors and key stakeholders, Aspen Community Voice input, and comments via social
media, phone and email.
Key Phase I Questions: Throughout phase I, various community input activities were focused around
these questions:
• What physical improvements do you (the community) envision to improve the safety, function
and/or experience for this transit hub?
• What is the single most important thing you would like the design and engineering team to
consider?
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Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements - Phase I
Public and Stakeholder Input Report
Updated: December 23, 2019

MAJOR INPUT THEMES
Quantities reflect totals from Aspen Community Voice, public events, stakeholder interviews and the
RFTA staff survey.
•

Desire for covering or shelter at outbound stop with enhanced seating, real time bus signs and
better route information
(~102 unique comments/mentions on shelter/covering; ~59 comments/mentions on seating)
o Lack of shelter from the elements
▪ “Can we please have some sort of shelter on Main St for those waiting to go
downvalley? It is totally exposed and the snow, rain and sun are brutal.”
o Lack of waiting space/seating for bus riders
▪ “it can get really busy in the afternoon”
▪ “I usually see people sitting on the planters or leaning on the building”
o Lack of bus route information at stops
▪ “it took me a while to figure out which bus was right”
▪ “I also see and help tons of tourists figure out the bus stop. It isn't clear to visitors
which bus is coming next and which one they should take. They stop every bus
and ask. A clear schedule with a BRT like screen when the next bus is coming
would help everyone out.”

•

Main Street pedestrian crossing is distressing/feels dangerous (~95 unique
comments/mentions)
o Impaired site-lines/sun glare
▪ “It is very scary crossing the road with the kids as cars don't see you”
o Distracted drivers/traffic speed
o Path conditions (snow/ice)

•

Garmisch is disorganized and has conflicting user corridors (~70 unique comments/mentions)
o No defined path for pedestrians dismounting the bus
▪ “people cross behind the bus and cars are turning onto Garmisch”
▪ “The majority of brt bus riders getting off at Paepcke in the mornings head to
main street to go east or cross to go north and east. They first have to walk along
garmisch and contend with vehicles parking at the molly gibson, then cross
garmisch which causes traffic problems with vehicles entering garmisch from
main.”
o Inconsistent stop for inbound BRT buses on Garmisch
▪ “sometimes the bus stops by Main and sometimes it stops farther up the street”

•

Sidewalk connections could be improved (~41 unique comments/mentions)
o Addition of sidewalk for riders dismounting on Garmisch
▪ “The lack of sidewalk (and therefore shoveled surface), creates a sheet of ice to
maneuver around the bus.”
o Addition of sidewalk to major destinations (Yellow Brick, Red Brick)
▪ “I would like to see a continuous sidewalk on the East side of N. Garmisch all the
way from Main Street to the Red Brick. There is sidewalk part of the way…”
o Addition of green space buffer between Main and Paepcke
▪ “Sidewalk on Paepcke side of Main is in bad shape, could use a green buffer
between street and sidewalk, currently slush goes up onto sidewalk”
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Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements - Phase I
Public and Stakeholder Input Report
Updated: December 23, 2019

REOCCURRING IDEAS FOR SOLUTIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add a shelter with real time signage
o Several individuals indicated that it should look like the stops at 8th Street/other BRT stops
Add more seating
Add bathrooms
Add bike racks
Add green space buffer between Main and south sidewalk
Improve bus route information and maps/wayfinding signage
Consolidate/relocate inbound bus stop(s)
o Various alternate locations were noted including consolidating both stops onto either
Main or Garmisch, moving the stop to Aspen Street and moving the stop further west on
Main
Make crosswalk more visible/move the crosswalk/get rid of the crosswalk
o Add post in middle of road/have lit up crosswalk/innovative striping
Make Garmisch Street one-way
Improve lighting
Improve road condition
Add a bus ticket machine
Add a sidewalk/designated path for those dismounting on Garmisch
One-way Garmisch Street
Add a median on Main Street
Add overpass/underpass for crossing Main Street

It should be noted that approximately ten people commented that the area works fine as is and
that no changes are necessary. The overwhelming majority identified ways the area could be
improved.
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Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements - Phase I
Public and Stakeholder Input Report Attachment
Updated: December 23, 2019

Phase I Comments
Attachment 1
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Main and Garmisch/Paepcke Transit Hub
Phase I Public Comments
*Date

*Via

10/9/2019 Pop-up
10/9/2019 Pop-up
10/9/2019 Pop-up
10/9/2019 Pop-up

10/9/2019 Pop-up
10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019

Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up

10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019

Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up

10/9/2019 Pop-up
10/9/2019 Pop-up
10/9/2019 Pop-up
Updated: 12/23/2019

*Comment
There should be a sidewalk on the park side of Garmisch. The flashing lights work well, but
a stopl light at that intersection might be better. A cover for the bus stop would be good.
Getting off at inbound stop is dangerous, crossing main, turning cars onto Garmisch
Change to no right turns to Garmish during peak (blind spot)
Not a fan of the inbound stop. It's dangerous on Garmisch, you have to cross behind the
bus
It's hard to see the bus signs as they pull up. Crossing the street is dangerous, people don’t
stop. Add a shelter and more seating. The most important thing is the crosswalk across
Main.
Add a traffic signal, people zoom by -or have it as a camera intersection. I'd like more
lighting on Garmisch and in the west end and more seating.
Get rid of the bench and put more seating
More seating (+9 check marks)
People putting their bags on the ground so we can sit
There are people all over the place and in the grass
It would be nice to have an awning or coverage of some kind
Real time bus signs (+5 check marks)
Shelter! (+10 check marks) Rain, cold in winter
Shelter for waiting at the outbound bus stop. Garmisch gets crowded with hotel guests
coming in and out. Mostly people stop for pedestrians at the crossing lights.
Cars don't stop for pedestrians crossing Main
I use the stoplight at Aspen instead of the flashers
Maybe add a ped light in the middle of main Street
Need a speed bump on Main
Need more educations on ped lighting
Pedestrian underpass or over pass (+3 check marks)
Tough crossing, distracted drives, sun glare in afternoons (+3 checkmarks)
Visitors don't understand the pedestrian lights
Dangerous crossing Main, add bump-in for inbound local bus on Main St; Add restroom lots of special events at Paepcke Park and people waiting for the bus. Add more public
bike racks, especially on the park side
Add cigarette butt capture and recycling
Add more formal bus bay for outbound stop

*M *C

M
M

*S

*G

C

*W

W
G
G
G

M

C

S
S
S
S
S
S

C
C
C
C
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

M
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Main and Garmisch/Paepcke Transit Hub
Phase I Public Comments
*Date
*Via
10/9/2019 Pop-up
10/9/2019 Pop-up
10/9/2019 Pop-up

10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/9/2019
10/15/2019
10/15/2019
10/15/2019

Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up
Pop-up
ACV Pin
ACV Pin
ACV Pin

10/16/2019 Pop-up

10/16/2019 Pop-up

10/16/2019 Pop-up

10/16/2019 Pop-up
10/16/2019 Pop-up
10/16/2019 Pop-up
Updated: 12/23/2019

*Comment
Add skiier information signs, where to go, wayfinding signs
Buses should get priority, be on a fast track through. Minimal improvements needed, but
make it better for buses.
Esta bien, no problems for me
Generally everything works smoothly, but would be great if PD helped with traffic and
road rage during the peak. PD should help give priority to busses and wave them through
traffic.
I like the pedestrian flashers because I can cross immediately (+3 check marks)
It all works just fine for me
Need a public bathroom, but it should be invisible
Need route map nearby
Need to consolidate inbound drop offs at Paepcke Park
No change is needed. It can get crowded, but a bus shelter wont fix that.
Tourists are often confused on how to get to their destination
Pin I - Better crossing/ designated stop for inbound BRT passengers
Pin L - Shelter/heating for extended seating and winter time
Pin B - Lots more seating and heating needs to be made
(x3) People don't stop, honk and are impatient even when you can see people crossing;
Bus stops in different places, better if all buses stop at Main and can cross at light; Shelter,
need more seating
Add a shelter, have to hide under building when it is really busy; especially in summer,
need PD enforcement of pedestrian lights and speed; people behind bus not seeing
pedestians, some people don't wait and go around bus
Covered space for snow/rain; Like inbound on Main better than Garmisch because it
seems dangerous with traffic behind bus and people crossing; when there is a bus there
traffic backs up; people on Main Street drive too fast
Everything is great; Drop off on Garmish is dangerous, people coming around corner; Bus
should stop closer to Hopkins; People cross behind bus; Good job to Dan Bankenship for
all his work; Seems like it would be a lot of money for a shelter; water by outbound stop
splashes up sometimes
Bus stop should stop at Aspen Country Inn; Need more lighting while waiting for bus; Need
more seating
Add shelter like 8th Street for winter, it gets nasty outside; Cars come flying through on
Main

*M *C

*S

M

*G

*W

G
C

S
S

M

C

S

M

C

G

M

C

G

G

G
S
M

C
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Main and Garmisch/Paepcke Transit Hub
Phase I Public Comments
*Date

*Via

10/16/2019 Pop-up
10/16/2019 Pop-up
10/16/2019 Pop-up

10/16/2019 Pop-up
10/16/2019 Pop-up
10/16/2019 Pop-up
10/16/2019 Pop-up
10/16/2019 Pop-up
10/16/2019 Pop-up
10/16/2019 Pop-up
10/16/2019 Pop-up

10/16/2019 Pop-up

10/16/2019 Pop-up
10/16/2019 Pop-up
10/16/2019 Pop-up
10/16/2019 Pop-up

10/16/2019 Pop-up
Updated: 12/23/2019

*Comment
Bus driver occupied w/ telling riders which bus is right; Shelter would be appreciated;
Crosswalk not sufficiently lit up, maybe add post in middle of road; Underpass would be
awesome; Not as many visitors use this stop; Path is nicer from Rubey
Cars moving too fast; Proper bus stop with shade
Need lighting for night time, hard to read signs at night; Hard crossing Main; Add a shelter
for rain
Una casita para la lluvia y nieve; Las personas y las coches no respecten los luces; Hay
personas que no saben como usar las luces {a shelter for the rain and snow; people and
cars don't respect the pedestrian lights; there are people who don't know how to use the
crossing lights}
Cover for rain/snow; Need BRT to stop at golf course
Heated shelter; No cigarettes
Real time signs when bus is coming, like other stops, feels more connected; Flash lights
generally work, make drivers more aware, sometimes distracted drivers
Shelter with place to purchase ticket; Crossing is fine, people tend to stop
Sometimes not a place to sit; Bus shelter; A lot of people coming and going
Una casita para el nieve y la lluvia; mas asientos y luces {a shelter for the snow and rain;
more seating and lights}
Drivers have a hard time seeing flashing beacons, generally look both ways; A lot of
people at 5pm; Everything is good; Good bus service
Estas bien, hay mucho traffico; Sometimes cars don't stop for people crossing; En vierno
es peligroso; don't like people Smoking marajuana {everything is good, there is a lot of
traffic… in winter it is dangerous}
Trash can not strong enough for bears; Maybe add a drinking water fountain; Travelers
can't see lights, so I don't like crossing at flashers; When snow melts, there is a big puddle
& we get splashed
I get off at Rubey because the walk from Rubey is nicer
it seems like all the buses come at same time, spread apart then you could catch more
constantly
Pedestrian crossing works fine; Add a bit of a bus bay
Pretty good overall; Outbound can get crowded, seating is a problem; Everyone pretty
good at stopping, most people pay attention, some don't; For regulars/locals, signage is
fine, every now and then tourists don't know where they're going

*M *C

M
M

C
C

M

C

M

C
C
C

*S

*G

*W

C
C
C
C
M

M

M
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Main and Garmisch/Paepcke Transit Hub
Phase I Public Comments
*Date

*Via

10/17/2019 Email

10/17/2019 ACV
10/17/2019 ACV

10/21/2019 ACV Pin

10/21/2019 ACV
10/21/2019 ACV Pin
10/21/2019 ACV
10/21/2019 ACV Pin
10/21/2019 ACV Pin

Updated: 12/23/2019

*Comment
*M *C
I picked up your flyer yesterday, at my usual bus stop. Here are my suggestions:
-Can we please have some sort of shelter on Main St for those waiting to go downvalley?
It is totally exposed and the snow, rain and sun are brutal.
-Coming upvalley the BRT drops you in the middle of the street between the bus and
parked cars. It is not safe how people then cross the street. Can there be a real stop on
Main Street? Maybe before the bus makes its turn, or it could use the local stop and turn
a block later?
C
South Garmisch Street should be a one-way street. As there is no traffic light, it is difficult
for cars to exit from that street. It would make it easier for buses to turn onto the street
(and might provide additional space for Car-to-Go or bicycle racks) and make it a bit
safer for pedestrians who do not need to deal with cars pulling out from S Garmisch as
they cross the street. Decreasing some of the activity with cars at that intersection would
improve safety.
M
Provide a covered bike rack for commuters who bike from bus stop to work year round
Pin T - Continuous sidewalk needed on both sides of Garmisch from Main Street RFTA bus
stop at Paepcke to Koch Lumber Park. When I used to take my toddlers from bus stop on
Main/Paepcke to Wildwood bus at Koch Lumber Park there was never a consistent safe
path without having to cross Garmisch more than once. Further, when RFTA ski bus or X
turns at Garmisch, it lets passengers out in middle of street near Paepcke park on
Garmisch which is also not a safe cross area for massing of passengers trying to exit the
front and back of bus.
Invite people to use the bus by providing lighted bus shelters on both sides of the street.
Within the shelter, provide information that it is an in-bound or out-bound bus and map
the stops it makes. Equally important, indicate the time the next bus will arrive - this could
be digital indicating the minutes remaining before the bus arrives or if it is delayed.
Pin K- Shelter similar to 8th Street bus stop should be added.
Make Paepcke the main Aspen RFTA and transit hub; REduce the number of large RFTA
uses circulating around Aspen by replacing Rubey Park with PAepcke.
Pin M - Not a lot get off here, maybe get rid of it.
Pin R - Can get onto 82 from here. Should be one way into south area of town.
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Main and Garmisch/Paepcke Transit Hub
Phase I Public Comments
*Date

*Via

10/23/2019 ACV Pin

10/23/2019 ACV Pin

*Comment
Pin O - I would like to see a continuous sidewalk on the East side of N. Garmisch all the
way from Main Street to the Red Brick. There is sidewalk part of the way. Many bus riders
and pedestrians take this route from the bus stop to the Red Brick and also on to the Post
Office.
Pin H - I think you need to add a stop light at this intersection. I have seen numerous
people almost get hit by vehicles. I personally was involved in an car accident at this
intersection when the car I was riding in stopped on Main Street because of a flashing
light and a pedestrian crossing Main Street. While the car I was riding in stopped, the car
behind us did not stop and plowed into us. I was injured. If there were a stoplight, the
accident would not have happened.
I drive in the city every day as a limo driver and I just don't see the traffic at this bus stop
to warrant all this expense. This is BS, nonsense idea

*M *C

*S

*G

*W

W

M

10/25/2019 ACV

10/28/2019 ACV Pin

10/28/2019 ACV Pin

10/28/2019 ACV Pin

10/28/2019 ACV Pin
10/28/2019 ACV Pin

10/28/2019 ACV Pin
Updated: 12/23/2019

Pin J - BRT riders getting off and heading south and east are often unable to get from the
street where they are dropped off to the sidewalk due to snow banks, forcing them to
walk in the icy street between the parked cars and the bus that just dropped them off.
Pin S - This BRT stop is not ideal. Regardless of where the bus ends up stopping, riders are
left in the middle of the road. With no access to a sidewalk, this stop is unpleasant and
dangerous.
Pin D - The majority of brt bus riders getting off at Paepcke in the mornings head to main
street to go east or cross to go north and east. They first have to walk along garmisch and
contend with vehicles parking at the molly gibson, then cross garmisch which causes
traffic problems with vehicles entering garmisch from main. It's a shitshow. Ideal would be
to have buses pull alongside paepke park to get out of the drive lane of garmisch.
Paepcke park could give up some square footage to a bus pullout lane with an island for
rider disembarking.
Pin G - I would like a safe crossing that gives pedestrians and cars time to cross/realize
there are people crossing. This is especially important when there are icy roads.
Pin A - Enhanced seating would be welcome in this location
Pin F - Consider a large pull out bus stop on main for upvalley BRT drop offs- this would
eliminate the garmisch drop off problems. Then route the BRTs up Aspen St (or put the
drop off on Aspen st alongside Paepcke)
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Main and Garmisch/Paepcke Transit Hub
Phase I Public Comments
*Date

*Via

10/28/2019 ACV Pin
10/28/2019 ACV Pin
11/1/2019 ACV Pin
11/2/2019 AVC Q&A

11/6/2019 ACV Pin

11/6/2019 Email

*Comment

*M *C

Pin Q - There needs to be a bike rack at this location. Bikes end up attached to trees, etc.
Pin U - Need to trim the branches of trees over the sidewalk on garmisch and on hopkins
for pedestrians.
Pin N - Doesn't have to be a shelter but some type of safe pull out for inbound BRT buses
to drop passengers at a cross walk.
Why not consistency on inbound bus stops for both local and BRT
Pin E - I don't like to get off at this stop given we have to walk in the street and there is no
sidewalk. It was one of the few unfortunate things with BRT. The old drop off was so much
safer on Main St given the sidewalk. Is there anyway to have the drop off on Main right
before Garmisch?
M
When getting off the bus at the inbound stop of Paepcke Park, I had another thought
today. I think to improve safety, it would be better to have a buffer between the street
and the sidewalk. Right now they abut each other and I have visions of my toddler falling
into the street when she runs to the crosswalk.

*S

*G

*W

G

W

W

Bus Shelter & Safer Crossing for Pedestrians - At least twice a day we use the Paepcke bus
stops as we drop off our kids at the yellow brick or picking them up. It is very scary crossing
the road with the kids as cars don't see you. The light helps to cross but maybe a raised
cross walk?
As for the down valley Paepcke Park stop, I would like to see a big covered bus shelter.
We are usually waiting with multiple families with small kids as it is snowing. I little cover
would help. A pull out bus stop would help keep the kids safer as they wouldn't be right on
the road waiting for the bus.
I also see and help tons of tourists figure out the bus stop. It isn't clear to visitors which bus
is coming next and which one they should take. They stop every bus and ask. A clear
schedule with a BRT like screen when the next bus is coming would help everyone out.
11/6/2019 ACV

Updated: 12/23/2019

Any update to the bus stops would be a major improvement.

M
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Main and Garmisch/Paepcke Transit Hub
Phase I Public Comments
*Date

*Via

11/6/2019 ACV Pin
11/6/2019 ACV Pin

*Comment
Pin C - Consider lighting and / or an additional Main St. crosswalk on the west side of
Garmisch (the side BRT riders get off on). Having lights on the other side of the street
would also give drivers on main st. more time to stop when the lights start flashing (i'm
thinking of the hunter street intersection near the police building)
Pin P - How about this as the drop off?

*M *C

*S

*G

*W

G

W

M

Garmisch sidewalk - The inbound Garmisch stop is dangerous - the lack of a curb makes
a high step down from the bus, usually onto ice in the winter. The lack of sidewalk (and
therefore shoveled surface), creates a sheet of ice to maneuver around the bus. Off
loaded passengers are forced to contend with the bus pulling out (while being positioned
much too close to those big tires), limited sight distance around the bus for vehicles
traveling towards Main, and other in-coming buses and traffic turning in from Main
(sometimes too fast that suddenly have to brake). The biggest improvement should be
safety here, and include designated pedestrian route, not the free for all that exists.
Winter conditions have always been treacherous, and I have fallen here before.
11/8/2019 ACV

M

11/8/2019 ACV
11/9/2019 Facebook

We need a second bridge over Castle Creek to ease the back-up of commercial traffic
and so that buses can flow in and out freely.
Give people a covered warm well lit place to wait

11/9/2019 ACV
11/9/2019 Facebook

Designated bus slips - The buses should have designated stop locations along the
sidewalk similar to Rubey Park (maybe just two, one for downvalley and one for local).
Most people wait near the one sign at the corner and then end up walking back down a
lineup of buses. This is especially confusing for non-residents. It would make for faster
queueing and loading if they were clearly marked areas where each stopped.
Put a boutique bus stop where the defunct gas station is.

Updated: 12/23/2019
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Main and Garmisch/Paepcke Transit Hub
Phase I Public Comments
*Date

*Via

*Comment

*M *C

*S

*G

*W

S
S

G

W

S

G

all the city needs is a bus shelter with seating and proper signage installed at the
Paepcke Park down valley bus stop. Also a sign; no parking for delivery trucks on this
block.
A more desperate need is to improve the Hunter street and Durant street bus stop and
intersection!
The continual flow of pedestrians, (which backs up traffic during rush hour), needs to be
controlled with a pedestrian traffic light; like the ones on our Main Street intersections.
Also a large sign Over the roadway double parking is never allowed on this block.
Maybe this winter we could place a traffic cop at this intersection form 3 till 6pm.

11/21/2019 Email
11/30/2019 Email
11/30/2019 ACV

Snow and ice build up at The bus stop on the corner of Hunter and Durant needs to be
removed so bus riders can disembark safely. Riders are let off at this bus stop wearing ski
boots. This bus stop has very poor drainage.
[See last page in attachment for full message]
Yes. One way would help a lot on Garmsch. If it remains 2 way, just make it NO LEFT TURN
ONTO MAIN.
[RE: "Idea: Garmisch sidewalk]

M

C
C

By RFTA Staffer: This letter describes why it would be a safer solution if the bus stop was on
Main Street prior to the turn onto Garmisch. I agree with danger and uncomfortable
feeling for the exiting passengers. It is dark, wet, slick, intimidating. It would cost much less
$$ to move the stop onto MainStreet.
By AshleyH (original poster): I agree with RFTA Staffer. Before BRT, my express bus would
stop on Main, and it was much safer. A proper stop, one way or the other (on Main before
or after Garmisch, or removing parking on Garmisch to accommodate one), should be
the priority. The flashing crossing across Main was a huge upgrade to this location,
already.
11/30/2019 ACV
12/4/2019 Dec. Forum crossing behind bus
12/4/2019 Dec. Forum Shelter and bike parking; Better cross walk
12/4/2019 Dec. Forum Have to jump over snow at crossings. Improve.
M
Updated: 12/23/2019
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Main and Garmisch/Paepcke Transit Hub
Phase I Public Comments
*Date
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019

*Via
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum

12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019

Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum

Updated: 12/23/2019

*Comment
Main Street pedestrian crossing is distressing/feels dangerous (+7 check marks)
Use flashing red light @ xing- no one stops for yellow
sidewalk to Red Brick
Important!! [sidewalk to Red Brick]
Blinking cross walk (+2 check marks)
Pedestrian Markings
Most of traffic going north, everyone crosses; no set bus stop
Sidewalk connections could be inproved throughout area. (+6 check marks)
dangerous for walking. Add w crosswalk, (2) crossings
widen sidewalk on paepcke; bus pull out for inbound on main
Need full stoplight at Main + Garmish! It's Dangerous
Increase radius (+1 check mark)
Garmisch is disorganized and has conflicting user corridors (+7 check marks)
formalize bus stop on Garmisch
afraid to hit people/bus when turning right to Garmisch; hard to see on Garmisch
taxi drop off have to beware of bus
MAKE BLEEKER ST; Garmicsh to Library pedestrian
don't mind Garmisch; light helps a lot, add shelter and route info! w/ real time
Shelter + Seating @ DV
Desire for shelter/covering at outbound stop with more seating, real time bus signs and
better route information (+10 check marks)
Shelter + Seating
be careful of lighting, night sky. Shelter, add bike parking w/ cover
shelter w/ actual shelter from elements, the one at 8th is open in the front
make it like 8th street, so many people wait
Winter maintenence @ crossing (+ 2 check marks)
I fall all the time [@ crossing]
education on how to use lights, maybe different color
hard to reach RFB as bike rider
education on how to use the button
cut + cover underpass for Main St crossing
More route info
separating ski buses? closer?
Like the blinking lights

*M *C
M
M
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G
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Main and Garmisch/Paepcke Transit Hub
Phase I Public Comments
*Comment
*Date
*Via
12/4/2019 Dec. Forum No pullout (+1 check mark)
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019

Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum

Cost of shelter not worth it, prices go up every year. Don't wait very long at the stop
Real time Bus signs do not work!
Top priority is keeping the park
Maybe bus outbound down garmish; proximity
Children's play area
easy to miss lights, especially if not familiar with that
designate a stop
more bike parking
no one-way, adds circulation; maybe no lefts
if you actually use the light it works
Should the routes change? Maybe stop needs moved to S. of Paepcke

mainstreet is really busy, side streets arent as busy, move the bus stop to a side street
people don’t know bus stopping inbound on Main
Busses miss me at night; busy during xgames
trash can and recycling
can we move to Aspen?
Keep tranquillity of park; public safety is critical
Covered, lighted downalley bus stop like 8th St.
Better sidewalk connections
Use w. side of park for more bike parking inbound bis stop. Make that setreet one way
12/4/2019 Dec. Forum toward the mountain.
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
12/4/2019
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Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum
Dec. Forum

Updated: 12/23/2019
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Bryana Starbuck
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rubey Park Info <rubeyparkinfo@rfta.com>
Saturday, November 30, 2019 3:50 PM
PaepckeTransitHub@gmail.com
Paepcke bus stop ideas

Hello,
Recently RFTA employees received a flyer in our work mailboxes asking for our ideas to improve the stop at this bus
stop. I saw after I looked at the webpage that the time is near the end for community comments. That the 2nd phase has
already begun. Please consider adding my knowledge of the area of concern because I have been working as a bus
driver and Rubey Park Information specialist since 1994. I am sorry I didn’t get involved in the debate in a more timely
manner.
I joined the project website as RFTA Staffer today, and left one suggestion and commented on a couple earlier
comments. I would be happy to speak to anyone in the planning team. Feel free to email my personal email at
[redacted for
participant
privacy]
sagpski@gmail.com
or call
my phone#
970‐379‐1983. I can be reached at Rubey Park 925‐8484 Thursday, Friday and
Saturdays.

INBOUND:EASTBOUND
1. The Paepcke Park stop for City Buses on Main Street is in a safe
location. Midblock. There should be a shelter and better signage there.
2. BRT stop on Garmisch and Main/Hopkins is not safe nor an appropriate space to drop
off passengers. It is a left over stop from the time the Snowmass Ski Buses were the
only buses turning off of Main onto Garmish. A lot of money could be spent clearing the
area, changing direction of traffic, adding a sidewalk, adding a bus shelter, and so
on. There is a much simpler fix in the mix.
a. Move the bus stop from Garmish after the turn, to Main Street midblock
between 1st and Garmish. Add better signage, a bench, and/or a shelter onto the
sidewalk.
1. The shelter design does not have to match the other RFTA shelters that are
large and cumbersome.
2. A clever designer could create one that the neighborhood wouldn’t neigh
about.
b. Do not allow left turns onto Main Street from Garmisch.
c. Garmish can be turned into a ONE WAY STREET in the SOUTHERN DIRECTION.
d. Add a Pedestrian Light at Garmisch crossing E/W to meet the crosswalk on Main
Street N/S crossing.
Alternative would be
another Traffic Light added to Main Street at Garmisch. No Please!
e. There will be a few problems created for the buses that will turn after the drop
off.
1. Pedestrians walking to the corner and crossing before the buses are able to
make the turn, causing a backup as they wait.
More Later. Thank you. Susan Anderson RIDE RFTA!
1
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The information contained in this e‐mail message is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the
recipient(s) named above. This message may be an attorney‐client communication and/or work product and as such is
privileged and confidential. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for
delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you have received this document in error and that
any review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify us immediately by e‐mail, and delete the original message.
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Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements - Phase I
Public and Stakeholder Input Report Attachment
Updated: December 23, 2019

Aspen Community Voice
Pinned Comment Maps
Attachment 2
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Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements - Phase I
Aspen Community Voice “Place a Pin” Comments
Updated: November 13, 2019

All Pinned Comments
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Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements - Phase I
Aspen Community Voice “Place a Pin” Comments
Updated: November 13, 2019

Seating
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Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements - Phase I
Aspen Community Voice “Place a Pin” Comments
Updated: November 13, 2019

Crossings
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Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements - Phase I
Aspen Community Voice “Place a Pin” Comments
Updated: November 13, 2019

Drainage
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Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements - Phase I
Aspen Community Voice “Place a Pin” Comments
Updated: November 13, 2019

Bus Shelter
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Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements - Phase I
Aspen Community Voice “Place a Pin” Comments
Updated: November 13, 2019

Other
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Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements - Phase I
Public and Stakeholder Input Report Attachment
Updated: December 23, 2019

Stakeholder Interview Sheets
Attachment 3
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Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements - Phase I
Stakeholder Interviews to Date
Updated: December 23, 2019

STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS TO DATE
Please note that interviews with various key stakeholder interviews/outreach efforts are ongoing
including nearby businesses, building property managers/owners, special events, RFTA, and public
safety personnel.
Date

Organization

Name(s)

10/14/19

COA - Transportation

Lynn Rumbaugh

10/14/19

COA - Transportation

John Kruger

10/15/19

COA - Special Events

Nancy Lesley

10/15/19

COA – Street

Jerry Nye

10/15/19

Aspen RePrographic

Tim Perry

10/15/19

Red Brick/Aspen Parks & Recreation

Desiree Whitehead

10/17/19

COA - Environmental

Liz Chapman & Sandy Doebler

10/17/19

Yellow Brick

Nancy Nichols and team

10/18/19

Hotel Aspen/Molly Gibson

Jeff Bay

10/21/19

COA – PD

Linda Consuerga

10/21/19

COA - Parking

Mitch Osur

10/21/19

Molly Gibson (Stan Clauson Associates)

Stan Clauson & Britni Johnson

10/23/19

COA - Climate Action

Ashley Perl & Laura Armstrong

10/23/19

COA – Parks

Austin Weiss

10/28/19

WE-cycle

Mirte Mallory

10/30/19

Next Gen/Bleeker Moms

Kimbo Brown-Schirato

10/31/19

ACRA

Diana Morrisey

11/5/19

Pitkin BOCC

Kelly McNicholas Kury

11/21/19

Property Management – 100 E. Main

Troy Forbes

12/12/19

100 E. Main Condominium Association

Board
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PAEPCKE TRANSIT HUB IMPROVEMENTS
[INTERNAL] Stakeholder Interview
Version: 11/11/2019 4:15:24 PM

Stakeholder Organization: COA Transportation
Stakeholder Name: Lynn Rumbaugh
Date: 10/14/19
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• The inbound BRT bus stop is unsafe, dropping passengers (including many children) into a busy
street. The outbound bus stop is very busy and does not offer adequate seating, lighting, trash
receptacles, signage or other functions. The crossing of Main is scary, even with the ped signal.
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you make at this transit hub and why?
• Outbound: a transit station similar to 8th street with lighting, real time signage, bike/ski racks,
adequate seating and trash. Inbound: Buses should be able to pull off the road and drop
passengers in a safe, lit location with a safe crossing and enough time for turning cars to see
them and slow down.
What is the single most important thing you would like the design and engineering team to consider?
• Safety and the need to make transit competitive by offering proper amenities.
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
• The number one thing we hear is that the inbound is unsafe. Secondarily, we receive
complaints about lack of seating and trash receptacles as well as lack of real time signs on the
outbound.
Who else should we be talking with?
• Yellow brick, Kids First, Red Brick (recreation), local employers, businesses at the outbound bus
stop that are impacted by trash and lack of seating.

Any final thoughts or questions?
• We should sit down with RFTA staff for an in-person discussion.
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PAEPCKE TRANSIT HUB IMPROVEMENTS
[INTERNAL] Stakeholder Interview
Version: 11/11/2019 4:12:38 PM

Stakeholder Organization: City of Aspen
Stakeholder Name: John D. Krueger
Date: Oct 14, 2019
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
•
These are very busy bus stops with high usage on a daily basis. There are conflicts between buses,
cars and pedestrians. A safer and more efficient intersection needs to be developed.
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you make at this transit hub and why?
• A full bus stop out of traffic on Main and Garmisch with safe pedestrian connections. The bus
stops should have all amenities like snow melt, shelters, real time signage, bench, trash can
and lighting. Easy access to all of the other amenities like carshare and bike share Good way
finding to town and other locations.
What is the single most important thing you would like the design and engineering team to consider?
•
A safe location for the buses and pedestrains. Remove unsafe situations and conflicts.
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
•
There needs to be improvements made in this area for safety reasons, ease of use by riders and
pedestrians.
Who else should we be talking with?
•
Transit users, bike share users and car share users. Also all other stake holders-neighbors, RFTA staff
and business in the area.
Any final thoughts or questions?
• This is a good project and long overdue. There are unsafe conditions that need to be
rectified.
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PAEPCKE TRANSIT HUB IMPROVEMENTS
[INTERNAL] Stakeholder Interview
Version: 11/11/2019 4:17:12 PM

Stakeholder Organization: COA Special Events
Stakeholder Name: Nancy Lesley & Sandy
Date: 10/15/19
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• In spring summer fall, lots of walking and use as pedestrian, feel safer at traffic light crossing.
• Events: 4th July, start of parade route, utilize entire cross section of Main St for parade
• Other events that use Garmisch: Paepcke, used as vehicle re-route or head in parking utilized
for staging and event prep, Arts Festival
• Right hand turns heading west on Main onto Garmisch are dangerous
• Straighten sidewalk on north side of Paepcke
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you make at this transit hub and why?
• Move car to go location, We-Cyle re-location, public restrooms in park
What is the single most important thing you would like the design and engineering team to consider?
• Safety
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
• Nothing much
Who else should we be talking with?
• Car to Go, We-cycle, Parking (Mitch), downtown services

Any final thoughts or questions?
• Events utilize head in parking, porta-potties location, would have to re-work certain events,
close Garmisch for Food & Wine Load In, Arts Festival closes north bound traffic on Garmisch
for duration
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PAEPCKE TRANSIT HUB IMPROVEMENTS
[INTERNAL] Stakeholder Interview
Version: 11/11/2019 4:11:27 PM

Stakeholder Organization: COA Streets
Stakeholder Name: Jerry Nye
Date: 10/15/19
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• Snow plowing to middle on Main, sides on Garmisch
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you make at this transit hub and why?
• Okay with current function, pedestrian safety is issue, look at moving stop west
What is the single most important thing you would like the design and engineering team to consider?
• Snow removal
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
• No complaints, cross walk lights out
Who else should we be talking with?
• Sounds like we covered all the necessary entities

Any final thoughts or questions?
• Not supportive of pedestrian island, two wind rows
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PAEPCKE TRANSIT HUB IMPROVEMENTS
[INTERNAL] Stakeholder Interview
Version: 11/11/2019 3:55:13 PM

Stakeholder Organization: Aspen Reprographic
Stakeholder Name: Tim Perry
Date: 10/15/19
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• Main things we keep hearing is need for improved lighting at crosswalk and where the busses
drop off
• If a shelter is possible for outbound, that would be good – people stand in the courtyard while
waiting, there is not enough place to sit
• Wayfinding signage, people don’t know the bus system, what is this bus, need electronic real
time signage
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you make at this transit hub and why?
• The safety of the crossing if that could be figured out, people push the button and wait hoping
that people stop, people don’t always pay attention there
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
• There are some trash problems, not as bad as it used to be
Who else should we be talking with?
• Yellow Brick

Any final thoughts or questions?
• None
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PAEPCKE TRANSIT HUB IMPROVEMENTS
[INTERNAL] Stakeholder Interview
Version: 11/11/2019 3:59:29 PM

Stakeholder Organization: Red Brick/City of Aspen Parks & Recreation
Stakeholder Name: Desiree Whitehead
Date: 10/15/2019
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• Flashing lights have helped, but still room for safety improvements for traffic to stop for
pedestrian crossings
• Water splashes onto sidewalks
• Need coverage for weather at outbound stop, like what is at 8th Street
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you make at this transit hub and why?
• Adding a shelter and fixing the crossing, give people a spot wait
What is the single most important thing you would like the design and engineering team to consider?
• Crossing at Main Street, people getting off with kids to go to Yellow Brick
• Use stop for small kids, crossing Main Street is hard with a lot of kids
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
• Cars not making complete stops
Who else should we be talking with?
• Sarah Roy, COA, Red Brick

Any final thoughts or questions?
• None
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Stakeholder Organization: COA Environmental Health
Stakeholder Name: Liz Chapman
Date: 10/17/19
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• Felt safe, frequent user, pedestrian, bike and vehicle user of intersection, rapid flash beacon
makes feel safety, keep RFB, does not like no sidewalk on Garmisch, Garmisch bus stop needs
to be formalized and pedestrian connections, would like to see road width remain the same,
Outbound bus stop: not as important as Garmisch, but would appreciate upgrades, bus route
posters do not help people from out of town, real time sign needed (useful information), ticket
purchasing kiask
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you make at this transit hub and why?
• Bus lane on incoming bus, not to stop traffic, creates dangerous situation for crossing peds
What is the single most important thing you would like the design and engineering team to consider?
• Safety
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
• Poorly lit at Garmisch stop
Who else should we be talking with?
• Taxi drivers, most frequent drivers

Any final thoughts or questions?
• Mobility pickup/drop off
• Trash, recycle bins at both stops
• No compost at this stage due to contamination
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Stakeholder Organization: Kids First
Stakeholder Name: Cecelia Martin, Trevor Brown, Adley Kent, Baily Ostertaz, Nancy Nichols
Date: 10/17/2019
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• Nancy – I ride the BRT every day and getting off the bus on Garmisch is not safe, crossing
behind the bus to get to Main Street
• Crossing Main Street especially in winter, road is slick, can never know for sure if a car is going
to stop
• Make a cut out like on 8th Street, have buses turn down Aspen St and people can cross at
stoplight instead of RFB, less worry about crossing Main Street
• Cecelia – would like same idea as 8th Street for here, place for bus to pull off, ride bike into
town and, one lane will stop and the other doesn’t stop, safety is definitely the priority
• Not a lot of cars see the flashing lights, maybe something can be improved about that or get
rid of it all together, motorists treat it as more of a suggestion
• Adley – at the outbound bus stop, waiting bus riders congest the sidewalk and make it
awkward; pedestrians can’t get through
• Trevor - at Garmisch to Main Street, stop left turns onto Garmisch, people pulling out of hotel
cause congestion, add a center median on Main to prevent left turns, carve out space for the
buses to stop
• If the BRTs were to turn on Aspen, they might have to get rid of parking, but would be worth it
• When the weather isn’t ideal, I feel bad trespassing, typically have to shelter under the
building, people prefer the shade of the tree, Business did fence off garden area
• Seating is important too, people often use the ledge while waiting
• Improve street lighting for night, worried that bus won’t see me waiting
• Perhaps underpass/overpass
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you make at this transit hub and why?
• Safety, figuring out how you can cross the street and not get hit, people might not walk to the
light
• Like the look of 8th Street stop, people have shade/shelter for both inbound and outbound
What is the single most important thing you would like the design and engineering team to consider?
• Safety
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
• Same thing with parents, getting on and off the bus with kids and it’s not safe
Who else should we be talking with?
• A lot of post office workers use stop
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Any final thoughts or questions?
• Not attached to that corner as the pickup spot, open to other locations
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Stakeholder Organization: Molly Gibson/Hotel Aspen (HayMax Hotels)
Stakeholder Name: Jeff Bay
Date: 10/18/19
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• Transit hub is very busy, consistently people waiting for pickup
• Dangerous crossing across Main Street even with flashing light, cars don’t pay attention or
don’t see people crossing
• Busy crosswalk for bus riders and hotel guests, staff
• When a bus is picking up ppl westbound, it blocks ability for cars to see pedestrians
• No designated stop on Garmisch, sometimes blocks guests in and out
• People making right turn go around bus, often close calls
• Identifying designated BRT cutout on Main Street side for inbound, blocks traffic
• Other BRT stops have under pass/overpass, this BRT stop is busier
• People would cross there even if there weren’t a flashing light
• Maybe a crosswalk on west side, but would rather resources go to existing crosswalk, maybe
lights in roadway like in Boulder
• Current position of WE-cycle station is permanent and convenient with existing crossing
• Hard to hit crossing light while on bike
• Because hotels on other street, a lot of users not from town, don’t have familiarity, should
design for lowest common denominator
• Add shelter with message of bus times
• Larger, clearer display for routes – which bus should I take?: See Aspen city routes
• Poster sized/kiosk display with popular destinations (Bells, arc, ski shuttles, Snowmass, Buttermilk,
Highlands) consolidate those stops at one stop, explain the routes
• Shelter would be great, people stand on grass, cigarettes and trash – somewhere for people
to sit, get out of the rain with proper trash receptacles
• When buses turn right from Main, when someone wants to turn left it gets cluttered/crowded
• Add curb cut on Main Street
• Buses stopping in the middle of the street on Garmisch just isn’t the right solution, popular drop
off, but people do get on there in winter time
• Would be great to have ticket machine
• Can ACRA contribute informational kiosk that is tourist oriented
• Signage should be in Spanish too
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you make at this transit hub and why?
• Crosswalk, somebody will get hit there – it is not an if, but when.
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
• How do I get to…?
• What bus do I take to get to …?
• Information about transit, WE-cycle
• Loading zone for downtown town
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Who else should we be talking with?
• Medical/dental office
• School to different activities

Any final thoughts or questions?
• Financial contributions/special entitlements for hotel
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Stakeholder Organization: COA PD
Stakeholder Name: Linda Consuegra
Date: 10/21/19
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• Formalizing bus stop on Garmisch important, pretty good overall, usage of RFB key, more
lighting, /familiar citizens & well marked
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you make at this transit hub and why?
• Have a location for inbound BRT stop and pedestrian connection to Main
What is the single most important thing you would like the design and engineering team to consider?
• Garmisch stop and pedestrian connectivity to Main St crossing
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
• Rear end accidents
Who else should we be talking with?
• Talk with PABST as designs come in

Any final thoughts or questions?
• North bound traffic on Garmisch hard to turn left onto Main, like one-way idea
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Stakeholder Organization: COA Parking / Downtown Service
Stakeholder Name: Mitch Osur
Date: 10/21/19
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• Biggest compliant: when buses are parked, cannot see RFB on north side of street, no drop-off
location and pedestrian conveyance
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you make at this transit hub and why?
• Bus shelter on north side, drainage and wind an issue
What is the single most important thing you would like the design and engineering team to consider?
• Convenience for bus users
• No route maps and confused tourists
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
• Parking in bus lane on north side of Main St after 3 PM
Who else should we be talking with?
• ACRA

Any final thoughts or questions?
• Concerns about removing head in parking at Paepcke Park with change to parallel, fear of
push back from citizens about removal of parking, one-way southbound interesting idea
• Busy hotel area with need for parking, Molly Gibson parking
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Stakeholder Organization: Molly Gibson Land Planner / Stan Clauson Associates
Stakeholder Name: Stan Clauson and
Date: 10/21/19
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• Buses stop mostly by alley
• Changing to parallel parking on Molly Gibson side
o 3 spaces - 2 loading and 1 handicap (closest to alley w/ flush curb)
o ADA curb on alley side alley
• No designated space for pedestrians
• Perhaps a bus stop further up the street for more formal bus stop, step out onto paved surface,
a bit further from Main Street, not many people stand there and wait
• Sidewalk on Paepcke side of Main is in bad shape, could use a green buffer between street
and sidewalk, currently slush goes up onto sidewalk
• Molly Gibson is adding green space on Main Street side and sidewalk buffer (maybe)
• Add shelter for outbound
• If stops can be consolidated, BRT should use Main Street stop and bus can go up Aspen
• Crossing generally works fine, perhaps some PD enforcement at RFB, maybe a little bit of
education about ped lights, people don’t always pay attention
• Look should be similar to 8th Street with real time bus signs would be amazing
• Transit hub area does need improvement, but generally works the way it is today
• Left turn right turns, perhaps medians at this intersection, no left turn pocket on to Garmisch.
There is a conflict with people turning onto Garmisch, especially when bus is stopped and
people are walking in all directions
• If Garmisch was one way, could cause more circulation and speed, and would impact flow of
guests
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you make at this transit hub and why?
• Sidewalk to walk on
What is the single most important thing you would like the design and engineering team to consider?
• Wider, detached sidewalk
• Encourage awareness
• Better lighting
• Led lighting connected with RFB specifically at crosswalk
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
• Out of town visitors ask for recommendations on what to do
• How hard is it to get from A to B?
• Creating public space
• WE-cycle on both sides of street
• Could be better signage, particularly in winter for ski destinations, better wayfinding
• Is it possible to move Highlands stop?
• Ski circuit bus?
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Who else should we be talking with?
• Clarks
• Write water engineer – did work on stormwater and conditions
Any final thoughts or questions?
• Make it known that flashing signals can be used by bike riders and are allowed to use on bike;
• Keep that ped signal available
• Buttons placed for ADA purposed, not labeled with directions of use
• What’s the right signage for these buttons?
• MG looking to submit building permit application in March, 6-9 mo. Processing time fall 2020spring 2021
• Hotel Aspen starting work with utility work, spring 2020 hotel aspen
• Any attempt to move 3 parking spaces by MG would be incredibly problematic
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Stakeholder Organization: COA Environmental Health
Stakeholder Name: Ashley Pearl & Laura Armstrong
Date: 10/23/19
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• Downvalley bus is fine, nice to have shelter, decent buffer
• Crossing is decent, RFB is great
• Inbound BRT must be formalized, inbound local needs separation, no way finding
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you make at this transit hub and why?
• Ped connections, ped safety
• Garmisch south of Main is scary for bikes and ped, with no connectivity to Hopkins bike/ped
way
• Big misconnection
What is the single most important thing you would like the design and engineering team to consider?
• Sidewalk along park and opposite side
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
• No
Who else should we be talking with?
• Parent group that influenced sidewalk on Hallam

Any final thoughts or questions?
• EV charging on Garmisch near park, not high priority since one is being installed on 1st
• Check in with Ron on capacity of transformer, check in with Laura
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Stakeholder Organization: COA Parks
Stakeholder Name: Austin Weiss
Date: 10/23/19
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• Garmisch not ideal for bus stop with existing infrastructure, need shelter on north side of Main
• All aspects need to be looked at (Car-to-Go, We-cycle, etc.)
• Sidewalk makes sense on Garmisch (both sides of Garmisch)
• Need Bike parking
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you make at this transit hub and why?
•
What is the single most important thing you would like the design and engineering team to consider?
• Protective of Paepcke Park, don’t want to change that space drastically
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
• No real complaints
Who else should we be talking with?
• Open Space Board once we have conceptual design
• Chat with landscaping architects about sidewalk on northside of park

Any final thoughts or questions?
• Bus pullout in park: large encroachment with pullout and sidewalk
• One-way Garmisch: extension to park, challenging though
• Parallel Parking on West side of Paepcke: no heart burn over that, parking user stand point: no
issue
• Bike lockers utilized?
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Stakeholder Organization: WE-cycle
Stakeholder Name: Mirte Mallory
Date: 10/28/19
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• Scary intersection for both pedestrians and cyclists
• Stations on both sides of street is good because riders don’t have to cross street, bikes don’t
have to be returned to opposite side
• Two stations important for safety
• Crosswalk very narrow corridor but large intersection because crosswalk is accessed via
sidewalk, feels like you have to mount sidewalk with bike – on both sides, isn’t biker friendly
• Whole intersection could be treated as slow zone, as is traffic moves fast through intersection
• How could Garmisch quadrant be treated as own, slower intersection space
• Cars come up fast up to crosswalk, distance between stop bar and crosswalk is close
• Need lights at Molly Gibson side before crosswalk
• Could there be visual demarcation before crosswalk, painting treatments to slow traffic – art,
vibrant demarcation – like in front of Gondola plaza @ Durant
• Slowing things down is really important
• Consider parking
• Bus shelters, important onboarding location, no shelter from elements, people gather under
building or tree, people linger/wait
• Off boarding on Garmisch, people get off and dispersing
• Stopping by crossing and site lines, maybe better if crossing pushed west?
• Where car-to-go and Paepcke parking is important, but important to consider site lines
• Buses turning right, cars backing up
• Parallel parking
• Bike racks needed - bikes are attached to trees, banisters, need to encourage bike riding
• Bike storage on outbound side, more on north side – should be on both sides
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you make at this transit hub and why?
• Bus shelter with real time signage, more places to sit, bike racks, a creative, colorful
dynamically painted intersection that appropriates that quadrant between Paepcke as
pedestrian bike crossing and they have priority there, alignment of pedestrian crosswalk,
elevated crosswalk (speed table)
What is the single most important thing you would like the design and engineering team to consider?
• Safety generally, Safety of the intersection
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
• Will share online portal
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Who else should we be talking with?
• Transit users, Pitkin OST

Any final thoughts or questions?
• Put something at intersection for people to leave comments, dry erase board, chalk
• Kids first
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Stakeholder Organization: Bleeker Moms
Stakeholder Name: Kimbo
Date: 10/30/19
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• Lot of teachers use bus stop
• Guandlet, wondering if people stop
• Can’t see flasher b/c of bus (outbound station)
• Scary with kids, no hang out, want bus shelter, kids be contained
• Kids use to ski from school
• Needs better signage, routage information, glass signage at Ruby (mini ruby with buses
staging/stationing)
• Move bus stops for ski buses down the road, separate
• Real time with bus capacity
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you make at this transit hub and why?
• Overall user experience, treat it similar to 8th St
What is the single most important thing you would like the design and engineering team to consider?
•
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
• See below
Who else should we be talking with?
• Teachers: use for bus transportation around town
• Next Gen

Any final thoughts or questions?
• Cross walk on Main should have flashers, especially at night
• Make life easier for commuters that make town go around
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Stakeholder Organization: ACRA
Stakeholder Name: Diana Morissey
Date: 10/31/19
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• Busy stop with a lot of foot traffic across Main
• Can get dangerous crossing 82
• A dozen or so pedestrians at a time crossing, going in all different directions
• Generally flashing lights work, but sometimes people don’t stop
• Sometimes people don’t know what flashing lights mean or how to use them
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you make at this transit hub and why?
• Where the BRT stops on Garmisch, most people it seems go to cross Main and it seems
disorganized
What is the single most important thing you would like the design and engineering team to consider?
• Safety
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
• It seems like most visitors start their trip or ask about directions from Rubey Park – not so much
from other stops in town
Who else should we be talking with?
• Food and Wine, Ruggerfest, Arts Festival
• PD BBQ

Any final thoughts or questions?
• None
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Stakeholder Organization: Pitkin County BOCC
Stakeholder Name: Kelly McNicholas Kury
Date: 11/5/19
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• Winter time concerns, crossing gets icy
• Sidewalk in front of Paepcke Park
• Pretty wide stretch of road, have to cross quickly
• Timing – significant waiting period for buses
• There is nowhere warm to wait - two young kids when it’s cold, windy. I have to figure out
where to wait; No place to get shelter
• Paepcke Park could be rejuvenated more – very active during events
• Maybe add a few picnic tables with number of people that gather
• Food trucks by park
• Opportunity for real time signage, better wayfinding
• Should align with other bus stops
• Key destinations, a lot of tourists, not sure which bus to get on
• Can get dark in winter, but lighting is not a stand out issue
• Getting cars to recognize pedestrian at night
• Kiddos in grass & trees and people taking shelter in the grass and trees
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you make at this transit hub and why?
• Snow free path across Main St., deicing, shoveling
What is the single most important thing you would like the design and engineering team to consider?
• Safety
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
• None specifically
• People help others cross street, get off bus
Who else should we be talking with?
• Admin at Yellow and Red Brick
Any final thoughts or questions?
• “When getting off the bus at the inbound stop of Paepcke Park, I had another thought today.
I think to improve safety, it would be better to have a buffer between the street and the
sidewalk. Right now they abut each other and I have visions of my toddler falling into the
street when she runs to the crosswalk.”
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Stakeholder Organization: 100 E. Main Property Manager (Romero Group)
Stakeholder Name: Troy Forbes
Date: 11/21/2019
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• We’ve been at 100 E. Main for almost 2 years. We have terminated our contract for the end of
the year, but still there through the end of the month, not involved after Dec. 31
• The traffic for bus stop has been a concern, there is only a small bench, building planter area
4x4 wood, there is a commercial sign to be installed early December
• People waiting for the bus hang out on the planter, go into the lobby
• Our team tries to keep the area cleaned off, trash and cigarette butts accumulate
• Have had to get bikes removed. They get left there, stuck by side of building, latched to the
trees. Have talked with PD.
• Talked about getting a bike rack, added a small one by alley, needed to get a ROW permit
for bike rack elsewhere
• People waiting on the bus sprawl across the property, often 7-8 people hovering or in the
lobby
• Have told ownership that something built might help prevent lobby goers or the trampling of
grass, bushed damaged from people
• Property owners seem very supportive of bus stop enclosure that could shelter people during
weather
• My big question – what are the plans for the space with the limited area?
If you could wave a magic wand, what changes would you/ownership make at this transit hub and
why?
• Would like to see the traffic that is waiting for the bus to be contained in a place that makes
sense for them to be and out of the lobby, off of the planter - a nice, clean looking place
• There is a dental office, has complaints about smoking and crowding
• Keep people from sprawling out
• We’ve had to keep an eye out for wear on property including planter painting, shrub damage
• A solution for bikes, that goes with keeping everything contained
Are there and common questions or comments you and your colleagues receive regarding this
area? What are you hearing people in the community say?
• Crowding, people coming into the lobby
• When it gets cold, people have tendency to go into lobby – restrooms get used (now locked),
have talked about increasing security, but it is not as big of deal now that they’re locked.
Have added no loitering signs to remind people that lobby is not a bus stop waiting area –
have to clean that lobby from weather days
• Similar concerns with summer
• With special events, doctor’s offices are on normal business hours, entrance to lobby is locked
outside of business hours
• Have had conversations about adding more signs
• Increased trash with special events
• Making sure there is regular cleaning of the area
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Who else should we be talking with?
• Dr. Paula Kadison
• Dr. John Miller, Dentist
• Janey and Moan (sp?) – front desk
• Penthouse resident, Kimberly Paige
• Board meeting Dec. 12, 10AM at library
Any final thoughts or questions?
• The crossing is big deal, helps people cross the street
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Stakeholder Organization: 100 East Main Street Condominium Association
Stakeholder Names: Ben Wolff (Frias), Mike D (Frias), Troy (Romero), Dr. John Miller, Tiffany, Paula,
Pam, Tom
Date: December 12, 2019
Tell me about your observations about this area along Paepcke Park on Main Street and Garmisch
specifically safety, function and/or experience.
• Important that our sign is able to be seen
• Trees out front are legacy
• Tiffany part of development team
• Hight traffic area - people want to come in and use restroom, or seek shelter, especially when
weather is bad
• Association pays to clean the lobby, keep up grounds
• People on the association’s property creates liability, people sitting on planters, walking on
grass; limited growth in planters. I don’t think people want to sit there, but they have no
alternative. Give people an alternative place to sit.
• Limited clean up from RFTA. Cigarette butts, water, glass would be on the ground if association
didn’t help with the clean-up.
• Most people use trash can when available, often full or over flowing
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PAEPCKE TRANSIT HUB RFTA STAFF SURVEY
42 responses
Survey and Engagement Themes Quantities:
27 unique mentions - Main Street crossing
29 unique mentions - Covering or shelter at outbound stop
27 unique mentions - Seating
29 unique mentions - Garmisch is disorganized
Question 1 - Please check mark the level of importance for each potential area for improvement:

Main Street crossing
Bus route signage
Signage for Tourists
(skiing information,
Maroon Bells, etc.)
Street lighting
Seating
Shelter at outbound
bus stop
Designated Bus Stop
at inbound bus stop
on Garmisch
Road Condition
Other...

No improvement
needed
15 votes
10 votes
7 votes

Somewhat important
to examine
12 votes
14 votes
15 votes

Critical to improve

14 votes
10 votes
10 votes

12 votes
14 votes
12 votes

14 votes
13 votes
18 votes

12 votes

10 votes

18 votes

10 votes
1 vote

10 votes
-

19 votes
10 votes

12 votes
15 votes
18 votes

Other:
9 responses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Moving curb on SW corner of Main & Garmisch to make inbound right turns safer
Double yellow line at Garmisch/Main
Dropping people off on Garmisch is unsafe, too dark-need more lights
Crossing signal is blocked by bus outbound, Cars turn right in front of bus as leaving
Buttermilk Crossing
Bus pull off area so buses are not blocking road
Winter days very slippery at Main/Garmisch
A reflection mirror at Rubey so the MV & Cemetary can see if cars are coming from the bus
side (Big blind spot)
I know this is not a transit hub issue - X-games info for out of towners. We lose huge tracts of
time with tourists who don't know about fares, etc
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Question 2: What problems do you and other RFTA staff most often see? (check all that apply)
• People are lost/need directions
(29 votes)
• Cars don’t see pedestrians
(22 votes)
• Pedestrian crossings aren’t safe on Main Street
(20 votes)
• Pedestrian crossings aren’t safe on Garmisch Street
(16 votes)
• People are getting on the wrong bus
(18 votes)
• Other…

Other:
13 responses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Too dark - need lights
Because too many Aspen Drivers have their head up their ass
They don't wave you down
No light at Gamisch
Ear buds and Cell phones - Honking loud horn does not help!
People are getting on the wrong bus, Huge issue with Garmisch, especially for someone with
disablility
People asking for bus info
Pedestrians don't look, just walk out into the street or don't use visible signaling device or
gestures at night
People not paying attention and using cell phones
People are confused about where to board on inbound bus to Rubey
People trying to sneak rides beyond the intercept lot down valley
Pedestrians don't yield even when lights are flashing
People walk in front of moving traffic
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Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements - Phase I
RFTA Supervisory Staff Survey Responses
Updated: December 23, 2019

Question 3 - What questions are drivers/RFTA staff asked the most at these stops? (check all that
apply)
• How do I get to _________?
(27 votes)
• Is this the bus for ________?
(29 votes)
• How much is bus fare?
(11 votes)
• What time is the next bus?
(25 votes)
• How do I buy bus tickets?
(8 votes)
• Other…

Other:
5 responses
•
•
•
•
•

Too dark – need lights
You’re late!
Is this free?
When is BRT?
BC & Hwy 82
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Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements - Phase I
RFTA Supervisory Staff Survey Responses
Updated: December 23, 2019

Question 4 – If you could wave a magic wand, what changes might you make at this transit hub
and why?
20 responses
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Make the crossing and right run safer for inbound buses on the run from Main onto Garmisch
Street corner. 3 points of service; BRT goes right on Garmisch ends at parking area (ice, cars
backing out, car pulling out onto Main, More lighting, signage. On Main it's a sticky wicket.
Make Main one lane? with bus lane taller pedestrian flashing signs so buses don't block
view. Put flashing lights in middle of road. CDOT would love that - as usual it's a conundrum
of many in Aspen.
Nice shelter across from park on Main St. Outbound, like at 8th Street
Shelter, more seats, maybe a button people press that activates a light as bus request
We desperately need to improve communication with the Hispanics! Spanish language
signs/materials are desperately needed!
There is no such thing with magic so why speculate or dream?
Information Booth at Paepcke Park. Bus pullout on Main. Safer drop off on Garmisch - Molly
Gibson parking creates many issues often blocking bus ability to drop off. Ice needs
cleaned off in this area. Drop off at curb rather than in street is essential. Crosswalks with
crossing lights and street lights.
The north side flashing light is not visible to outbound motorists when buses are stopped on
the north side. Shelter
Better supervisiors, they need to do their job better so the drivers can do their job better
Inbound BRT Garmisch/Paepke Park stop on Main St. instead on Garmisch with cross walk Just like 8th Street
Gosh. The mind reels. Option paralysis.
Make all the pedestrians, bikes, automobiles vanish and leave the hub for buses only!
More room to tun when turning south onto Garmisch. To miss the curb in an ?, you have to
often wait while blocking traffic on Main to let a car coming out of Garmisch move into
traffic while you block their view. That curb needs to be moved while also eliminating
parking there where we are often blocked by limos and delivery trucks.
More comfortable seats for the drivers
A bus stop sign at the corner of Hopkins & Garmisch (inbound). Most people expect to be
picked up/dropped off at Molly Gibson alley. This is a bad spot for buses to stop because
sometimes there are 3 buses there at the same time, building up traffic on Main.
All the stuff above, but info for rides most important!
I think RFTA/Aspen should come up with some instructional videos for the whole bus system
throughout the valley. Then people can just go online and watch a tutorial video for how
our system works and have individual videos for specific routes and destinations and other
videos with tips on how to board, pay and etc. Put it all online and teach the public before
they ride, how to ride.
OK
I like Aspen the way it is, don't change anything!
Little information at Paepke outbound...Buttermilk doesn't pick up here. Maybe flashing light
for people to cross at Garmisch. Move light pole to North 4' and take away first parking
space.
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Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements - Phase I
Public and Stakeholder Input Report Attachment
Updated: December 23, 2019

Public and Stakeholder
Outreach and Publicity Log
Attachment 5
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Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements - Phase I
Public and Stakeholder Outreach and Publicity Log
Updated: December 31, 2019

Date

Activity

Reach

October-November

Individual Stakeholder Meeting
Interviewees
Pop-up Event at outbound stop
(English and Spanish)
Pop-up Event at Paepcke (English and
Spanish)
Aspen Community Voice Page
Launched

30 participants to date

10/9/19
10/10/19
10/11/19

~45+
~15+
342 Total Visits
20 Engaged Visitors
122 Informed Visitors
260 Aware Visitors

10/14/19

10/15/19

10/16/19
10/16/19
10/21/19
11/1/19
11/8/19

11/8/19
11/13/19
11/18/19-12/4/19

11/29/19

Press Release - Aspen Community
Voice Hosts Two New Public Input
Initiatives
Media Hit – Staff Report, Aspen Daily
News, “City seeking input on Paepcke
Park transit, Galena Plaza redesign”
Pop-up Event at Paepcke (English and
Spanish)
Pop-up Event at outbound stop
(English and Spanish)
Aspen Community Voice email to all
registered users
Email to COA Community
Development NotifyMe Newsletter
Boosted Facebook Post

Instagram and Twitter Posts
RFTA supervisory staff survey (English
and Spanish)
Publicity for Feedback Forum event
including newspaper ads, email blasts,
social media post and flyers
Media Hit – Staff Report, Aspen Daily
News, “City of Aspen hosting
feedback forum at the Limelight”

~20+
~50+

2,474 Reached
105 Engagements
2 comments
42 responses
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Paepcke Transit Hub Improvements - Phase I
Public and Stakeholder Outreach and Publicity Log
Updated: December 31, 2019

12/2/19

12/3/19

12/4/19
12/5/19

12/12/19

Event Reminder Release - City of
Aspen Feedback Forum at the
Limelight
Media Hit – Carolyn Sackariason,
Aspen Times, “City of Aspen trying to
get a grip on outreach efforts”
Joint Open House at Limelight, 2
sessions
Media Hit – Alycin Bektesh, Aspen Daily
News, “Attendees deem Aspen’s
feedback frenzy a success”
100 W. Main Board Meeting

100+ participants

9 participants

Approximate Commenting Participants to Date: 333+ participants
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Garmisch & Main Bus Stop and Pedestrian Improvements
City of Aspen, Colorado
Project No. 2019-50486
MAY 22, 2019

P R O J E C T C O N TA C T

KEVIN DOOLEY, PE, ENV SP, PROJECT MANAGER
371 Centennial Parkway, Suite 210
Louisville, Colorado 80027
720.758.7721 | kevin.dooley@otak.com
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May 22, 2019
Rebecca Hodgson, Purchasing
City of Aspen, CO
130 South Galena Street
Aspen, CO 81611
re: Professional Design Services - Garmisch & Main Bus Stop and Pedestrian Improvements, Project Number 2019-50486
Dear Rebecca and Members of the Selection Committee:
Creativity, collaboration, partnership, and responsiveness are hallmarks of the Otak team. For the Garmisch & Main Bus Stop
and Pedestrian Improvements Project (the Project), we have reunited our successful team from the Hallam Street/Castle
Creek Bridge Connectivity Study & Final Design Project, including PR STUDIO for public outreach; Z-Group Architects
for architecture; Connect One Design for landscape architecture, urban design, irrigation design, and 3D simulations and
graphics; CTL | Thompson for geotechnical engineering; True North Colorado for survey; and Clanton and Associates for
lighting and electrical design.
Our team offers the City of Aspen the following benefits:
»» An 18-year history of success serving Aspen on a wide variety of projects.
»» A proven Rocky Mountain Colorado-based team familiar with each other, the community of Aspen, CDOT, RFTA, and this
corridor.
»» A multi-disciplinary, integrated team of professionals able to effectively and efficiently partner with the City to plan, engage,
design, and assist throughout the construction of these critical downtown multi-modal mobility and safety improvements.
»» Deep understanding of local stakeholders and experience with successful similar public engagement efforts.
»» Experience with and knowledge of the local construction market, including constructibility, pricing, material availability,
scheduling, etc.
»» Responsiveness: Our team includes local partners with ongoing local projects and a local presence who are able to meet
with the City and project stakeholders as necessary throughout the project.
»» Relevant lessons learned ready to be implemented for the City’s benefit on this project.
Based on our site visit earlier this spring, our review of the scope of work in the RFP, our collective experience in Aspen, and
our team’s vision of the project while preparing this proposal, we are equipped to partner with the City and “hit the ground
running.” We will complete the Phase 1 through 5 services as outlined in the RFP, including collecting necessary and relevant
data; planning for connectivity, public outreach and engagement; obtaining and incorporating stakeholder input; performing
conceptual design/alternatives analysis; prioritizing pedestrian safety and routing, utility coordination, and phasing; and
engaging in clear discussions of expectations with the City, CDOT, and RFTA.
I certify that the information and data in this submittal is true and complete to the best of my knowledge. If you have any
questions or require additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me at (720) 758-7721 or kevin.dooley@otak.
com, or our principal in charge, Pete Loris, PE, at (720) 758-7728 or pete.loris@otak.com.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit our qualifications to the City of Thornton.
Respectfully Submitted,
Otak, Inc.

Kevin Dooley, PE, ENV SP				
Project Manager						

Peter J. Loris, PE
Colorado Region Manager | Senior Vice President

371 Centennial Parkway, Suite 210, Louisville, CO 80027 • Phone (303) 444-2073 otak.com
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Consultant
Team Profile
For this project, we have assembled a
team of professional consultants who
have worked together successfully
before and are familiar with the
City of Aspen’s requirements and
expectations for project excellence.

Evaluation Criteria Highlights
99 Hand-picked, integrated, multi-disciplinary team of
experts who have worked together successfully for
more than 10 years.
99 Directly relevant recent experience in serving the City
of Aspen together on the Hallam Street & Castle Creek
Improvements project.
99 Firm principals are committed to partnering with each
other and the City of Aspen—now, and well into the
future.

Team Member Backgrounds and Philosophies
Civil, Structural Engineering, Multi-modal Design: Otak, Inc. (prime)
Since 1981, Otak has built a reputation based on integrity,
skill, and creativity—strengthening our communities, performing
exciting work, and serving our clients. Our goal is to build
lasting client relationships through superior services, guided by
our staff of experts in community and project development.

In 2017, Otak welcomed Loris and Associates (Loris) to
the Otak corporate family. Loris was a Colorado-based
civil engineering firm and trusted community partner that
created socially and environmentally conscious structure and
infrastructure in Colorado and neighboring states for 30 years.

Otak’s integrated services teams offer the best of both worlds:
the capacity and expertise of a large firm paired with the
responsiveness and creativity of a small firm. We are recognized
as an integrated design firm offering our clients the talent,
expertise, and passion of engineers, architects, planners,
landscape architects, urban designers, scientists, surveyors,
and construction managers.

Loris built a rich portfolio of quality projects throughout
Colorado and in Wyoming and New Mexico. The firm’s focus on
professionalism, creativity, and collaboration earned Loris a solid
reputation and many repeat clients, including the City of Aspen.

Otak’s success can be attributed to our dedicated staff
members and the quality of our work, in addition to the trust we
have earned from our private and public partners who aspire to
build better cities, reliable infrastructure, stronger communities,
and great places for many generations to enjoy.

With the addition of Loris, Otak’s Colorado team now offers
comprehensive engineering, design, and natural resource
science services, with the expanded capabilities of a national
organization staffed with more than 300 skilled professionals.
We continue to provide innovative and practical solutions,
addressing each project’s economic potential and fostering
environmental stewardship and social responsibility.
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Otak’s Design Philosophy
We believe that projects have become too complicated
for either art or science. Instead we must integrate art,
structure, sustainability, and water management to design
projects that serve our changing world. We are integrating
our vision of combining science and art, and architecture and
engineering, into the way we design and create next-generation
communities.
Our varied expertise in construction management, civil
engineering, planning and urban design, and landscape
architecture, with a focus on the art and science of
development, allows us to tap into resources quickly and apply
them collaboratively, offering innovative design solutions that
are both functional and cost-effective. Otak has a reputation
for smart, creative design that integrates natural and built
environments. By bringing this design philosophy into
communities, Otak transforms the way people use, experience,
and enjoy the spaces they inhabit.

Project Experience in the Roaring Fork River Valley:
»» Hallam Street/Castle Creek Bridge Connectivity Study &
Final Design (Aspen)
»» Cemetery Lane Trail & Streetscape (Aspen)
»» Main Street Sidewalk – 5th Street to 7th Street (Aspen)
»» Aspen Highlands Trail (Aspen)
»» SH 82 & Truscott Dr. Intersection & Underpasses
(Aspen)
»» Aspen Club Pedestrian Bridge (Aspen)
»» Deer Hill Trail Conceptual Design (Aspen)
»» Aspen DEPP
»» Brush Creek Bridge No. 2 (Pitkin County)
»» Pitkin County Bridge Inspections (Pitkin County)
»» Castle Creek Trail (Pitkin County)
»» Snowmass Lodge & Club (Aspen Skiing Co.)
»» Snowmass Golf Clubhouse (Aspen Skiing Co.)
»» Willits Tree Farm Crossing (Basalt)
»» Two Rivers Greenway Master Plan (Basalt)
»» Two Rivers Greenway Phase I Design (Basalt)
»» East Valley Road Traffic Calming (Basalt)
»» Basalt-Willits Trail & Pedestrian Bridge (Basalt)
»» Roaring Fork River Trail – Atkinson Canal Segment
(Glenwood Springs)
»» Devereux Pedestrian Overpass (Glenwood Springs)
»» Midland Avenue Traffic Calming (Glenwood Springs)
»» Grand Avenue Bridge Inspection (Glenwood Springs)
»» Satank Bridge Reconstruction (Garfield County)

Please also see the relevant projects that we have
included in the Experience section of this submittal.

Cemetery Lane Trail and Pedestrian Bridge, which Otak
completed in 2005 (as Loris and Associates)
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Subconsultants
Public Outreach: PR STUDIO
PR STUDIO is a Carbondale-based strategic
communications firm that provides full-service communication
services and outreach strategies for complex projects.
PR STUDIO provides public and private clients with fully
integrated communications and outreach plans and can serve
as a project team’s in-house communications office.
Clients include local government agencies, municipalities, real
estate developers, and small business owners. Our industry
focus is on public engagement, community development
projects, construction, infrastructure, and new projects. We
work closely with the City of Aspen and Pitkin County on a
variety of outreach initiatives.
»» Certified DBE, Disadvantaged Business Enterprise
»» Certified M/WBE, Minority/Women Business Enterprise
»» Certified SBE, Small Business Enterprise

Relevant Projects:
»» Aspen Pedestrian Mall Improvement Project; Aspen, CO
»» Castle Creek Bridge + Hallam Street Improvement
Project Public Information Management; Aspen, CO
»» Grand Avenue Bridge Public Information Management;
Glenwood Springs, CO
»» Castle Creek Trail Public Process Consulting; Aspen, CO
»» Town of Eagle Strategic Communications Plan; Eagle, CO

Public meeting facilitated by PR STUDIO

PR STUDIO’s Philosophy
We aspire to advocate strong partnerships, collaboration, and
meaningful dialogue. Our practice is founded on elevating
organizations, communities, and people. We work with our
clients to develop the best approach for each initiative or
project. We do this by starting with a deep understanding of
the situation and its challenges and opportunities. Our team
is responsive, adaptable, and capable, ultimately executing
on a layered strategy designed to make a lasting impression.

Architecture: Z-Group Architects
Founded in 1952, Z-Group Architects is an award-winning
design firm that boosts over 75 design awards. Their
specialty is public works and they have completed over 400
projects in Colorado, more than 100 projects in the I-70
corridor of Garfield, Eagle, and Pitkin Counties. As practical
architects, they make client satisfaction a priority through
cost-effective, efficient, durable, functional, and attractive
designs. Their design process merges the functional and
pragmatic with project specific aesthetics, while focuses
on the client with a collaborative spirit, energetic staff, and
open work environment. From public projects and single- and
multi-family residences to large-scale resorts, campuses, and
medical facilities, Z-Group Architects provide consistent and
reliable design solutions that focus on the client’s goals.
Designing for the Rocky Mountain and Western Colorado
Region, Z-Group Architects has specialized in design

solutions for regional climate, soil condition, snowcountry, sub-surface corrosive materials, roof drainage,
energy consideration, building orientation, codes and local
approval process. Sustainable, energy-efficient, and greenbuilding strategies and design are deeply rooted in their
design philosophy. Future planning and technology are
always considered in their designs, ensuring that Z-Group
Architects’ sustainable efforts are “future-proof” against
the ever-changing and emerging trends of sustainability. In
addition to designing for aesthetics, market success, and
sustainability, they strive to develop design that complement
the environment, preserve natural resources, and enhances
the well-being in their community.
For Z-Group Architects, there is no greater challenge or
reward than to design public facilities. They are landmarks
and foundational projects that often become the center of
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activity for a community. To paraphrase Winston Churchill, “We
shape our buildings, and thereafter they shape us.” No buildingtype can more appropriately reflect this statement than public
facilities. Z-Group Architects understand the public impact these
projects make on a community and they are honored to have
helped fulfill so many communities’ goals and needs.

Z-Group Architects’ Philosophy
Z-Group Architects’ design philosophy starts with listening
first. They understand that a successful project requires an
experienced team that is attentive, collaborates, and has humility.
Z-Group Architects has a long history of working on hundreds of
public and private projects. They encourage input from owners,
consultants, and the community. They understand that each
project has specific goals and they provide creative solutions
that reflect each client’s needs while remaining flexible for future
growth and change.
With Z-Group Architects’ over 65 years of experience, they know
how to execute a quality design that is both on-schedule and
aesthetically attractive. Through the utilization of their knowledge
and expertise, Z-Group Architects can help provide each client
with viable choices that meet their specific needs and goals.

Z-Group Relevant Projects:
»» Roaring Fork Transportation Authority, 10
standardized bus shelters and platforms along
the 40 mile route on Highway 82 from Glenwood
Springs to Aspen, CO
»» City of Aspen Bus Shelters at the 8th Street Bus
stop.
»» Bus stops for Snowmass Village Public Transit,
designed and planned in conjunction with
the Tamarack Townhomes and Crestwood
Condominium Hotel development project
»» Snowmass Village Shuttle Bus Parking Facility
»» Snowmass Village Townhall, including police and
emergency vehicle parking
»» Woodrun Place Condominiums underground
parking structure in Snowmass Village
»» Pitkin County Airport Main Passenger Terminal and
Fixed Bases Operations Terminal
»» Integrated Plan for the Timbermill Building People
Mover Terminal

8th Street Bus Shelter Designed by Z-Group Architects
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Landscape Architecture, Urban Design, Irrigation Design, 3D Graphics: Connect One Design
Located in Basalt, Colorado, Connect One Design is a
landscape architecture and land planning firm focused
on delivering superb value for clients while planning and
designing landscapes that regenerate human, financial, and
natural capital. After a collective 25 successful years at
internationally renowned planning and design firms, Gyles
Thornely, Heather Henry, and Sara Tie formed Connect One
Design in 2009 with the goal of combining the high-quality
design of larger firms with the personalized customer service
and budget- and eco- consciousness of a boutique firm. Now
at nine employees, their experience in planning, design and
construction anchors their solutions in financial reality and
provides added value to clients at every step.
As LEED accredited professionals, Connect One Design is
dedicated to making sound, actionable, and environmentally
conscious design decisions on all projects, regardless of
scale. They consider the conservation of resources to make
both environmental and financial sense. They follow a design
process that establishes critical sustainable design strategies
early in the course of a project and tracks the progress of
those ideas throughout the design stages into implementation
and beyond.

Connect One Design’s Philosophy
Our design process begins with a thorough understanding
of client needs through stakeholder engagement, executed
with state-of-the-art software, a high level of innovative
thinking, and communicated early and often through
the latest communication and presentation tools. While
focusing on the physical aspect of design, Connect One
Design will never lose sight of the environmental, financial,
political, and legal concerns of our customers that must
come together to create the foundation of a successful
project. Connect One Design also maximizes the use of
critical human capital resources while retaining strong
relationships in all facets of the planning and design
field. From GIS specialists to contractors to estimators,
civil engineers and water planners, we have amazing
partners that believe in our high level of service, delivered
at a reasonable cost, standing by ready to team. We
bring these individuals and/or firms together when and
where appropriate to add value, substance and technical
expertise to our projects. Together, we provide the most
comprehensive and attentive experience to our clients
available in the field of design.

Relevant Projects:
»» Mill Building Streetscape; Aspen, CO
»» Brush Creek Roundabout; Snowmass, CO
»» RFTA BRT Stations; Roaring Fork Valley, CO
»» Vic Square; Aspen, CO
»» Base Lodge; Aspen, CO
»» Hallam Street Corridor; Aspen, CO
»» Tamarack Building; Glenwood Springs, CO
»» East Valley Road; Willits, CO
»» Crawford Master Plan; El Jebel, CO
»» Spring Building; Aspen, CO
»» EB Building; Aspen, CO
»» Emma Bridge; Basalt, CO
»» Park Hill Commons; Denver, CO
»» Market Street Park; Willits, CO
»» Puppy Smith Building; Aspen, CO

RFTA Stations by Connect One Design
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Geotechnical Engineering: CTL | Thompson
CTL I Thompson, Inc., is a consulting engineering firm
offering geotechnical, materials, environmental and
structural engineering services, construction observation,
soil and materials testing, and forensic engineering
throughout the Rocky Mountain region and beyond. They
have completed more than 50,000 projects over the past
46 years, ranging from major infrastructure systems in
both private and public sectors to single family dwellings.
CTL | Thompson employs about 195 employees in
six Colorado offices and one Wyoming office. Their
staff includes geotechnical engineers and engineering
geologists with specific expertise in the evaluation
of geotechnical conditions impacting the design and
construction of large structures.

CTL | Thompson’s Philosophy
To evaluate and provide alternatives to owners and design teams
so that they can determine optimal efficiencies and overall cost
savings for each project.

Relevant Projects:
»» Aspen High School Addition; Aspen, CO
»» Aspen Recreation Center; Aspen, CO
»» Dancing Bear Lodge; Aspen, CO
»» Aspen Community School; Pitkin County, CO
»» Aspen Highlands Base Village; Aspen, CO
»» Roaring Fork Transportation Agency Bus Maintenance Facility;
Glenwood Springs, CO
»» Snowmass Creek Road Stabilization Project, Pitkin County, CO

Surveying Services: True North Colorado
With a main office in New Castle and a support office in
Eagle, True North Colorado services the entire state of
Colorado. They are professionally licensed, insured, and
provide unmatched workmanship in their land surveying and
mapping services. Their services include Boundary/property
surveys, improvement survey plats, ALTA/NSPS land title
surveys, improvement location certificates, topographic
surveys, residential and commercial construction staking,
oil and gas surveys, subdivision plats, condominium maps,
boundary/lot line adjustments, design surveys, activity
envelope site plans, FEMA mapping and elevation certificates,
deed research and legal descriptions

True North Colorado’s Philosophy
Listening to the client is the key to delivering the best survey
products at a fair cost.

Relevant Projects:
»» Black Hills Energy 4.5 Mile Gas Line R.O.W.
Replacement Project
»» Cooper & 7th Street, Glenwood Springs street and
infrastructure improvements
»» Kemo Sabe and City of Aspen Sidewalk Improvements
existing conditions and construction layout

Lighting and Electrical Design: Clanton & Associates
Clanton & Associates, Inc., located in Boulder, is
an award-winning design firm that specializes in
sustainable lighting design. Clanton & Associates
employs 17 full-time people, including three registered
engineers and four senior designers. Three design staff
members are LEED Accredited Professionals. Founded
in 1981, Clanton & Associates has participated in over
3,000 design projects of all types and sizes.
Clanton & Associates has completed many projects
in the mountainous corridor, including Aspen Valley
Hospital, the Pitkin County Pedestrian Tunnel,
Breckenridge Roundabout & River Walk, Vail Simba Run
& I-70 Underpass, I-70 Chain Up/Chain Down Stations,
and the Glenwood Springs Grand Avenue Bridge.
Their project experience also includes bus and transit
facilities, such as a review of the Pitkin County bus stop
standards for the pedestrian tunnel project, US 36 RTD
bus stops, Denver Union Station, Westminster Station,
and Aurora Light Rail Corridor Evaluation.
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Clanton & Associates’ Philosophy
By aligning projects with technology and ongoing research, Clanton
& Associates provides beautifully integrated design solutions that
save energy, are easy to maintain, and enhance visibility.

Relevant Projects:
»» Pitkin County Pedestrian Tunnel, Aspen, CO
»» Vail Roundabouts, Vail, CO
»» Vail Interchanges, Vail, CO
»» Breckenridge Roundabout, Breckenridge, CO
»» Breckenridge River Walk, Breckenridge, CO
»» Bridge Road Bridge Replacement, Vail, CO
»» Vail Simba Run I-70 Underpass, Vail, CO
»» I-70 Chain Up/Chain Down Stations, Vail, CO
»» Grand Avenue Bridge, Glenwood Springs, CO
»» I-70 Fiber Optic Backbone, Vail to Glenwood Springs, CO
»» I-70 Glenwood Canyon VSL, Glenwood Springs, CO
»» Denver Union Station & Transit, Denver, CO
»» Westminster Station, CO
»» Old Town Arvada Lighting Study, CO
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Team Organization
City of Aspen Project Manager
P R I N C I PA L- I N - C H A R G E , Q A / Q C

PROJECT MANAGER

Pete Loris, PE

Kevin Dooley, PE, ENV SP

OTAK, INC.

OTAK, INC.

PROJECT TEAM
PROJECT ENGINEER

MULTI-MODAL CONNECTIVITY PLANNING

DRAINAGE AND LOW-IMPACT DESIGN

ARCHITECTURE

Sean Wilson, PE

Anthony Pratt, PLA

Ashley Cantlon, PE, LEED AP, ENV SP

OTAK, INC.

OTAK, INC.

OTAK, INC.

Seth Hmielowski, AIA
Melanie Noonan, AIA
Z GROUP ARCHITECTURE

PUBLIC OUTREACH

Kathleen Wanatowicz
Mavis Fitzgerald
Bryana Starbuck
PR STUDIO

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, URBAN
DESIGN, IRRIGATION DESIGN

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING

ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING DESIGN

SURVEY

James Kellogg, PE
John Mechling, PE

Greg Flageolle, AASM
Annie Kuczkowski, EI

Rodney Kiser, PLS
Lauren Vance

CTL | THOMPSON

CL ANTON & ASSOCIATES

TRUE NORTH COLOR ADO

Giles Thornely, RLA, LEED AP, ASLA
Sara Tie, LEED AP
Molly Somes, ASLA
CONNECT ONE DESIGN

Prime Key Team Members

			

Please see two-page resumes in Appendix A

Pete Loris, PE • Principal-in-Charge, QA/QC

Kevin Dooley, PE, ENV SP • Project Manager

Pete is a professional engineer with 38
years of experience who leads Otak’s
Colorado operations. With a broad
background in roadway, structural,
and path design and construction
management and inspection services,
Pete successfully manages a diverse
range of projects. His thorough
understanding of many disciplines
allows him to develop holistic designs that consider the
complex relationships of many interdependent variables.
This extensive experience also helps Pete provide objective
and technically astute review and guidance on project
deliverables.

Kevin has 14 years of civil engineering
experience that includes designing and
managing a variety of complex transportation
and civil improvement projects. His expertise
includes roadway and trail design, drainage,
and utility design of local agency and federally
funded projects.

Education
MS, Civil Engineering, Northwestern University
BS, Civil Engineering, Illinois Institute of Technology
Licenses
Professional Engineer (CO)

Select Project Experience:
»» 30th and Colorado Corridor Study; Boulder, CO
»» 95th Street at Valmont and Isabelle Road; Boulder, CO
»» Lincoln Avenue Bridge; Fort Collins, CO
»» McConnell Drive Bridge Construction; Lyons, CO
»» Superior Trail — BRT to Coal Creek; Superior, CO

Kevin has also performed construction
management services on federally funded transportation projects.
This experience gives him additional insight into the complete
project delivery cycle. His hands-on approach to management
and design will ensure that the project will have a solid set of
construction documents that CDOT will approve. Kevin is also
an Envision Sustainability Professional. This credential gives him
unique expertise in sustainable planning and design.
Education
BS, Civil Engineering, University of Northern Florida
Licenses/Certifications
Professional Engineer (CO)
Envision Sustainability Professional
CDOT Certified Construction Manager

Select Project Experience:
»» 30th and Colorado Bicycle and Pedestrian Underpass; Boulder, CO
»» Diagonal (SH 119) Reconstruction, 28th to Foothills Parkway; Boulder, CO
»» Chautauqua Pedestrian Improvements; Boulder, CO
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»» North Broadway Sidewalk Roadway and Intersection Improvements; Boulder, CO
»» West Pearl Street Streetscape and Pedestrian Improvements; Boulder, CO

has also been involved in innovative public facilitation using
techniques like pilot projects, urban interventions, and
demonstration projects.

Sean Wilson, PE • Project Engineer

Education
Bachelor of Landscape Architecture, University of Kentucky

Sean is a registered professional engineer with eight
years of varied experience in transportation studies, civil
site design, roadway design, hydrologic and hydraulic
studies, and water and sewer utility projects. Sean’s
design experience includes work ranging from conceptual
design to final construction documents for a variety of
state, municipal, and private agencies. At Otak, he serves
as project engineer for road, path, trail, and underpass
projects.

Licenses
Professional Landscape Architect (CO)

Sean’s background also includes site design and
transportation analysis for renewable energy projects, plan
and profile design of roadway, path, trail, and sidewalks,
utility design of waterlines, storm and sanitary sewers, and
hydrology and hydraulic analysis.
Education
BS, Civil Engineering, University of South Carolina
Licenses
Professional Engineer (CO)

Select Project Experience:
»» 2 Rivers Road Improvements at RICD Park; Basalt, CO
»» North Broadway at Poplar Pedestrian Access Improvements; Boulder, CO
»» East Valley Road Traffic Calming; Basalt, CO
»» Lyons 2nd Avenue Bridge Replacement; Lyons, CO
»» South Boulder Road Reconstruction & Panel Replacement; Boulder, CO

Anthony Pratt, PLA • Multi-Modal
Connectivity Planning
Anthony is a landscape architect and
multi-modal transportation designer
with eleven years of experience. He
has worked for several of the nation’s
leading multi-modal transportation
planning and design firms and has
been involved in numerous projects
across the US, including non-motorized
transportation designs for municipalities
such as Chicago, St. Louis, and Denver. Anthony’s project
experience includes multi-use paths, on-street bicycle
facilities, bicycle share station design, urban design,
sidewalk and ADA ramp design, park design, master plans,
irrigation plans, and landscape plans. In addition, Anthony is
experienced in leading and facilitating public engagement
efforts, including open houses and stakeholder meetings,
and in designing educational materials intended to inform
the public and solicit interest and participation. Anthony
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Select Project Experience:
»» State Highway 7 Station Area Design; Boulder County, CO
»» Industrial Lane Corridor Study; Broomfield, CO
»» Boulder Creek Sidewalks; Boulder, CO
»» 14th Street Protected Bicycle Lane; Denver, CO*
»» Montview Boulevard Corridor Study; Aurora, CO*
*Experience prior to joining Otak

Ashley Cantlon, PE, LEED AP, ENV SP
• Drainage, low-Impact Design
Ashley has over 14 years of experience
as a water resources engineer at Otak.
Her project experience includes lowimpact design (LID) and “green street”
approaches in ultra-urban environments.
She has a passion for environmental
conservation, enhancement, and
sustainability and looks for opportunities
to incorporate these principles into her
project designs. Ashley is an experienced user of modeling
programs such as HEC-RAS, Hydraflow Hydrographs
and Storm Sewers, HydroCAD, and XPSWMM, as well as
Civil3D, GIS, and Microsoft software. Ashley is a certified
LEED Accredited Professional, and has prepared many
sustainable stormwater designs using innovative design
techniques and stormwater best-management practices.
Education
BS, Civil Engineering, University of Portland
Licenses/Certifications
Professional Engineer (OR)
LEED AP
ENV SP
River Restoration Professional

Select Project Experience:
»» Lake Oswego Bike and Pedestrian Improvements 2016-17; Lake Oswego, OR
»» Bell Avenue Improvements; Clackamas County, OR
»» West Linn Trail Bike/Pedestrian Path; West Linn, OR
»» North Coast Business Park Stormwater Plan & Biological Assessment; Warrenton, OR
»» Capps Road Stormwater Mitigation and Road Construction; Clackamas County, OR
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Subconsultant Team Members
FIRM

Please see two-page resumes in Appendix A

NAME

ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Kathleen Wanatowicz*

Public outreach campaign, planning and managing open houses, signage, digital communications.

PR Studio
Mavis Fitzgerald
Bryana Starbuck

Connect One Design
Giles Thornely, RLA, LEED AP, ASLA*

Coordinate the landscape architecture, urban design, irrigation design portions of the project

Sara Tie, LEED AP

Lead the landscape architecture and design effort

Molly Somes, ASLA

Handle daily communication, project management, and production

Seth Hmielowski, AIA*

Bus stop architectural design: Project team meetings, concept design, 30 % Preliminary Design, 90%
DD drawings, 90% specifications, ADA study, CD drawings, final specifications, permit, construction
administration

Z Group Architects
James Gustafson
Melanie Noonan, AIA

CTL | Thompson
James Kellogg, PE*
John Mechling, PE

Geotechnical engineering: Review geologic mapping and geotechnical reports, perform preliminary
plan review and site reconnaissance, participate in project team meetings, perform engineering
analysis and prepare geotechnical report.

Greg Flageolle, AASM*

Lighting and electrical design.

Clanton & Associates
Annie Kuczkowski, EI

True North Colorado
Rodney Kiser, PLS*
Lauren Vance

Surveying services: Scheduling of field and office work; utility and traffic control coordination;
property boundary/ownership and right-of-way research; project setup and office calculations; final
CAD mapping, sign and seal survey documents; set up field project on City of Aspen horizontal and
vertical control monumentation; recover and verify ownership & right-of-way monumentation; field
data acquisition; process field data and base CAD mapping.

*Firm principal, responsible for overseeing team efforts, ensuring quality deliverables, and coordinating with overall project manager Kevin Dooley.

Offices Where Work Will be Performed
FIRM

STREET ADDRESS

COLORADO CITY

Otak, Inc.
PR STUDIO
Connect One Design
Z Group Architects
CTL | Thompson
True North Colorado
Clanton & Associates

371 Centennial Parkway, Suite 210, Louisville, CO 80027
955 Cowen Dr #203, Carbondale, CO 81623
350 Market St Unit 307, Basalt, CO 81621
411 East Main Street, Suite 205, Aspen CO 81611
234 Center Drive, Glenwood Springs, CO 81601
PO Box 614, New Castle, CO 81647
4699 Nautilus Court South, Suite 102, Boulder, CO 80301

Louisville
Carbondale
Basalt
Aspen
Glenwood Springs
New Castle
Boulder
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Experience

Evaluation Criteria Highlights

In this section we
present some of
our experience with
projects that are
similar to the City of
Aspen’s Garmisch
and Main Bus Stop
and Pedestrian
Improvements
project.

99 Preliminary and final design of numerous projects throughout Colorado in the past 30 years,
in urban areas with complex utility networks, challenging terrain, complicated construction,
and public outreach needs.
99 Specialists in efficiently and effectively managing integrated multidisciplinary design teams.
99 Experience working skillfully in historic districts and historic landscapes, including within the
City of Aspen.
99 Enthusiastic, proactive, competent facilitators of public engagement processes for similar
projects.

Hallam Street & Castle Creek Improvements |

As p e n , C O

Description: As the prime consultant, Otak designed pedestrian and bicycle
improvements on Hallam Street (SH 82), at the “Entrance to Aspen.” The improvements
included a new sidewalk with a multi-use path, raised pedestrian crossings,
improved RFTA bus stops, wider sidewalks, and
the addition of a wider sidewalk on the bridge. The
pedestrian and bicycle improvements required a
new roadway cross-section that included asphalt
pavement, concrete pavement, and curb & gutter, as
well as removing and replacing the asphalt on Castle
Creek Bridge. The roadway width was reduced to
accommodate all of the required changes.
Critical design issues included tree preservation,
utility coordination, improved drainage, snow storage,
pedestrian safety, and landscape screening. Otak and
the City of Aspen collaborated on a public
outreach program that included public
meetings, one-on-one meetings with
property owners and stakeholders, and
an APWA award-winning “Living Lab” in
which the City placed temporary barriers
along the corridor and provided the public
with a visual and “live” experience of how
the improvements would look and feel.
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Budget: $4.1 million
Construction Cost: $4.2 million est
Client: City of Aspen, CO
Subconsultants: Connect One Design (landscape
architecture); Z Group Architects (architecture); PR
Studio (public outreach); Hines, Inc., KL&A, Inc.; RMH
Group

Proposal Team Members: Pete Loris, PE -

principal in charge; Kevin Dooley, PE, ENV SP - traffic
engineering

Contact:

Peter Rice, PE, Senior Project Manager
City of Aspen, CO
130 South Galena St., Aspen, CO 81611
(970) 429-2769
pete.rice@cityofaspen.com
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Diagonal Highway (SH 119) Reconstruction |

Bo u l d e r, C O

Description: Otak finalized construction documents
for this 3/4-mile federally-funded, CDOT Region 4
reconstruction of the Diagonal Highway (SH 119) with
concrete pavement. The project involved modifying the
roadway cross section with curb & gutter and raised
medians; adding pedestrian and dedicated bike
facilities, extensive drainage improvements, signal
modifications, and a bus-then-bike shelter, and bus
stop amenities; and coordinating a large landscape
architecture design effort. SH 119 is a major gateway
into Boulder, and this project exemplifies LORIS’s
commitment to providing context-sensitive designs
that incorporate all modes of travel and the potential
for future facilities. The project provided a
wealth of new pedestrian and bike facilities
and has helped create new commuter
opportunities, including the potential for
Bus Rapid Transit between Boulder and
Longmont.
Winner, ACPA National Award for
Excellence in Concrete Pavement
(Silver, < 30,000 SY)

30th and Colorado Study; Bicycle and Pedestrian Underpass |

Construction Cost: $10 million
Client: City of Boulder Transportation
Subconsultants: Clanton & Associates (electrical

and lighting); Fox Tuttle Hernandez (transportation
design); Ground Engineering Consultants (geotechnical)

Proposal Team Members: Pete Loris, PE -

principal in charge; Kevin Dooley, PE, ENV SP - project
manager

Contact:

Jason Fell, PE
1101 Arapahoe Ave., 3rd Floor, Boulder, CO 80302
(303) 441-4007
fellj@bouldercolorado.gov

Bo u l d e r, C O

Description: Otak was selected by the City of Boulder Transportation Department to
develop conceptual transportation designs for 30th Street (Baseline Road to Pearl
Street) and Colorado Avenue (Foothills Parkway to 18th Street - Euclid Avenue).
The City’s goal was to generate a vision for improved multimodal transportation
(pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and vehicle) along 30th Street and along Colorado
Avenue and at the intersection of the two roads. These corridors are essential
transportation routes for University of Colorado (CU) students and commuting routes for
the general public.

Design Fees: $802,934
Client: City of Boulder Transportation
Subconsultants: Clanton & Associates

(electrical and lighting); Connect One Design
(landscape architecture); Fox Tuttle Hernandez (public
outreach); Pinyon Environmental (environmental);
Ground Engineering Consultants (geotechnical);
Boulder Land Consultants (survey)

The City of Boulder applied for and received a federal Transportation Improvements
Proposal Team Members: Pete Loris, PE principal in charge; Kevin Dooley, PE, ENV SP - project
Program (TIP) grant to design and construct the 30th Street and Colorado Avenue
manager; Sean Wilson, PE - project engineer; Anthony
Bicycle and Pedestrian Underpass Project. Otak was also selected for this project,
Pratt, PLA - multi-modal design
which involved designing and building a grade-separated crossing of 30th Street
Contact:
and Colorado Avenue for bicycle and pedestrian travel between the Main and East
Jason Fell, PE
campuses of CU. The project includes raising the intersection five feet to minimize
1101 Arapahoe Ave., 3rd Floor, Boulder, CO 80302
underpass approach grades, provide for a more open and safer crossing, and
(303) 441-4007
avoid critical gravity utility
fellj@bouldercolorado.gov
relocations. The project
also involves urban design, lighting design, a canal relocation, and
environmental clearances.
The projects involved coordination with the University of Colorado
(including approvals by their Design Review Board); the Colorado
Dept. of Transportation (CDOT), the Rapid Transit District, and
various City of Boulder departments and private utilities. Because of
the importance and high profile of the project, a significant public
outreach effort was involved.
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East Valley Road Traffic Calming |

Bas al t , C O

Description: Otak performed full-service planning

Project Budget: $444,000

and design for traffic calming along a residential
street on the west side of Basalt. Local residents
were concerned about speeding vehicles on
East Valley Road, which is located between
residential areas and a neighborhood park.

Client: Town of Basalt

The initial phase of the project included
installing temporary “chicanes” to test their
effect on vehicular speeds, as well as access for
emergency vehicles. Median islands were also
installed, along with speed warning devices.

Subconsultants: Connect One Design
(landscape architecture)

Proposal Team Members: Pete Loris,
PE - principal in charge; Kevin Dooley, PE, ENV SP project manager; Sean Wilson, PE - project engineer

Contact:

Susan Philp, Planning Director
101 Midland Avenue, Basalt, CO 81621
(970) 279-4397
susanp@basalt.net

As the temporary installation moved toward
a more permanent design, the Otak team
facilitated a series of public meetings to present options for the project and obtain
feedback from neighborhood residents and other project stakeholders. The selected
alternative involved installing permanent traffic calming measures that included
chicaned bulb outs, high-visibility pedestrian crossings, speed tables, median
island modifications, and speed warning devices, which would help to add friction to
the corridor and reduce vehicular speeds. Otak also worked with Town of Basalt maintenance staff to assess drainage issues in
the corridor, and provide for asphalt pavement repairs, which included milling and overlay of the existing pavement.

West Pearl Street Streetscape |

Boul der, C O

Description: Otak collaborated with local landscape architects to design the update of West
Pearl Street from 11th Street to 7th Street. The goal of the project was to enhance the
economic viability of West Pearl by making it more inviting for visitors of the Pearl Street Mall
to continue their adventures past 11th Street.
The streetscape was updated using sandstone benches, pavers, and planting beds to
provide a cohesive identity along the corridor. Trees were removed and replanted as
required and allowed through the city’s strict tree removal policy. Pedestrian mobility was
improved by constructing bulb-outs at all intersections and adding a raised crossing at
10th. Custom eight-feet-tall illuminated sandstone kiosks were installed at intersections to
provide wayfinding. Bike racks were installed at various locations and bus stops were also
improved.
Engineering challenges included reducing sidewalk cross-slopes and improving drainage
facilities throughout the corridor. The area’s sidewalk cross-slopes greatly exceeded
ADA maximums, so sidewalks were reconstructed with strict grading details that
had to account for existing building access points. Rather than increasing curb height to
accommodate this change, the slope of the parking zone was reversed (to be upward instead
of downward), and drainage conveyed in
a pan rather than along the curb. Another
modification was the elimination of a freeright turn lane at 9th and Pearl to improve
pedestrian safety.

Construction Cost: $1.2 million
Client: Boulder County Transportation
Department

Co-consultants: Clanton &

Associates (electrical and lighting); Mundus
Bishop Design (landscape architecture)

Proposal Team Members: Pete
Loris, PE - project manager; Kevin Dooley, PE,
ENV SP - project engineer
Contact:

Brian Wiltshire, PE, Boulder County
Transportation
2525 13th Street
Boulder, CO 80304
(303) 441-4162
wiltshireb@bouldercolorado.gov

The project required careful construction
phasing in order to minimize any disruption to
businesses. Portions of the sidewalk were infilled in order to maintain access to
doorways, and city blocks were constructed sequentially to minimize the amount of
parking lost due to construction at any one time.
12 | C I T Y O F A S P E N , C O L O R A D O
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Proposal
Presentation
Here we present our suggested approach to the project, which we formulated based
on information provided by a City of Aspen senior project manager and visits to the
project site. We also include our work plan and schedule, which closely follow the tasks
prescribed in the RFP.

Project Understanding and Holistic Design Approach
Understanding and Goals
Otak and the Design Team understand the importance of this
highly visible and heavily utilized VelociRFTA BRT and local
transit connection and pedestrian safety project. Aspen is
a world-famous year-round destination for visitors, and this
intersection is a busy nexus for pedestrians, transit users,
and drivers in the area. The intersection of Main Street and
Garmisch Street must not only maintain a heavy amount of
through traffic on Main, but also a provide for a busy pedestrian
crossing along the eastern leg that requires frequent actuation
of a Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon (RRFB) by pedestrians
needing to cross Main to the Outbound BRT stop. This
Outbound BRT Stop currently has limited facilities for users,
and with its high usage and ridership numbers, amenities such
as a shelter, bike racks, updated benches, and updated trash
receptacles should be provided to offer transit users features
that would be expected of a transit stop with the high number
of users located here. In addition to their practical features,
these amenities should harmonize with the neighborhood and
reflect the character of Aspen in their aesthetic details. They
should offer transit users features that would be expected of a
heavily used transit stop in a world-class destination.

hoping to access the downtown core are typically dropped off
mid-block, and tend to disperse in various directions due to
a lack of sidewalk and clear connection facilities. This poses
a safety hazard for right turning vehicles from Main on to
Garmisch, and there is potential for vehicular and pedestrian
collisions as riders generally walk in the roadway on Garmisch
toward Main Street.

The southern leg of the intersection contains the Inbound
VelociRFTA BRT Inbound stop, which has no major amenities,
or even a clearly designated drop-off point currently. Riders
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Additionally, an existing stormwater conveyance system with
large flow capacity runs below Garmisch Street to north, and
appears to potentially outfall at an extended water-quality
detention basin near the Aspen Center for Environmental
Studies, west of Mill Street. It is the team’s understanding
that a master plan is currently being generated and potential
options for stormwater quality and conveyance solutions will be
required to be integrated into this project.
Finally, because of the high number of riders for both of these
BRT stops, Paepcke Park to the southeast, local nearby
businesses, and potential impacts to Main Street traffic during
construction, the public will need to be informed and engaged
early on the design process in order to inform and enlighten
the project team and during the design process. Adjacent
businesses, such as the Molly Gibson Lodge or the Hotel
Aspen, may have future renovations planned that should be
accounted for, and key stakeholders such as RFTA should
be heavily involved for feedback and design requirements
throughout every stage of the design process.

Approach to Design and
Scope of Work to be Performed
Otak and the project team have reviewed the project plan and
scope of work presented in the Request for Proposals, and
feel that the City of Aspen has developed an effective multiphased project approach that will be required to meet the
project objectives and provide the citizens of Aspen and RFTA
BRT users with a final product that the City can be proud of.
Our team will work with City staff and the project manager to
develop a clear understanding of existing infrastructure and
stakeholder objectives, public outreach, feedback, and data,
planned engineering design concepts that consider pedestrian
and transit connectivity to the surrounding areas, surface
runoff, storage, and underground stormwater improvement
options, and construction plans and specifications for the
final design options, cost opinions throughout every stage
of the design, as well as administration during construction.
The project schedule is included below, with specific
timeframes included in parenthesis.

Phase 1 - Inventory Analysis (June – August 2019)
»» Otak and our project team are committed to providing
design solutions that will accommodate all stakeholders
throughout this corridor. Understanding limitations
presented by existing conditions, along with providing
unique design solutions to best overcome challenges, will
be key to the success of this project. In order to develop
a well-thought-out, high-level plan for presentation to the
public, stakeholders, and the city council, an in-depth
analysis of the opportunities and constraints will be a key
factor in providing the most efficient set of deliverables
14 | C I T Y O F A S P E N , C O L O R A D O

for this challenging project. Otak’s work plan will create a
project result that considers all project variables and saves
design fees, design time, and construction costs.
Our holistic design approach, derived from numerous similar
successful projects in the City of Aspen, follows:
»» Gather all available data and completely identify
opportunities and constraints via detailed site
reconnaissance and existing data analyses;
»» Collaborate with City of Aspen staff and departments to
further identify known issues and discuss solutions;
»» Provide a complete analysis of potential solutions for
each of the project’s design elements. This will be
accomplished by identifying problematic areas early in the
process, and relying on past project lessons learned to
develop context-sensitive designs for individual situations;
»» Identify a full range of treatments based on previous
studies and current design guidelines such as NACTO,
AASHTO, ITE, and user considerations; and
»» Present the pros and cons of each alternative, prepare
a cost estimate that allows for the easy evaluation
of combinations of solutions, and work with the City
of Aspen to determine the optimum combination of
solutions.
»» Design Criteria and Project Kickoff: The first step in
developing a design approach is to determine the required
project design criteria. Prior to meeting with City staff,
Otak and our consultant teams will compile all project
design standards, recommendations, known data, and
other necessary information expected to be utilized during
the design process. A design memo with the compiled
requirements and data will be formalized and provided for
review, comment, and approval by all project stakeholders
so that criteria and limitations can be know at the outset
of the project. Otak has extensive knowledge of City of
Aspen, RFTA, Urban Drainage, and CDOT standards and
specifications. As well as vast experience with AASHTO,
NACTO, ITE, and other pedestrian and transit related urban
design guidelines. Data such as Average Daily Traffic,
Design Speed, Stopping Sight Distance, Intersection Sight
Distance, Utility Horizontal and Vertical Clearances, and all
other applicable criteria will be provided and updated as
the design progresses and additional information becomes
available.
»» Project Kickoff and Site Visit: The project team will
meet with City staff and key stakeholders in Aspen so
that we can begin the close working relationship and
team expectations which will be required to deliver
a successful project. Budgets, schedules, expected
deliverables and milestones, review turnaround times, and
stakeholder objectives will be discussed so that all team
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members understand the team member’s expectations and
responsibilities to the project and stakeholder needs. A site
walk will be held after the meeting to discuss more detailed
field conditions that are known, potential maintenance
issues that exist today, expectations for data collection and
base mapping, and to obtain additional site photos and
reconnaissance for use during the design process.
»» Field Survey and Base Mapping: Otak and the project
surveyor, True North Colorado, have already developed an
approximate survey limits map based on what is currently
known of the project requirements and from the information
found in the RFP. Because we understand that tying into
existing conditions at the project limits are typically the
design areas that can be the most challenging, our team
intends to be conservative with field topographic survey
limits, and will survey areas beyond the expected project
limits so that we ensure all tie-in information at the project
limits is complete and accurate, without guesswork. All
necessary traffic control to complete the field work, utility
locates, right-of-way and property lines, easements, datum
information, and surface conditions will be provided in a
printable and digital format, including a Digital Terrain Model
(DTM) for accurate modeling and grading that may be
required for the project.
»» Geotechnical Engineering and Analysis: CTL
Thompson will mobilize on the site to take soil samples,
perform analysis, and provide geotechnical engineering
recommendations for pavement design, structural
foundations, as well as potential specialized soils
information for incorporation of Low-Impact-Water-Quality
design that may be associated with potential items such as
rain gardens or permeable pavers. We feel that information

8th Street Bus
Shelter Designed
by Z-Group
Architects

such as infiltration rates and other detailed soil data
will be helpful to have on hand, should any of these LID
tactics be used for water quality.
»» Utilities and Additional Data Collection: Once the
field survey is reviewed and existing underground
utility information is known, Badger Daylighting will
perform testholes to determines underground utility
depths, materials, and sizes for use in any subsurface
utility engineering for the project. Testhole locations
will be incorporated into the topographic survey file for
inclusion into the construction documents. All found
utility companies will be contacted for one-on-one
meetings and/or conference call sessions to discuss
existing base mapping, any future potential upgrades,
clearance requirements, and any relocations that may
appear to be necessary at the outset of the project. These
discussions will be documented and summarized with
meeting minutes or design memos for future reference.
Additionally, Otak will begin to develop existing RFTA
ridership data for both the BRT and local routes that
utilize the intersection, as well as research and dig into
neighboring future development plans and potential future
changes in the ownership uses. This information will be
formalized and documented, and the team will use this
data to help drive design decisions and for initial planning
assessments of potential design options.

Phase 2 - Conceptual Engineering Planning
(August - October 2019)
»» To provide a comprehensive plan for the proposed
intersection improvements, we recommend that a detailed
conceptual planning effort be conducted at the outset
of the project. This intersection and project
area concept plan will look at each mode of
transportation and create defined spaces for
all users, and take into consideration other
potential improvements associated with
adjacent neighborhoods, parks, businesses,
recreation areas, and other potential user
destinations, while maintaining existing
roadway functionality.
Urban Design and Preferred Conceptual
Plan: Otak performs our planning studies
with the eye of a planner from 10,000 feet
above the site and the detail of an engineer
from 1,000 feet. This allows us to consider
big picture items such as user destinations
and access, as well as design considerations
such as sight lines and drainage. We believe
this is important because we have often
worked on a project after planners made
recommendations, only to find that some of
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their recommendations were impractical, if not impossible to
implement. Otak has a unique mindset of planning beyond
the typical conceptual phase, in that we consider feasibility
of the concept, impacts to businesses, traffic control, utility
implications, ADA compliance, maintenance needs, and
constructibility in the planning phase of any project. The project
design team, Otak, Connect One, and Z-Group Architects,
will begin to develop “engineered planning” concepts with
the City project manager, and host a design charette with key
project stakeholders in order to begin to hone in on a preferred
concept plan to bring to the public and the city council.
»» Utility Design: Otak and Connect One will work with
the City and their drainage planning subconsultant in this
phase of the project to begin to determine how the required
Garmisch stormwater improvement options may fit in to the
preferred pedestrian and transit user connectivity concepts.
Because our team believes in a holistic design process,
we understand that just placing a preferred stormwater
design option into the project will likely not be possible.
Rater, we would consider how the preferred options can
be both technically efficient and meet runoff criteria while
being integrated into the preferred concept plan. Lighting
and power conditions for the outbound bus stop will be
considered, and will be incorporated into the preferred
conceptual plans early in the process so that no surprises
occur in later design phases.
»» Public Process and Community Engagement: Our
proposed project consulting team includes Otak, PR
STUDIO, and Connect One at its core. These team
members understand the importance of public outreach, not
only to the key project stakeholders and the city council, but

also to the local citizens and transit users who have high
interest in projects such as this. A clear public outreach
program can make or break a project for Public Works staff,
and we will develop a strategic communications plan that is
right-sized for a project of this size, scope, and importance.
Our approach to public engagement goes beyond a typical
open house meeting where feedback is gathered, and we
will utilize a more efficient means of collecting user input
and commentary from the various user groups that will be
interested in this project.
»» Initial outreach may consist of working with RFTA to
request access to riders via survey questions. These
surveys may be web-based and access via a QR code
provided within the buses themselves, and posted at local
and BRT stops throughout the Valley so that riders can
easily provide feedback and data for the project options.
We will utilize existing web-based infrastructure such as
Aspen Community Voice so that we are providing project
information to the Valley through a communication channel
that they are familiar with. Project “pop-up sites” may be
utilized at the inbound and outbound intersection stops
where riders wait for or exit their buses. The project team
can assist City staff with attendance at these pop-ups if
needed, or we can fully staff them ourselves.
»» We will engage adjacent project area businesses and
residents on a one-on-one basis to help them better
understand how the project may affect them, and how the
project can better address issues that they may encounter
on a daily basis. These meetings will be scheduled with PR
Studio and the City project manager to ensure that adjacent
owners know that their comments or concerns are being
heard by those in charge of the project.
»» As concepts are developed, Connect One will create
realistic renderings of the preferred design option as it
is developed. This will help users to see and more easily
visualize the finished project. Z-Group and Clanton and
Associates will provide models for lighting and shelter
elements, and particular attention will be paid to items
such as street signs and existing trees. These images will
be provided for web access as well, and can be included
in links to QR codes posted at stops or on buses. As the
preferred plan is finalized, an update to the city council and
the City Manager will be required prior to moving forward
to ensure that we have political agreement and support for
the project moving forward. The project team will develop a
presentation and council meeting review documents for the
City and the project team to present to council for feedback
and comment at or near the preferred concept or 30%
design stage.

Pop up information kiosk by PR STUDIO
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»» As we receive and compile input, comments, suggestions,
and concerns, a database of these notes will be maintained
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and incorporated into the project where prudent, and official
responses can be developed to address themes that begin
to develop through public outreach.
»» Cost Opinion and Alternates: As we begin to develop
a clearer picture of the potential project outcome. Otak
and the design team will provide accurate cost estimates
for City staff and the project manager to review. Costs at
this level are important in helping to drive decisions, and
our team philosophy is to try and limit assumptions as
much as possible in order to avoid surprises as the design
progresses into final construction documents. All of the
leg work and data collection that is done at the outset of
the project helps to prevent unexpected costs in the field,
and the team goal would be to provide as much cost detail
possible at this stage in the project.
One of the reasons many repeat clients keep choosing
Otak’s services is our ability to develop accurate
construction cost opinions. Our estimates are typically right
on or up to 5% higher than the low bid. This accuracy helps
clients preserve their funds, while supplying as much actual
construction as possible.

Phase 3 - Design (October 2019 - January 2020)
As the inventory and planning phase wraps up, Otak will
begin to work with the project team in developing plans,
specifications, and construction details for City staff review.
30% design documents will consist of major project elements
that will affect project costs, construction limits, impacts to
traffic and bus routes, removals, and construction details. This
will paint a better picture of the various design elements and
how they will interact during construction. Urban design details,
stormwater and other utility modifications or relocations,
detailed cost estimation, and project team coordination and
interaction with City staff.
»» Communication, Reporting, and Coordination: At this
critical design phase, our project manager (Kevin Dooley)
will prepare updates and stay in close contact with the City
project manager. Kevin’s project management style is to
be highly involved with the Project Engineers working on
our designs, and he is not afraid to get into the CAD and
design details to ensure a proposed design considers all
elements of project area and construction outcome. Otak
considers our clients an extension of the project team,
and Kevin will remain in close contact, with bi-weekly or
monthly design meetings, conference calls, emails, and
other forms of communication. Our project team knows that
clear communication and concise reports are important
in ensuring a project stays on task, on time, and on
budget, and our commitment to meet the City’s reporting
requirements for this project will be met and exceeded.
»» Otak has other contracts in the Valley, and our team

members expect to frequent the Aspen area often
throughout the duration of this design. We will coordinate
in-person meetings with other projects in the vicinity in
order to save time and expenses where possible, and
work on-site with the project manager and other City staff
involved.
»» Urban Design: Connect One will work with Otak, other
project team members, including the Project Manager, to
present paving options to be considered in the final design.
Paving materials should blend with the feel of Aspen
throughout downtown, and softscape areas for planning
and user experience can be developed to help enhance the
project area, direct pedestrians into the desired routes of
travel, and provide clearance offsets from shelter structures
or parking areas on Garmisch. Furnishing details associated
with the shelter will be coordinated closely with Z-Group,
Connect One, Clanton, and Otak to ensure that the details
work well together and can be constructed with minimal
impact to adjacent properties and existing infrastructure
where possible.
»» Civil and Utility Design: As the urban design and other
hardscape or softscape elements are further developed,
Otak will simultaneously analyze how they affect utilities and
proposed storm drainage runoff and conveyance. LowImpact-Design details for stormwater will be incorporated
and applied where prudent, and relocation details and
elevations will take shape. Otak will provide clear 3-D
models in our design software of all paving, grading,
drainage, and utility elements of the project so that the
project team has a clear understanding of the fine details
of the proposed design. Resets and relocations for items
such as the existing fire hydrant near the outbound stop will
need to be coordinated and discussed with City personnel
for potential upgrades or relocations, and utility services
to private businesses will be addressed for accuracy and
adequacy.
We will complete
and analyze ADA
access details and
assessments to ensure
compliance with
current codes. We will
also provide additional
aspects required of
construction such as
Erosion Control items,
construction staging,
removal limits, and
conceptual traffic
control details to City
staff for initial review
and comment.
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»» Technical Design Reports: As utility engineering and
stormwater design begins to become more defined, and
engineering methods are applied for analysis, Otak will
present or design elements in the form of technical reports
for review and comment by pertinent City staff. Engineering
standards for specifications for design of utilities will
be adhered to, and all required information for a formal
technical review will be provided. Storm sewer layout and
profiles with HGL’s and EGL’s will be created and included
for review, as well as Rational Method runoff procedure
calculations, and other hydraulic criteria for both the minor
and major storm events will be presented in a formal
design report. This report and the design procedures will
reference to the Garmisch Stormwater Master Plan and
current City codes and design standards throughout the
process.
»» Cost Estimation, Specifications, and Deliverables:
A complete set of plans, specifications, cost estimates,
and reports containing all aspects of the design will
be delivered for City staff and RFTA review. Otak and
our project team will prepare plans, specifications, and
estimates according to CDOT, RFTA, and City codes
and standards, with direct reference to the standards
and specifications expected to be applied to the project.
Deviations or design variance requests will begin to take
shape at this stage, and will be thoroughly discussed and
vetted with the project manager prior to the submittal. If
unique and customized details are required for structures,
drainage, utilities, or other project amenities, our project
manager will ensure that alternative codes and standards
are adhered to where necessary. Otak takes pride in our
attention to detail providing clear and concise direction
through our plan drawings and specifications.

Phase 4 - Final Design/Construction Documents
(February - May, 2020)
After 30% design documents have been reviewed and the
project team has continued to assess the required design
direction received from City staff, RFTA, and other key project
stakeholders, the team will continue moving forward with
additional detail that will be needed in order to keep the
project schedule progressing. Final construction documents
will consist of all necessary and typical drawings required
to construct the various scopes of work associated with the
project. Otak generally prepares plans, specifications, and
estimates according the CDOT Standard Specification for
Road and Bridge Construction and M&S Standard Plans
and Details, and we incorporate local codes, details, specs,
and standards within the drawings and Special Provisions
documents. This ensures continuity with CDOT standards that
those in the contracting world have a good understanding of,
while allowing for the flexibility to include local standards in the
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bid package. Otak understands this process of implementing
construction documents because the majority of our work are
for Local Agency clients on projects that may have federal aid,
requiring the CDOT oversight and review process. Because
Main Street is a state highway, this CDOT experience will be
invaluable in ensuring a smooth review process and maintain
project the budget and schedule.
»» Construction Bidding and Permit Approval Process: As
final construction documents are finalized and approved,
Otak will provide the City with bidding assistance as
required for the public advertisement period. Our team
will review and answer any RFI’s that may be asked of
about the bid package, assist with pre-bid meeting items
and attendance, issue any necessary addenda and plan
revisions that may come out of the bid process, and review
pricing as it is received.
»» Once a general contractor is selected and awarded the
project, all final permitting requirements will be coordinated
with Aspen’s engineering and building departments, as
well as CDOT, for final ROW, utility, erosion control, and
all other permitting that may be required for the various
components of the intersection design and construction.
This final crucial step must happen in manner that has no
surprises as we move toward the construction phase, and
our rich history with Aspen and CDOT Region 3 ensures
the City that we understand all requirements of the final
permitting process in the Valley, and the project can break
ground in the expected timeline.

Phase 5 - Construction Administration (to be
determined in 2020)
As the intersection is ready to break ground, Otak and our
consultant team will be with City staff every step of the way
to ensure the successful construction and completion of
the intersection, bus shelter, drainage, grading, signal, and
utility work. Our project manager and project engineers all
have field experience and desktop management experience
of construction projects, and understand that decisions and
questions that arise during the construction process must be
addressed promptly and with clear direction. Several of our
project team members have on-call construction history with
the City of Aspen and are committed to maintaining those
contracts during the construction of this project if needed.
Pre-construction meeting attendance, field observation
requirements, materials and shop drawing submittal reviews
and approvals, weekly OAC meetings, RFI reviews, public
information and outreach, and maintaining complete field
notes for record drawings will all be necessary steps that
our project team will ensure are handled throughout the
completion of the project.
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Additional
Alternatives

We do not suggest any additional alternatives at this time. At the City of Aspen’s request,
we can obtain information about subsurface utility engineering services for the project.

Given the recent implementation of State Law SB18167 for Subsurface Utility Engineering, Otak can help
facilitate and coordinate a complete set of Subsurface
Utility Engineering (SUE) documentation for inclusion in
the design of the project. While the City has planned for a
robust potholing and utility coordination effort already, and
we have covered the RFP request in the scope, additional
SUE work goes beyond testholes and utility meetings and
memos. SUE consultants may provide higher quality levels
of underground utility investigations with non-destructive
equipment, such as ground penetrating radar, and provide
complete Phase 1 and Phase 2 reports, conflict matrices,

and other found existing underground utility information
for inclusion in the project bid documents. Because there
are many unknowns regarding underground utilities at
this point, it is difficult to define a scope and fee for full
SUE services, however; based on our recent experience
with other similar projects, Otak estimates that full SUE
consulting fees would range from $20,000 to $30,000.
This service would also have the potential to modify some
of the base fees presented in our proposal for items such
as potholing and Phase 1 utility coordination, as a SUE
provider may take on some of these project tasks as a part
of their scope.
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Fee
Structure
Below is a summary of our proposed fees for the project.
The following two pages provide our complete fee proposal.

CTL
THOMPSON

TRUE NORTH
CO

BADGER

Public
Outreach

Geotechnical

Survey

Potholing

Expenses

Team Phase
Totals

$1,600

$5,900

$7,500

$15,139

$5,033

$2,200

$67,065

$10,080

$4,800

$11,625

-

-

-

$750

$109,179

$22,125

$18,960

$16,000

$4,650

-

-

-

$2,200

$161,177

$39,132

$9,375

$19,080

$9,600

$2,015

-

-

-

$1,850

$81,052

Project Totals

$217,011

$62,290

$48,360

$32,000

$24,190

$7,500

$15,139

$5,033

$7,000

$418,473

Additional Alternative:
5. Construction
Administration

$29,588

$5,820

$16,120

$6,000

$1,550

-

-

-

$1,100

$60,178

Phase
1. Kick-off and
Inventory
Analysis
2. Conceptual
Planning
3. Design
(30% - 90%)
4. Final
Construction
Docs

OTAK

CONNECT
ONE/HINES

Z-GROUP

CLANTON &
ASSOC.

Civil/
Structural

Landscape/
Irrigation

Architecture

Lighting

$19,873

$ 9,580

$240

$60,764

$21,210

$97,242
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Fee Proposal: OTAK, Inc.

Garmisch and Main Bus Stop and Pedestrian Improvements
May 22, 2019
City Project No: 2019-50486

Phase

TASK NAME

1.0 Kick-off and Inventory Analysis

TASK DETAIL
(June - August, 2019)

RATES

Project Management, Coordination, and QC Monthly Design Meetings and Internal Coordination
Design Criteria Memo
Kick-off Meeting and Minutes
Initial Public Outreach
Document Review & Data Collection
Field Survey & ROW Investigation
Geotechnical Engineering
Utility Coordination & Meetings
Testholes

Kevin
Dooley
PM

$245

$154

$125

8

24

16

2

8

8

8

Attend Meeting in Aspen
Stakeholders and data meeting and calls (PR Studio/Connect One)
RFTA Ridership numbers and Neighborhood
Topographic Base Map (True North)
Pavement Foundations & Soils Report (CTL)
In Aspen and/or via conf. calls
Full day of testholes (Badger)

8

Project Management, Coordination, and QC Monthly Design Meetings, QC, and Internal Coordination
Public Outreach Council, Open House, Stakeholder Mtgs (PR Studio/Connect One)
Site Plan and Layout
ADA Compliance Reviews
Connectivity Design
Utility Plans
Landscape Plans
Typical Sections and Misc Details
Draiinage Design Options
Shelter Options
Foundation /Structural Design
Lighting and Power Options
Engineers Estimate of Probable Cost
Specifications
Prepare & Present Plans to City
City Review Meeting

8
8

2.0 Conceptual Planning

3.0 Design (30% through 90%)

Ashley
Cantlon
Drainage

CADD

Admin

$120

$145

$111

$65

2

2

4
8

2
1.5

4

4

0.5

6

0.5

1

4

16

0.5

2

16

8

40
8
8
4
2
4
1
1
1
1
1

2

1
2

(August - October, 2019)

8

24
8
4
16
2
16

24
16
24
2
2

2
32

16
8
12
8
2
8

8
16
16
8
8
8
8
4
8
8

4

4
4

(October - January, 2020)

Project Management, Coordination, and QC Monthly Design Meetings, QC, and Internal Coordination
Public Outreach Council, Open House, Stakeholder Mtgs (PR Studio/Connect One)
30% Preliminary Design
Title Sheet
Typical Sections
General Notes
Preliminary Grading
Pavng Areas
Drianage Design Development
Site Furnishings
Pedestrian Connectivity
Pedstrian Lighting and Power
Landscaping
Shelter Architecture
Foundation /Structural Design
Preliminary Easements
Engineers Estimate of Probable Cost
Specifications
Driange and Utiilty Reports
Prepare & Present Plans to City
City ReviewMeeting

Sean
Anthony Pratt
Wilson Proj
LA/Planning
Eng

Pete Loris
PIC

16
24

8

1

60
16

12

1

4
1
8
8
4
1
4
1
1

4

4
24
20

1

4
16
2
2
8
2
8

4
16
12
16
1
8

1
8
1
12
8

24
8

1

16
1

4

8

OTAK
Subtotal

OTAK
Expense

Survey
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

7,656
2,098
4,712
308
1,211
743
202
2,616
327

$

1,500

$

350

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,120
4,340
8,888
5,312
4,576
3,504
1,282
1,822
7,238
1,042
5,002
1,000
1,654
2,058
694
2,232

$

$

350

$
$

14,660
9,308

$

1,500

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

111
1,542
236
2,912
1,888
3,980
125
2,900
236
125
616
7,088
1,388
2,308
1,808
5,552
1,387
2,232

$

$

350

350

350

CTL

PR Studio

Connect
One/Hines

Z Group

Badger

Clanton

Geotech

Public

LA/Irr

Arch

Potholing

Lighting

OTAK Total True North

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9,156
2,098
5,062
308
1,211
743
202
2,966
327

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,470
4,340
8,888
5,312
4,576
3,504
1,282
1,822
7,238
1,042
5,002
1,000
1,654
2,058
694
2,582

$
$

16,160
9,308

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

111
1,542
236
2,912
1,888
3,980
125
2,900
236
125
616
7,088
1,388
2,308
1,808
5,552
1,387
2,582

$
$

5,900

$

2,460

$

7,120

$

240

$

1,600

15,139
$

7,500
$

$

11,625

$

$
$
$

1,860
4,460
2,800

$

960

5,033

21,210

$

$

4,650

$

6,700
$

9,480

4,800

SUBS
Subtotal

TEAM
Subtotal

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,300
13,020
15,139
7,500
5,033

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

13,456
2,098
5,062
13,328
1,211
15,882
7,702
2,966
5,360

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,860
16,085
2,800
21,210
4,800
960
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

12,330
20,425
11,688
5,312
4,576
3,504
22,492
1,822
7,238
1,042
5,002
5,800
2,614
2,058
694
2,582

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,650
6,700
9,480
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

16,160
13,958
111
1,542
236
2,912
1,888
3,980
125
2,900
236
6,825
10,096
7,088
1,388
2,308
1,808
5,552
1,387
2,582

Continued on the following page.
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Fee Proposal: OTAK, Inc.

Garmisch and Main Bus Stop and Pedestrian Improvements
May 22, 2019
City Project No: 2019-50486

Phase

TASK NAME

TASK DETAIL

Pete Loris
PIC

Kevin
Dooley
PM

$245

$154

RATES

90% Design
Title Sheet
Typical Sections
General Notes
Standard Plans
Survey Control
Removal Plans
Site Plan and Horizontal Control
Grading, Drainage, and Erosion Control
Pavng Areas
Site Furnishing Details
Pedstrian Lighting and Power
Landscaping
Shelter Architecture
Irrigation Design
Foundation /Structural Design
Final Easements
Engineers Estimate of Probable Cost
Specifications
Driange and Utiilty Reports
Prepare & Present Plans to City
City ReviewMeeting

4.0 Final Design/Construction Docs
Project Management, Coordination, and QC
Public Outreach
Final Plans, Specs and Estimate Revisions
Permit Approvals
Bid Phase & Assistance

Sean
Anthony Pratt
Wilson Proj
LA/Planning
Eng
$125

Ashley
Cantlon
Drainage

CADD

Admin

$145

$111

$65

$120

2
1
8
8
8
4
12
12
2
1
4
4
1
8

16
1
1
4
2
8

1

32
8

4
12
8
4
1
8

4
1

1

4

(February - May, 2020)
Monthly Design Meetings, QC, and Internal Coordination
Council, Open House, Stakeholder Mtgs (PR Studio/Connect One)
Final revisions and package to City for bidding

4

60
24
20

24

4

16
4
20
4
8

Pre-Bid, RFI's, Addenda, IFC Plans, Bid Review

4

16
26
58
8
108

43
82
151
52
328

55
140
205
108
508

6
68
22
24
120

24
8

60

OTAK
Expense

16

4

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,138
236
1,888
1,888
1,888
1,832
5,152
3,276
694
236
500
500
125
7,976
1,388
1,654
1,154
1,696
1,387
2,232

$
$
$
$
$

3,944
616
24,640
4,776
5,156

$

$
$
$
$

19,873
60,764
97,242
39,132

CTL

PR Studio

Connect
One/Hines

Z Group

Badger

Clanton

Geotech

Public

LA/Irr

Arch

Potholing

Lighting

OTAK Total True North
Survey

8
1
8
8
8
12
12
16
4
1

16

OTAK
Subtotal

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,138
236
1,888
1,888
1,888
1,832
5,152
3,276
694
236
500
500
125
7,976
1,388
1,654
1,154
1,696
1,387
2,582

350

$
$
$
$
$

5,444
616
24,640
4,776
5,506

$
$
$
$

2,200
750
2,200
1,850

$
$
$
$

22,073
61,464
99,442
40,982

$
$
$
$

15,139
-

$
$
$
$

7,500
-

$
$
$
$

$ 217,011

$

7,000

$ 223,961

$

15,139

$

7,500

$
$
$
$

3,348
23,120
3,120

$

750

$

$

29,588

$

$

350

$

1,500

$
$

12,500

$

2,925

$

$

16,000

9,480

9,375

$

19,080

5,900
11,625
4,650
2,015

$
$
$
$

9,580
21,210
22,125
9,375

$
$
$
$

240
10,080
18,960
19,080

$
$
$
$

$

24,190

$

62,290

$

48,360

$

$

1,550

TEAM
Subtotal

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

16,000
12,500
9,480
2,925
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,138
236
1,888
1,888
1,888
1,832
5,152
3,276
694
16,236
13,000
9,980
3,050
7,976
1,388
1,654
1,154
1,696
1,387
2,582

2,015
38,055
-

$
$
$
$
$

5,444
2,631
62,695
4,776
5,506

44,992
47,715
61,735
40,070

$
$
$
$

67,065
109,179
161,177
81,052

$

9,600

$
$
$
$
$

5,033
-

$
$
$
$

1,600
4,800
16,000
9,600

$
$
$
$

5,033

$

32,000

$ 194,512

$ 418,473

$
$
$
$

1,550
27,940
-

$
$
$
$

5,648
51,060
3,470

$

29,490

$

60,178

2,015
$

SUBS
Subtotal

Summary by Phase and Totals
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0

Kick-off and Inventory Analysis
Conceptual Planning
Design (30% through 90%)
Final Design/Construction Docs

5.0 Construction Administration

Pre-Construction
Construction Observation
Construction Administration
Record Drawings

Phase 1 - 4 Total Hours
Phase 1 - 4 Total Amounts $

26,460

$

(Alternate)

Prepare and attend meeting
Not in Contract/Negotiated Later
RFI's, Revisions, OAC meetings (excludes lighting site visits)
Assumes Contractor Surveyor Provides Data
Phase 5 Total Hours
Phase 5 Total Amount $

8
8

TOTAL PHASES 1 though 4 = $418,473
TOTAL PHASES 1 through 5 = $478,651

1,960

50,512

$

63,500

12

12

40
8
60

120
8
140

$

9,240

$

17,500

$

2
34
66
32
134

14,400

$

0
$

6
96
193
64
359

19,430

$

$

$

8
8

0
-

39,849

12
8
8
16
44

-

$

2,860

0
888

$

-

350

$
$
$
$

4,098
23,120
3,470

1,100

$

30,688

$

-

$

-

$

1,550

$

5,820

$

16,120

$

5,820

$

16,120

$

-

$

6,000

$

6,000

Reimbursable Expenses
Mileage

Per IRS allowable

Plots for submittals (color bond)

$5.50 sf

Copies (color 8.5 x 11)

$ .50 each

Plots for submittals (black and white bond)

$ .25 sf

Copies (black and white 8.5 x 11)

$ .10 each

Plots for submittals (mylar)

$3.50 sf

Copies (color 11 x 17)

$1.00 each

Courier services

depends on distance

Copies (black and white 11 x 17)

$ .20 each
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PETER J. LORIS, PE

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
OTAK COLORADO REGION MANAGER

Pete is a professional engineer with 38 years of experience who leads Otak’s Colorado operations. He founded
Loris and Associates (Loris) in 1988, and today Loris is a division of Otak, Inc. With a broad background in
roadway, structural, and path design, Pete successfully manages a diverse range of projects. His thorough
understanding of many disciplines allows him to develop holistic master plans and designs that consider the
complex relationships of many interdependent variables. Pete is especially skilled at developing successful
concepts without having to explore numerous options to find the optimum solution. Pete is also adept at public
engagement and managing outreach programs. He has a strong acumen for listening to what is being said and
then developing solutions that address what are often conflicting requirements into seamless, synergistic
solutions that are well-received.

EDUCATION
MS, Civil Engineering,
Northwestern University,
Evanston, IL, Walter P.
Murphy Fellowship
BS, Civil Engineering,
Illinois Institute of
Technology, Chicago, IL
REGISTRATIONS
Professional Engineer:
Colorado #24902
NCEES Record #28312
PROFESSIONAL
AFFILIATIONS
American Council of
Engineering Companies
Professional
Trailbuilders Association
American Trails
Association of
Pedestrian and Bicycle
Professionals
Association of
Pedestrian and Bicycle
Professionals
PADI Certified Diver

SELECT PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Hallam Street and Castle Creek Bridge Improvements; Aspen, CO
Pete led the design of this pedestrian and pedestrian and bicycle improvements on Hallam
Street (SH 82 at the “Entrance to Aspen.” The improvements included replacing a sidewalk
with a multi-use path, raised pedestrian crossings, improved RFTA bus stops, widening
sidewalks and adding a wider sidewalk on the bridge. The pedestrian and bicycle
improvements required a new roadway cross-section which included asphalt pavement,
concrete pavement, curb & gutter, as well as removing and replacing the asphalt pavement on
the Castle Creek Bridge. Critical issues of the design included preservation of trees, improved
drainage, snow storage, and landscape screening.
Two Rivers Greenway Master Plan; Basalt, CO
Project Manager – Pete led the design for this high-profile project, which included the
development of a master plan that evaluated options for the conceptual design of the corridor
from SH 82 to Midland Avenue. In addition to a trailhead and a network of trails that meander
through the river and roadway corridor, the project incorporates roadway improvements,
bicycle lanes, roadside parks, bus stops, water features, parking, sidewalks, and outdoor
recreational amenities.
Two Rivers Road at Pitkin County Recreational In-Channel Diversion; Pitkin
County, CO
Project Manager – Pete led the initial efforts of the design team that worked with
RiverRestoration.org, Pitkin County, and the Town of Basalt to create safety improvements
along Two Rivers Road at the Pitkin County Healthy Rivers Whitewater Park. The
improvements extend from the western trail access to Fisherman’s Park, and complement the
parks with tasteful accessibility features that help attract visitors and locals alike to the local
businesses. The project scope included minor road widening, roadway striping, delineated
parking spots, boat trailer pullouts along Two Rivers Road, split rail fencing, and a stabilized
crusher fines path along the river side of the roadway, three pedestrian crossings (one of
which included pedestrian-activated rectangular rapid flashing beacons), and Fisherman’s
Park parking lot improvements.
East Valley Road Traffic Calming; Basalt, CO
Project Manager – Pete led the design of approximately 3,800 linear feet of roadway,
identifying locations for traffic calming features. Loris facilitated a series of public meetings to
present options and obtain feedback from the general public. Traffic calming measures
included chicanes, speed tables, median islands, and speed warning devices. Median islands
were constructed in Phase 1, and chicanes (developed by a series of bulb-outs) were
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Senior Vice President/Otak Colorado Region Manager
Page 2
constructed in Phase 2.

West Pearl Street Streetscape and Pedestrian Improvements; Boulder, CO
Project Manager – Pete led the design team that collaborated with local landscape architects,
as City of Boulder on-call consultants, to design the update of West Pearl Street from 11th
Street to 7th Street. The purpose of the project was to enhance economic viability of West
Pearl by making it more inviting for visitors of the Pearl Street Mall to continue their
adventures past 11th Street. Civil engineering challenges included reducing sidewalk crossslopes and improving drainage facilities throughout the corridor. Throughout the project area,
sidewalk cross-slopes greatly exceeded ADA maximums, so sidewalks were reconstructed
with strict grading details that had to account for existing building access points.
Longmont Downtown Alleys Improvement Project; Longmont CO
Project Manager – Pete led the design of the downtown alleyways on the east and west sides
of Main Street, between 3rd and 6th Avenues. The goal of the project was to make the alleys
more pedestrian friendly; create better connections between businesses on Main Street and
parking on streets to the east and west of Main; improve connections between neighborhoods
and Main Street businesses; and capitalize on enhanced economic opportunities for
downtown business.
Lyons US 36 Streetscape Project; Lyons, CO
Project Manager – Pete led the design team that provided design enhancements on US 36
from Stone Canyon Road to 3rd Avenue. The project included drainage improvements from
3rd Avenue to the Black Bear Hole; additional parking and driveway accesses; improved
pedestrian mobility along US 36 including sidewalks and highway crossings with refuge
islands; bike lanes; beautification in the form of streetscape; and a traffic signal with turn lane
modifications and pedestrian crossing at the US 36/Stone Canyon Intersection.

ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE

















Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail Plan Engineering Services; Pitkin County, CO
Castle Creek Trail Plan Engineering & Public Process Services; Pitkin County, CO
Paths to Mesa Verde Planning and Environmental Linkages Study; Montezuma
County, CO
30th and Colorado Corridor Study; Boulder, CO
30th and Colorado Bicycle and Pedestrian Underpass; Boulder, CO.
2013 BOCO Flood Engineering Tasks 1 through 14; Boulder County, CO
Lyons to Boulder Regional Trail; Boulder County, CO
Lyons Main Street Streetscape Enhancement Project; Lyons, CO
Lyons 2nd Ave Bridge; Lyons, CO
Coal Creek Trail Bonnell Connection; Erie, CO
Erie Parkway Bike Lanes (federally funded); Erie, CO
East County Line Road Bike Lanes (federally funded); Erie, CO
Fort Lupton Pedestrian Bridge; Fort Lupton, CO
Devereux Road Pedestrian Bridge (federally funded); Glenwood Springs, CO
Hwy. 257 Corridor Trail Feasibility Study; Milliken, CO
Roaring Fork Rivertrail, Atkinson Canal Segment; Glenwood Springs, CO
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KEVIN F. DOOLEY, PE, ENV SP

TRANSPORTATION DESIGN MANAGER

Kevin F. Dooley, PE, ENV SP, has 14 years of civil engineering experience, including designing and managing a
variety of complex transportation and civil improvement projects. His expertise includes roadway and trail design,
drainage, and utility design of local agency and federally funded projects.
Kevin has also performed construction management services on federally funded transportation projects. This
experience gives him additional insight into the complete project delivery cycle. His hands-on approach to
management and design will ensure that the project will have a solid set of construction documents that CDOT
will approve. Kevin is also an Envision Sustainability Professional. This credential gives him unique expertise in
sustainable planning and design.

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science,
Civil Engineering
(University of North
Florida)
Associate of Arts,
Engineering Prerequisites (Florida
Community College)
REGISTRATIONS
Professional Engineer
(Colorado #47088)
Envision Sustainability
Professional
CDOT Certified
Construction Manager

SELECTED PROJECT EXPERIENCE
30th and Colorado Bicycle and Pedestrian Underpass; Boulder, CO
Kevin is leading the Otak team that is developing conceptual transportation designs for 30th
Street (Baseline Road to Pearl Street) and Colorado Avenue (Foothills Parkway to 18th Street
- Euclid Avenue). The City’s goal was to generate a vision for improved multimodal
transportation (pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and vehicle) along 30th Street and along Colorado
Avenue and at the intersection of the two roads. These corridors are essential transportation
routes for University of Colorado (CU) students and commuting routes for the general public.
The projects involved coordination with the University of Colorado (including approvals by
their Design Review Board); the Colorado Dept. of Transportation (CDOT), the Rapid Transit
District, and various City of Boulder departments and private utilities. Because of the
importance and high profile of the project, a significant public outreach effort was involved.
Diagonal (SH 119) Reconstruction, 28th to Foothills Parkway; Boulder, CO
Lead Design Engineer and Project Manager - Otak recently finalized the construction
documents for the reconstruction of this ¾-mile-long section of the Diagonal Highway (SH119)
with concrete. The entire roadway section was modified, and Otak also provided drainage
improvements, and added pedestrian and dedicated bicycle facilities. Because the Diagonal
Highway is the major northeastern gateway into Boulder, landscaping and public art were
incorporated into the design.
East Valley Road Traffic Calming; Basalt, CO
Kevin led Otak’s efforts to perform full-service planning and design for traffic calming along a
residential street on the west side of Basalt. Local residents were concerned about speeding
vehicles on East Valley Road, which is located between residential areas and a neighborhood
park. The initial phase of the project included installing temporary “chicanes” to test the effect
of them on vehicular speeds, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Median islands were
also installed, along with speed warning devices. As the temporary installation moved toward
a more permanent design, the Otak team facilitated a series of public meetings to present
options for the project and obtain feedback from neighborhood residents and other project
stakeholders. The selected alternative involved installing permanent traffic calming measures
that included chicaned bulb outs, high-visibility pedestrian crossings, speed tables, median
island modifications, and speed warning devices, which would help to add friction to the
corridor and reduce vehicular speeds. Otak also worked with Town of Basalt maintenance
staff to assess drainage issues in the corridor, and provide for asphalt pavement repairs,
which included milling and overlay of the existing pavement.
Chautauqua Pedestrian Improvements; Boulder, CO
Lead Design Engineer and Project Manager – This recently completed roadway upgrade and
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Transportation Design Manager
safety improvement project was a critical piece of upgrades long-overdue for popular
Chautauqua Park in Boulder. The project included sidewalks, retaining walls, grading, and
traffic calming on the south side of Baseline Road adjacent to existing parallel parking. The
design also included pedestrian safety and access improvements at the entrance to the park,
and ADA compliant upgrades at existing pedestrian access points along the park from
Baseline Road.
North Broadway Sidewalk Roadway and Intersection Improvements; Boulder, CO
Project Manager - Otak provided pedestrian access and drainage improvements for sidewalk
connections along Broadway in north Boulder. Project objectives included improving safety,
correcting drainage issues, preserving existing mature trees, and producing an effective and
efficient project within the City’s budget.
West Pearl Street Streetscape and Pedestrian Improvements; Boulder, CO
Project Engineer - Loris collaborated with local landscape architects, as City of Boulder on-call
consultants, to design the update of West Pearl Street from 11th Street to 7th Street. The
purpose of the project was to enhance economic viability of West Pearl by making it more
inviting for visitors of the Pearl Street Mall to continue their adventures past 11th Street. Civil
engineering challenges included reducing sidewalk cross-slopes and improving drainage
facilities throughout the corridor. Throughout the project area, sidewalk cross-slopes greatly
exceeded ADA maximums, so sidewalks were reconstructed with strict grading details that
had to account for existing building access points.
Longmont Downtown Alleys Improvement Project; Longmont CO
Project Engineer and Lead Designer; Client/Team Coordination - Kevin provided design for
utilities, grading, drainage, pavement, and site layout. He also assisted with structural
detailing and construction engineering. Otak and a comprehensive team of seven
subconsultants worked with the Longmont Downtown Development Authority and Public
Works and Natural Resources Engineering Division to conceptualize and implement the
design. The design provided extensive landscape design, urban design, and the relocation of
public art.
Lyons US 36 Streetscape Project; Lyons, CO
Project Engineer - Otak provided design enhancements on US 36 from Stone Canyon Road
to 3rd Avenue, the eclectic business district at the east entrance to Lyons. The purpose of the
project was to extend the successful Main Street streetscape improvements (that Otak
designed in 2009) to the commercial district immediately to the east, while enhancing the
economic viability of this corridor.

ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE











South Boulder Road Reconstruction and Panel Replacement Design, Boulder, CO
Lyons Main Street Streetscape Enhancement Project (federally funded), Lyons, CO
Nederland Streetscape and Sidewalks, SH119 / SH72 (federally funded), Nederland, CO
Airport Road Underpass and Trail (federally funded), Boulder, CO
SH 119 Pedestrian Underpass at Hover Road (federally funded), Longmont, CO
Mesa Street Pedestrian Bridge, Mancos, CO
Satank Bridge Structural Rehabilitation, Garfield County, CO
Cowdrey Draw/Mayhoffer Trail Bridges, Boulder. CO
Aquarius Trailhead Parking Lot, Louisville, CO
Civil Engineering for Historical Rehabilitation Projects, Black Hawk, CO
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SEAN WILSON, PE

PROJECT ENGINEER

Sean Wilson is a registered professional engineer with nine years of varied experience in transportation studies,
civil site design, roadway design, hydrologic and hydraulic studies, and water and sewer utility projects. Sean’s
design experience includes work ranging from conceptual design to final construction documents for a variety of
state, municipal, and private agencies. At Otak, he serves as project engineer for road, path, trail, and underpass
projects.
Sean’s background also includes site design and transportation analysis for renewable energy projects, plan and
profile design of roadway, path, trail, and sidewalks, utility design of waterlines, storm and sanitary sewers, and
hydrology and hydraulic analysis.

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science,
Civil Engineering
(University of South
Carolina)
REGISTRATIONS
Professional Engineer
(Colorado #50611)
PROFESSIONAL
AFFILIATIONS
American Society of Civil
Engineers
American Public Works
Association

SELECT PROJECT EXPERIENCE
30th and Colorado Bicycle and Pedestrian Underpass; Boulder, CO
Otak is developing conceptual transportation designs for 30th Street (Baseline Road to Pearl
Street) and Colorado Avenue (Foothills Parkway to 18th Street - Euclid Avenue), as well as
designing and building a grade-separated crossing of 30th and Colorado for bicycle and
pedestrian travel between the Main and East campuses of the University of Colorado (CU).
The City’s goal is to improve multimodal transportation (pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and
vehicle) along 30th Street and along Colorado Avenue and at the intersection of the two
roads. These corridors are essential transportation routes for CU students and commuting
routes for the general public. Sean is providing roadway, trail, and stormwater design as well
as preliminary and final drainage plans and reports.
Industrial Lane Corridor Study; Broomfield, CO
Otak was selected by the City and County of Broomfield to study the potential solutions for
bike lanes and sidewalks along Industrial Lane from US 36 to Nickel Street. Potential
solutions ranged from on-street standard bicycle lanes and buffered bicycle lanes to multi-use
side paths. Otak created graphical plans and sections to help guide the conversation toward
the optimal solution. The solution chosen as the final design was a 12-foot-wide multi-use side
path. At the conclusion of the corridor study, the City and County of Broomfield decided to
retain Otak through a contract amendment to design phase I of Industrial Lane through 100%
construction documents. Sean is providing roadway, trail and stormwater design as well as
preliminary and final drainage plans and reports. .
2 Rivers Road Improvements at RICD Park; Basalt, CO
Sean prepared construction drawings for streamside amenities associated with the Pitkin
County Recreational In-Channel Diversion (RICD) project.
North Broadway at Poplar Pedestrian Access Improvements; Boulder, CO
Sean prepared construction drawings to improve drainage along North Broadway.
Improvements included adding curb & gutter, raising the sidewalk profile, pedestrian refuge
island and adding a new inlet and culvert.
East Valley Road Traffic Calming; Basalt, CO
Sean prepared construction drawings for East Valley Road traffic calming features including
landscaped chicanes, patterned concrete pedestrian crossing, speed tables, and pedestrian
refuge islands.
Lyons 2nd Avenue Bridge Replacement; Lyons, CO
Sean prepared hydrologic and hydraulic analysis and construction drawings for 2nd Avenue
bridge replacement project.
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Project Engineer
Superior Town Center Tract H Landscape and Irrigation Improvements; Superior,
CO
Sean prepared construction drawings for concrete bikeway and utility reuse water line. The
design included three culvert crossings.
South Boulder Road Reconstruction & Panel Replacement; Boulder, CO
Sean prepared hydrologic and hydraulic analysis of the existing drainage facilities for the
reconstruction of the western portion of South Boulder Road from Manhattan Drive to
Cherrivale Road.

ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE





County Road 321 Bridge Replacement Over Tiffany Draw; La Plata County, CO
Sugarloaf Road Repair; Boulder, CO
Mesa and Shadow Canyon Trail Repair and Mitigation; Boulder, CO
W.C. Reed Playfield 12-acre Cleveland City Park EPA Remediation Project; Cleveland,
OH*

*Experience gained while with a previous employer
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ANTHONY J. PRATT, PLA

MULTI-MODAL TRANSPORTATION DESIGN

Anthony J. Pratt, PLA, is a landscape architect and multi-modal transportation designer with eleven years of
experience. Anthony has worked for several of the nation’s leading multi-modal transportation planning and
design firms and has been involved in numerous projects across the US, including non-motorized transportation
designs for municipalities such as Chicago, St. Louis, and Denver. Anthony’s project experience includes multiuse paths, on-street bicycle facilities, bicycle share station design, urban design, sidewalk and ADA ramp design,
park design, master plans, irrigation plans, and landscape plans. In addition, Anthony is experienced in leading
and facilitating public engagement efforts, including open houses and stakeholder meetings, and in designing
educational materials intended to inform the public and solicit interest and participation. Anthony has also been
involved in innovative public facilitation using techniques like pilot projects, urban interventions, and
demonstration projects.

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Landscape
Architecture (University
of Kentucky)
REGISTRATIONS
Professional Landscape
Architect (Colorado
#LA.0000946)
SOFTWARE
PROGRAMS
ArcGIS/ArcMap
AutoCAD
SketchUp
Adobe Creative Suite
Microstation
AutoTurn
Trimble GPS
PROFESSIONAL
AFFILIATIONS
Association of
Pedestrian and Bicycle
Professionals, Co-Chair
of Colorado Chapter
League of American
Bicyclists, League
Certified Instructor

SELECT PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Downtown Superior Tract H; Superior, CO
Anthony was the landscape architect and project manager for a 15-acre open space buffer
between the new Downtown Superior and existing homes in Rock Creek Ranch. Elements of
the project included public facilitation, irrigated native landscape, a concrete trail, and a nonpotable irrigation system. The drawings were put on an accelerated timeline for the project to
be installed before the end of the year. Construction management became a key role in the
end due to the complicated irrigation system.
Industrial Lane Corridor Study; Broomfield, CO
Anthony is the assistant project manager for the development of conceptual design for the
future of Industrial Lane in Broomfield. The project goal is to provide dedicated facilities for
bicycles, pedestrians, and motor vehicles. The existing roadway is a constrained right-of-way
with many encroachments on the right-of-way with parking, drive aisles and fences. The
project team designed concepts to minimize existing parking removals, maintain business
access, and create a project that can be enjoyed by all users.
Boulder Creek Sidewalks; Boulder, CO
Anthony provided design support for the reconstruction of part of the Boulder Creek Path from
Eben G. Fine Park to 6th Street Underpass. The goal was to create a separated pedestrian
path for as long as possible in the constrained area of the Boulder Creek Path while also
improving sight lines at the existing crossings under the roadway bridges.
14th Street Protected Bicycle Lane; Denver, CO*
Anthony was the lead designer for the conceptual design of 14th Street Protected Bicycle
Lane in Downtown Denver. This project had the unique challenge of being parking protected
and having various loading zones for the Convention Center, Performing Arts Complex, a
hotel, and the University of Colorado, Denver. The road had been reconstructed in the
previous five years with bulbouts for pedestrian crossings, making intersections a unique
challenge for a protected bicycle lane.
Montview Boulevard Corridor Study; Aurora, CO*
Anthony assisted with the development and refinement of street designs for the Montview
Boulevard corridor. Montview Boulevard is a minor arterial, a regional bicycle route, and a
connection between the Stapleton Redevelopment and the Fitzsimmons Campus
Redevelopment. The recommended alternative includes a separated bicycle lane, improved
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sidewalks, and in one section, a travel lane reduction from five to three lanes. Anthony also
assisted with public and stakeholder facilitation for the project including technical workshops,
a public open house, and a public event and separated bicycle lane demonstration.
PBIC National Guidelines Review; Chapel Hill, NC*
Anthony led the assembly of a matrix for the Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center that
summarizes national design guidelines related to bicycle facilities, pedestrian facilities,
wayfinding, and shared-use pathways. The matrix is used by those seeking design guidance
for a particular facility type. Its development was important, as no one national guideline
covers all types. This matrix is promoted for use by the Federal Highway Administration.

ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE







Marshall Road Trail Underpass Feasibility Study; Superior, CO
Pitkin Low-Stress Bikeway Concept Design; Fort Collins, CO*
2012 Bicycle Lane Design; Colorado Springs, CO*
Chicago Streets for Cycling Engineering; Chicago, IL*
Bike St. Louis Phase 3; St. Louis, MO*
MassDOT Separated Bike Lane Planning & Design Guide; MA*

*Experience gained while with a previous employer
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ASHLEY CANTLON, PE, LEED AP, ENV SP

WATER RESOURCES ENGINEER

Ashley has over 14 years of experience as a water resources engineer at Otak. She is experienced in modeling
programs such as HEC-RAS, Hydraflow Hydrographs and Storm Sewers, HydroCAD, and XPSWMM, as well as
Civil3D, GIS, and Microsoft software. She has a passion for environmental conservation, enhancement, and
sustainability and looks for opportunities to incorporate these principles into her project designs. Ashley is a
certified LEED Accredited Professional and has prepared many sustainable stormwater designs. Her project
experience includes low-impact design (LID) and “green street” approaches in ultra-urban environments. She is
continually advancing her knowledge about innovative techniques in stormwater management, so that she can
advise others on a variety of projects.

EDUCATION

SELECT PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Bachelor of Science,
Civil Engineering
(University of Portland)

5th and Kinsman Road Extension; Wilsonville, OR

REGISTRATIONS
Professional Engineer
(Oregon)
CERTIFICATIONS
LEED AP
ENV SP
River Restoration
Professional Certificate

Water Resources Engineer—Ashley provided water resources engineering for the
construction of a new roadway that will offer a critical connection between Old Town and the
western side of the city to relieve congestion on Wilsonville Road. This large project includes
two new roadway extensions—an approximately 1,000‐foot concrete extension of Kinsman
Road and a 1,400‐foot extension of 5th Street—realignment of a 300‐foot section of
Arrowhead Creek Lane, and upgrades to a 650‐foot section of Boones Ferry Road. The
project includes an extension of sanitary and water mains within the new streets, and the
extension of a multiuse path by 1,900 feet. Otak previously completed the alternatives study
to determine the preferred alignment for the roadway. Ashley provided preliminary
calculations for stormwater management during the alternatives study and is managing the
stormwater management and hydraulics analysis tasks for the extension project.
Lake Oswego Bike and Pedestrian Improvements 2016-17; Lake Oswego, OR
Water Resources Engineer—Otak is designing and implementing bicycle and pedestrian
improvements at six key locations throughout the City. Each location will meet City of Lake
Oswego design standards in conjunction with Public Rights-of-Way Accessibility Guidelines
(PROWAG) to ensure ADA compliance for pedestrian pathways and sidewalks. Otak’s design
will fill existing gaps, maximizes improvements, and make better use of the project budget.
Otak’s role includes project management, data collection and mapping, construction plan
documentation from preliminary 30% design through 100% construction documents, bid
support, and construction administration/inspection.
Capps Road Property Stormwater Mitigation and Road Construction; Clackamas
County, OR
Water Resources Engineer—In an effort to obtain shovel-ready designation from the Oregon
Governor’s office for a 69-acre property along Capps Road, Clackamas County hired Otak to
complete a design for the extension of SE 120th Avenue Road into the Clackamas Industrial
Opportunity Area, prepare preliminary site design for both parcels, perform stormwater facility
design calculations, and prepare a stormwater management plan for both the road extension
and future development of the property. Ashley’s involvement included stormwater analysis
and design following regulations set forth by Water Environment Services of Clackamas
County, and SLOPES V, as well as a stormwater management plan for future development of
the property surrounding the extension.
Street P15; Washington County, OR
Water Resources Engineer—Street P15 is a neighborhood collector route in Washington
County’s North Bethany area, connecting Springville and Brugger roads. The 1,500-foot-long,
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32-foot-wide street was constructed with Low Impact Development Approach (LIDA) facilities
for stormwater treatment and infiltration. Otak coordinated with Washington County and Clean
Water Services to refine the planning document requirements into a constructible facility that
conformed to current design and maintenance practices. The LIDA facilities were designed as
bulb-out planters with curb openings for stormwater inlets. The street included all the
necessary sanitary sewer, water, storm drainage, lighting, landscaping, and franchise utility
improvements typical of a minor collector type street. Ashley aided in design and construction
document preparation for the regional water quality and detention ponds associated with this
project, as well as design of public LIDA facilities.
Bell Avenue Improvements; Clackamas County, OR
Water Resources Engineer—The Clackamas County Development Agency selected Otak to
provide design and construction services for the Bell Avenue Improvement Project. The
proposed improvements on Bell Avenue, between SE King Road and SE Johnson Creek
Boulevard, include new bike and pedestrian facilities, storm drainage
treatment/infiltration/conveyance improvements, retaining walls, and limited street lighting and
utility upgrades. The project will improve non-motorized access and safety and create a
critical link between SE King Road and the Springwater Corridor. The improvements will
occupy a majority of the 60-foot right of way and the frontage of the road on both sides is well
established residential properties. Ashley was task lead for the stormwater management
design for this project. She worked with the client to develop a preferred strategy to implement
best management practices (BMP’s) including low impact development stormwater treatment
as well as mechanical treatment of stormwater generated from the improved road.
Brenchley Estates; Wilsonville, OR
Water Resources Engineer—This project involved redevelopment of a 60-acre former mobile
home park as a planned development with two multifamily housing developments of 324 and
288 units, a subdivision with 30 single-family lots, three future development parcels, a 112unit senior housing facility, and public roadway/utility extensions. The planned development
also provided for the preservation of significant resource areas, including groups of large trees
and wetlands, and also includes a private park. Stormwater management for the multifamily
sites utilizes LID approach options, including rain gardens and swales. The approval process
included obtaining planned development, zone change, subdivision, and development review
approvals, along with tree removal, significant natural resource permit, and a variety of
construction permit approvals for private and public improvements. Otak provided construction
support for both phases. Ashley performed the site investigations and preliminary stormwater
management analysis for this project.

ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE















US101-OR6; Tillamook, OR
North Coast Business Park Stormwater Plan and Biological Assessment; Warrenton, OR
Rockinghorse Lane Drainage Improvements; Lake Oswego, OR
Replacement of Dethman Ridge Drive Bridge at Odell Creek and Ehrck Hill Drive Bridge
at Odell Creek; Hood River, OR
River Terrace Community Plan; Tigard, OR
North Bethany Creek Subdivision/P15 Roadway; Washington County, OR
East Lents Floodplain Restoration; Portland, OR
US 97: ‘L’ Street to Fairgrounds Road, and Fairgrounds Road: US97 to Culver Highway;
Madras, OR
West Bull Mountain Concept Plan; Washington County, OR
Battle Ground Stormwater Utility Program Update; Battle Ground, WA
Tigard Downtown Comprehensive Streetscape; Tigard, OR
Tualatin Healthy Streams Plan Culverts and Outfalls; Tualatin, OR
OHSU Stormwater Management Plan; Portland, OR
SW Burnham Street Improvements; Tigard, OR
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SETH
HMIELOWSKI
PRINCIPAL OF OPERATIONS
ARCHITECT

PERSONAL PROFILE
Seth Hmielowski joined CGA / Z-Group Architects in 1997 and has over
24 years of professional experience. Throughout the duration of his
career, Seth has worked as a Drafter, Production Manager, Project
Manager, and Project Architect.. Currently, Seth is an Architect, Project
Manager, and Principal of Operations at Z-Group Architects. With his
many years of experience in designing numerous projects in the Western
Colorado region, Seth has developed a sensitivity for regional aesthetics
and the environment. Seth is a LEED AP certified architect licensed in
Colorado..

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Related Projects
ROARING FORK TRANSIT AUTHORITY
• 10 standardized bus shelters and platforms
• 40 mile route
• Highway 82 from Glenwood Springs to Aspen, CO

CITY OF ASPEN BUS SHELTERS
• Two bus stops located at 8th street

SNOWMASS VILLAGE TOWNHALL
• Police and emergency vehicle parking

WOODRUN PLACE CONDOMINIUMS
• Underground parking structure in Snowmass VIllage

Other Project Experience
• Mesa State College - Grand Junction, CO | new 37,000 sf Fine Arts
Building
• High Valley Community Center - Del Norte, CO | new 22,600 sf community
center
• Inn at Aspen - Aspen, CO | re-construction/renovation of all public spaces
• Memphis Shelby County - Tennessee | new 330,00 public library
• Penn State - University Park, PA | new library
• Gilpin County - Colorado | new fairground master planning
• Logan County - Colorado | new justice facility feasibility study
• Stonesoap - Detroit, MI | new office building and renovation
• Denver Public Schools - Denver, CO | Munroe Elementary School addition
• Terracehouse Condominiums - Snowmass Village, CO | condominium
complex renovation and addition
• Alpine Grove - Aspen, CO | new condominium complex
• Harvard University - Cambridge, MA | dormitory renovation
• Bent County - Colorado | new 21,000 sf justice center
• North Forty Rowhouses - Aspen, CO | new townhouse complex
• Gelena Lofts - Aspen, CO | high-end housing addition and renovation
• Christiana Lodge - Aspen, CO | new condominiums and historic cabin
renovation

CONTACT INFORMATION
970.925.1832
seth@zgrouparchitects.com
www.zgrouparchitects.com
411 East Main St, Suite 205
Aspen, CO 81611
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JAMES A.
GUSTAFSON
PRESIDENT + ARCHITECT

PERSONAL PROFILE
James A. Gustafson (Gus) joined CGA / Z-Group Architects in 1970 and
has been the Managing Principal since 1980. He has a broad range of
experience in large scale design and construction project management,
focused especially in public, institutional, resort, and hospitality located
in the Western Colorado region and internationally. Gus has worked on
more than twenty international design projects in Asia, Russia, and South
America and has served as Project Architect, Project Manager, and
Principal in Charge for hundreds of the firm's most noteworthy projects
since the 1970's. Facilities designed under Gus' management have
received more than fifty design awards. He continues to be a driving
force in the planning, design, and project management of current
projects, as well as an active members of a variety of community and
professional affairs. Gus is a licensed architect in Colorado and NCARB
affiliation.
Gus' has been involved in over 200 public facility projects, which in
addition to basic architectural and engineering services. The projects
include substantial programming and planning activity for multifaceted
building complexes that incorporate master-planning site development,
as well as phases fast-tracked, and design/build construction.

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Related Projects
ROARING FORK TRANSIT AUTHORITY
• 10 standardized bus shelters and platforms
• 40 mile route
• Highway 82 from Glenwood Springs to Aspen, CO

SNOWMASS VILLAGE PUBLIC TRANSIT
• Bus stops
• Designed and planned in conjunction with Tamarack Townhomes and
Crestwood Condominium Hotel development project

SNOWMASS VILLAGE SHUTTLE BUS PARKING FACILITY
• Bus storage facility

SNOWMASS VILLAGE TOWNHALL
• Police and emergency vehicle parking

WOODRUN PLACE CONDOMINIUMS
• Underground parking structure in Snowmass VIllage

Other Project Experience

CONTACT INFORMATION
970.925.1832
gus@zgrouparchitects.com
www.zgrouparchitects.com
411 East Main St, Suite 205
Aspen, CO 81611

• Town of Snowmass Village - Snowmass Village, CO | new 35,000 sf
conference center, town hall, employee housing, and transit center
studies, site analysis for maintenance center
• Pitkin County - Aspen, CO | new library, aspen youth center, human
services building, courthouse, annex renovation, ADA upgrade study
and airport terminal
• Hot Springs Lodge + Pool - Glenwood Springs, CO | new 110 room hotel,
historic renovation of all existing facilities, 900 member health club,
administration offices, public bathhouse, and retail spaces
• Pitkin County Airport - Aspen, CO | airport terminal building, fixed base
operations building, crash fire rescue garage, AARF fire and emergency
building
• Breckenridge Town Hall - Breckenridge, CO | new town hall with police
facility
• Gilpin County - Central City, CO | new fairground master planning and new
jail, Sheriff's Dept. Communications Center, justice center
• Southern Ute Indian Tribe Justice Center - Ignacio, CO | district and county
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courts, jail, sheriff's department communications center

MELANIE
Y. NOONAN
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER
PROJECT MANAGER

PERSONAL PROFILE
Melanie Y. Noonan joined Z-Group Architects in 2011. She has 13 years
of professional experience in a large range of various project types,
including public buildings, educational facilitates, mixed use,
commercial, luxury and custom single- and multi-family homes. She
has worn many hats working as a CAD drafter, team leader, designer,
interior designer, coordinator, and project manager. From inception to
the finished produce, Melanie creates a balance between creative
design and construction realities. Melanie is an AIA association
member..

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Related Projects
ROARING FORK TRANSIT AUTHORITY
• 10 standardized bus shelters and platforms
• 40 mile route
• Highway 82 from Glenwood Springs to Aspen, CO

CITY OF ASPEN, 8TH STREET BUS SHELTER
• First bus stop into Aspen and last bus stop out of Aspen
• High visual impact on community and visitors
• Two different shelter designs

SNOWMASS BASE VILLAGE
• Master planning and site development
• Commercial mall, retail and service center complex, and skier center
• 2-story luxury condominium residence

LIMELIGHT EXPANSION
• Monarch
• Limelight Lodge South Expansion
• 77,000 sf 3-story luxury condominium residence
• Limelight residences

CASTLE CREEK CAMPUS
• Aspen music festival and school
• Aspen country day school

Other Project Experience

CONTACT INFORMATION
970.925.1832
melanie@zgrouparchitects.com
www.zgrouparchitects.com
411 East Main St, Suite 205
Aspen, CO 81611

• Widener University, School of Law - Wilmington, DE | 56,000 sf 4-story
addition
• Henritta Hankin Branch Library - Exton, PA | part of chester county library
system
• North American Technology Center - Warminster, PA | master paln for
mixed use business center
• Christ Community Church - West Chester, PA | addition of chapel, student
center and offices
• Cheyney University - Cheyney, PA | historic renovation
• Professional Office Building - Holicong, PA | 7,200 sf historic restoration for
adaptive use
• Private Residence - Aspen, CO | 3,600 sf single-family luxury residence
• Indoor Riding Arena - Carbondale, CO | 12,000 sf private indoor riding
facility
• Private Residence - Woody Creek, CO | 6,000 sf single-family luxury
residence
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Kathleen Wanatowicz
Kathleen is founder and principal of PR STUDIO. She has worked in
the field of public communications and engagement for over fifteen
years with an emphasis on community development projects,
infrastructure, redevelopment and construction. Graduate of the
Executive MBA program at the University of Denver, Kathleen
brings a diverse background to a consulting team providing a depth
of experience in building consensus for public programs and
projects. She has a passion for aligning communities around a
common vision. Kathleen and her team at PR STUDIO are
experienced with issues that are unique to the Aspen community.

Mavis Fitzgerald
Mavis is a marketing and public relations specialist. She
has over a decade long background in media relations,
planning and brand marketing. She has a creative and
organized approach to communications, strategy, and
team management. Her specialties center on developing
and implementing marketing and communications plans,
and project management.

Bryana Starbuck
Bryana is an online media and marketing specialist. She is
dedicated to using new media and technologies as a way to
connect individuals and organizations. Her love for
community building inspires a thoughtful approach to
communications. She has a strong background in social
media, training, project management, and website
development.
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Gyles Thornely
Background

Gyles prides himself on an intimate understanding of the coordination, communication,
and management skills required to undertake landscape architecture and land
planning projects of any size or description from both public and private sectors.
Through his experience he has cultivated an open minded, diligent and well organized
approach to projects. Gyles thrives in collaborative design processes such as charettes,
and is well versed in public speaking and presentations. His specialized interest is in
green infrastructure, particularly the innovative treatment of stormwater, and he has
steadfastly dedicated his career to environmentally responsible design principles.

Education

Master of Landscape Architecture - Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, 1999
Thesis: “Accommodating the hydrological cycle into stormwater management designs”
Royal Fine Arts Academy School of Architecture and Landscape ArchitectureCopenhagen, 09/1998 - 01/1999
Bachelor’s Degree in Landscape Architecture - Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, 1997

Professional
Career

Owner : Connect One Design, Basalt CO | 2010
Co-Founder : The Plantium Company, Basalt CO | 2013
Principal : Design Workshop Inc, Aspen CO | 2009-2009
Intern : Tunnell Spangler & Associates, Atlanta GA | 2007-2008

Certifications

Registered Landscape Architect in the State of Colorado # 365
LEED Accredited Professional
Certified Construction Documentation Technologist
Member ASLA # 784795

Community

City of Aspen Parks, Trails and Open Space Board Member 2011-Present

Awards
Publications
Speaking

2009 CCASLA - Merit Award - Residential Category - Ridge of Wildcat
2003 CCASLA - Merit Award - Residential Category - PO+LE Residence
2011 CCASLA - Honor Award - Over $500,000 Category - Residences at Little Nell
2011 CCASLA - Honor Award - Residential Category - Crown Residence
2009 Sojourner Magazine - Feature Article-Residences at the Little Nell
2011 Landscape Architecture Magazine - Feature Article - Ridge of Wildcat
2011 Pitkin County Community Volunteer Award - Aspen Elementary School
2011 Luxe Magazine-Article-Classic Roots
2013 Sojourner Magazine - Feature Article - Playground Love
2014 ASLA Denver : Ground Up: Building the New Firm 1.0
2016 ASLA New Orleans : Ground Up: Building the New Firm 2.0
2016 Landscape Architect & Specifier News - Aspen Sojourner

References

Scott Chisholm, Landscape Architect, City of Durango: 970|274|2177
Pete Rice, Engineer, City of Aspen: 970|319|3710
Dwayne Romero, The Romero Group: 970|618|8880
1
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Relevant Project Experience

Hallam Street Corridor -Aspen, CO
Scope: Comprehensive design enhancements for the Hallam Corridor from Cemetery Lane to the end of the
“S” Curve. Scope included the thorough evaluation and design modifications to the Castle Creek Bridge and
the Hallam Street R.O.W. to improve the safety for pedestrian, cyclists and bus users for the City of Aspen’s
Parks, Engineering and Transportation departments.

The Spring Building - Aspen, CO
Scope: Street and roofscape design for a mixed use building on the corner of Spring Street and Hopkins
Avenue. The building is best known for it’s use of a “zipper wall” which engages the public to interface with
the streetscape as well as the cafe spaces. It was also the first vegetated roof used on a commercial building
for stormwater management within the City limits.

EB Building - Aspen, CO
Scope: Streetscape design on the corner of east Hyman Ave and Hunter Street. Work included the design of
public, semi-public and private spaces as extension of rooms from this mixed use building that is surrounded
by challenging grades and mature trees. This project is currently seeking a building permit.

Vic Square - Aspen, CO
Scope: Street and Roofscape design for a mixed use building across the street from the EB building. Work
included a rich hardscape design that complemented the building’s multi-faceted exterior and lounge
benches all designed to set the stage for a high end retail tenant. This project is currently seeking a building
permit.

Base Lodge - Aspen, CO
Scope: Street and Roofscape design for a boutique hotel in downtown Aspen. Work included the creation of
enriched pedestrian spaces around the hotel perimeter that met the City’s stormwater regulations and tree
preservation policy while promoting an interaction between the indoor spaces and sidewalk. This project is
currently seeking a building permit.

The Mill Building - Aspen, CO
Scope: Street and Roofscape design for a mixed use building behind the historic Hotel Jerome on the corner
of Mill and Bleeker Streets. Work included a 4,500 sf vegetated roof for stormwater quality and quantity
mitigation and an amenitized public / semi public streetscape along steep grades.

RFTA BRT - Roaring Fork Valley, CO
Scope: Design of thirteen bus rapid transit stations between Aspen and Glenwood Springs including three
Park and Ride stops. Work included the design of the platforms, walkways, seating, lighting and planting
design. The stops are best known for the iconic dinosaur eggs which were designed as seating and play
elements.

Dean Street - Aspen, CO
Scope: Complete streetscape design between the Gondola Plaza and South Galena Street in conjunction
with the design of the exterior spaces around the Residences at Little Nell and the North of Nell Building.

Beaver Creek Resort Enhancements - Avon, CO
Scope: Comprehensive design enhancements and beautification to the Beaver Creek resort. Work included
the resort’s main entrance, two mile entry road, residential neighborhood entrances, golf course, pedestrian
2
and skier trail systems, signage and wayfinding, site furnishings, skier village and riparian enhancements.
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Sara Tie
Background

Sara has a dedication to celebrating and preserving the beauty of the
West. Her education and professional experience throughout Colorado has
given her a deep appreciation and understanding of delicate and nuanced
landscapes. She is a highly able and creative designer, favoring solutions
that balance social, aesthetic, functional, economic, and environmental
considerations.
Sara’s specialized interest lies in creating lasting and engaging outdoor play
spaces for youth and adults. Sara has exercised this passion over the course
of her career, beginning with her master’s thesis on education in designed
outdoor spaces. Since then she has completed many recreation projects
serving all ages, from toddlers to teens, and even senior citizens. Sara’s
volunteer experience includes being both a member and chair of the Bicycle,
Pedestrian, and Trails commission in Carbondale. She has also written and
contributed to many parks and recreation grant efforts in professional and
volunteer capacities.

Education

Master of Landscape Architecture - The University of Arizona, 2006
Thesis: “Welcome to the Jungle: A Design for Tourism and Environmental
Education at Summit Nature Park, Panama”
Cooperative Extension Fellow - The Drachman Institute, 2005-2006
Internship in Outdoor Design - Longwood Gardens, PA, 2003
Bachelor’s of Science in Plant Science - The University of Arizona, 2003

Professional
Career

Owner : Connect One Design, Basalt CO | 2010
Co-Founder : The Plantium Company, Basalt CO | 2013
Landscape Designer : Design Workshop Inc, Aspen CO | 2006-2008

Awards and
Speaking

2011 CCASLA - Merit Award - Planning & Urban Design Category - Amaranth
2017 ASLA - Professional Practice Network for Planting Design
2018 Basalt Library - History of Planting
2018 Glenwood Garden Club - Planting Trends

Certifications

LEED Accredited Professional
Certified Construction Documentation Technologist

Community
Involvement

Carbondale Bicycle, Pedestrian, and Trail (BPT) Comission - Chair
Highway 133 CDOT Project Leadership Team - Carbondale BPT Alternate Representative
English in Action - Small Group Tutor
1
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Your Name Here
Background

Born with a desire to help improve our world, Molly spent her formative years gaining
as much worldly experience as possible. Upon sharing a deep connection to place as ski
instructor, landscaper, and actor in the sustainable agriculture industries in the Roaring
Fork Valley, she became inspired to become a landscape architect. She believes that
Landscapes are a performance of intricate, acting parts and a LA’s job is to aid in the
communication of these actors in order to create a lasting performance. One must
become acquainted with the complexities of the site, be the eyes and ears of those
who can not, engage those who can, and compose spaces which fit the needs of those
acting. LAs have an inherent responsibility to maintain a practice which is democratic,
adaptive, and creatively progressive. By challenging ourselves to meet these criteria not
only do we grow and learn, but so do the landscapes we are honored to serve.

Education

Master of Landscape Architecture - University of Colorado Denver, 2016
Bachelor of Science, Recreation and Tourism - CSU 2010

Professional
Career

Connect One Design, Basalt CO | 2018
City of Aspen Parks, Open Space, and Trails Dept., Aspen CO | 2015-2018
Colorado Center for Community Development, Denver CO | 2013-2016

Certifications

ASLA Membership | 2013- present
GIS Certificate - University of Colorado Denver, 2016

Community

Aspen Valley Ski Club Ski Instructor | 2016-2019
CU Denver Horticultur Club President | 2014-2015

Awards
Publications
Speaking

2017 City of Aspen Parks, Open Space and Trails - “Cozy Point Open Space Management
Plan”
2015 ROOT Magazine Volume 7- Feature Article-”Novice Explorations” & “Breathing
Walls: Re purposing Concrete Architecture”
2015 Work Green Infrastructure Congress - Awarded seat at Conference Presentation

References

Austin Weiss, Director of Parks, Open Space and Trials, Aspen CO : 970|920|5120
Jeff Wood, UTA Field Supervisor, Denver CO : 719|248|7731

1
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Relevant Project Experience

2018 Cozy Point Open Space Improvements -Aspen, CO
Scope: Collaborating with the equestrian and agricultural center lease holders and land owner to provide
improvements to the existing parking, entrances, and equestrian paddock facilities that will improve health
and safety, optimize usable space, ease operational conflicts, and create resilient facilities for the generations
of equestrian and agricultural visitors to enjoy. Process involved public outreach and interactive design with
lease holders.

2017 Cozy Point Management Plan - Aspen, CO
Scope: Production of a management plan for a 162 acre, publicly owned ranch located at the entrance to
Aspen. The plan was designed to protect the values of the community, as demonstrated through extensive
public outreach and involvement, and the values of the City of Aspen Parks and Recreation Department.
The process included extensive natural resource research and planning for a future envisioned through the
creating of this plan.

2017 Prockter Open Space Restoration Planting - Aspen, CO
Scope: High mountain riparian area restoration in the river corridor for the Roaring Fork River within the
Aspen city limits. Efforts to harness stormwater and ditch water to improve water quality and quantity
mitigation. Site concentrated on creating habitat for local flora and fauna. Planting was coordinated and
accomplished with the Roaring Fork Volunteers.

2016 Carbondale Third Street Center - Carbondale, CO
Scope: Parking lot, streetscape, entrance and park design for the community building in the Town of
Carbondale. Design for a mixed use building which connects community members through a variety of
opportunities. Park design emphasizes connection to adjacent housing and amenities, opportunities for
events and activities, and space for everyday outdoor enjoyment. Work included the use of sustainable
materials and reduction of energy use when possible.

2015 Salida Playscape Rejuvination - Salida, CO
Scope: A series of six playscape designs for the Town of Salida parks. Designs aimed to bring a diversity
of outdoor play experiences to people of all ages and capabilities. Concepts ranged from nature play and
sensory gardens, to classic playscape designs providing ball sport activities.

2015 Shore Arts Center Pocket Park - Lamar, CO
Scope: Revitalize the downtown area by improving pedestrian infrastructures in the alleyways behind main
street and a pocket park between two historic buildings. Designs worked closely with the stakeholder groups
to provide a multi-dimensional space. The site mitigates for noise and air pollution associated with close
proximity to highways and interstates, and creates a cool comfortible escape from the heat of the eastern
Colorado plains. The plan also proposes a water feature to help social gatherings such as small concerts and
dance classes, as well as cafe dining.

2015 North Philadelphia Schoolyards - Philadelphia, PA
Scope: A partnership with The Big Sandbox and elementary schools and communities of North Philly
designs improve inner city playground, while accommodate for a city wide initiative to improve storm water
infrastructure. New playscapes provide outdoor spaces for engagement and building community. The studio
was a practice in community innovation and cultural sensitivity.

2014 Anschutz Medical Center Healing Gardens - Aurora, CO
Scope: The gardens helps staff, students, patients and visitors ground themselves as they follow the water
through the space. Throughout the spaces a diversity of experiences for all types of users, from in patients

2
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Greg Flageolle, AASM
Senior Designer - Electrical
Greg began working with Clanton & Associates in 1998 as an Electrical
Design Consultant and joined the firm in 2012 as the primary Electrical
Designer. Greg’s electrical design experience ranges from power
distribution in 50,000 square foot manufacturing facilities to ITS/Tolling
Systems to the electrical layout of luxury residential projects. Greg has
extensive project management experience including IBM in Boulder,
CO (Plant Facilities Electrical Engineering), and new construction and
renovations of public school district buildings.
In addition to his over 30 years of electrical design experience, Greg
owned an electrical design consulting firm for 13-years and provided
services for engineering firms across the United States, as well as
internationally in Canada, Hong Kong, and China. Greg is a member of
the Illuminating Engineering Society.

Education

 Associates Degree in
Mechanical Design
Denver Institute of
Technology, Denver
CO
Professional Affiliations

 Illuminating Engineering
Society of North
America

Selected Project Experience:
Grand Avenue Bridge, Glenwood Springs, CO
Vail Chain Station VSL, Vail CO
Vail Simba Run I-70 Underpass, Vail , CO
Vail Interchanges ( Roundabouts) Vail, CO
Breckenridge Riverwalk, Breckenridge , CO
I-70 Glenwood Canyon VSL, Glenwood Springs, CO
I-70 Fiber Optic Backbone, Vail to Glenwood Springs, CO
Red Rocks Park Electrical Improvements & Upgrades, Morrison, CO*
Denver Union Station, Denver, CO
Superior Town Center, Superior, CO*
Westminster Station, Westminster, CO
US24 Minturn Downtown Improvements, Mintum, CO
US36 Express Lanes, Westminster to Boulder, CO
Central 70, Denver, CO*
US287 Lamar, CO
I-25 North Express Lanes Johnstown to Fort Collins, CO
I-25 Woodmen to Monument, Colorado Springs, CO
I-25 North Express Lanes Johnstown to Fort Collins, CO
High Line Canal Trail Underpass Hampden-Colorado, Denver, CO
Lookout Lid, Golden, CO
*Projects in design and / or construction

LIGHTING DESIGN | ENGINEERING | ELECTRICAL | RESEARCH | PLANNING
www.clantonassociates.com
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Annie Kuczkowski, EIT
Engineer II - Lighting
Annie joined Clanton & Associates in 2013 and provides engineering,
management, design, analysis, and support through all phases of the
project. Annie has always been drawn to the emotion that lighting
creates, from architectural emphasis to the health benefits that come
from daylighting and appropriate electrical lighting.
Annie has project management experience in developing lighting and
small cell guidelines, development of energy codes, designing public
service lighting, along with lighting for streetscapes, transportation
facilities, tunnels, and office buildings. She is adept at working with city
officials, stakeholders and manufacturers in a collaborative way to
analyze and balance needs of each party, often with conflicting desires.
Selected Project Experience:
Roadways
Breckenridge Four O’clock Roundabout, Breckenridge, CO
Central I-70, Denver, CO*
I-70B 1st and Grand Avenue, Grand Junction, CO**
US6 Clifton Corridor, Clifton, CO*
56th Avenue, Denver, CO*
Iliff Avenue, Arapahoe County, CO*
Washington Avenue, Golden, CO
Public Realm
Aspen Valley Hospital, Aspen, CO
Aspen Pedestrian Mall, Aspen, CO*
Breckenridge Riverwalk, Breckenridge, CO
Colfax Art District, Aurora, CO
Westminster Downtown Streetscapes, Westminster, CO*
Denver Union Station, Denver, CO

Education

 Bachelor of Science,
Architectural
Engineering /
Illumination,
University of Colorado,
Boulder
Professional Affiliations

 Illuminating Engineering
Society of North
America
Professional
Registrations

 EIT - Engineer In
Training
Awards and Honors

 AGI 2014 Rendering
Contest

 57th Annual Downtown
Denver Award Confluence Park

Street Lighting Design Guides
CDOT Street Lighting Design Guide, Colorado Department of
Transportation*
CDOT M-613-1 Specifications, Colorado Department of Transportation
City and County of Denver Small Cell Infrastructure Design Guide,
Denver, CO
*Projects in design and / or under construction

LIGHTING DESIGN | ENGINEERING | ELECTRICAL | RESEARCH | PLANNING
www.clantonassociates.com
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RODNEY P. KISER
529 S. WILDHORSE DRIVE ~ NEW CASTLE, COLORADO 81647
PHONE: (970) 984-0474

EMAIL: RODNEY@TRUENORTHCOLORADO.COM

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE – 28 YEARS

2017-Present True North Colorado, LLC, New Castle - Colorado
Owner/Partner ~ Licensed Professional Land Surveyor
2007-2017 High Country Engineering, Glenwood Springs - Colorado
Licensed Professional Land Surveyor ~ Survey Manager ~ Senior Survey Cad Technician
2005-2007 Moore Bass Consulting, Destin-Panama City Beach - Florida
Project Manager ~ Senior Survey Cad Technician
1991-2004 Mitchell & Morse Land Surveying, South Haven - Michigan
Project Manager ~ CAD Manager (1998- 2004)

AutoCAD Technician (1994-1998)
Draftsman ~ Rodman (1991-1994)
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PROFESSIONAL DUTIES & TASKS PERFORMED

•

Perform quality control of all survey documents, including but not limited to survey plans, record
plats, descriptions, flood certificates, exhibits and review of title commitment reports.

•

Prepare CAD work, subdivision plats, land survey maps and final surveys.

•

Survey boundary analysis and computations of Improvement, ALTA, topography, utility and
roadway surveys.

•

Perform, review and monitor field surveys.

•

Computation of construction survey field layout and stakeout data.

•

Coordinate, schedule and preparing cost estimates.

•

Maintain client relations.

SUMMARY OF FIELD AND OFFICE TOOLS

Autodesk Civil 3D 2017-2019
Trimble S6 & 5600 Robotic Total Stations
Trimble R8 GPS Systems
Trimble Geomatics Office Software
Conventional & Digital Levels
Microsoft Windows Office Products.
ACCREDITATIONS

Colorado Professional Land Surveyor #38215
Member of the National Society of Professional Land Surveyors
AWARDS RECEIVED

ACSM/NSPS National Plat/Map Design Competition
ALTA/NSPS Category (1st Place-2007, 2nd Place-2015, 3rd Place-2006)
Miscellaneous Maps Category (1st Place-2007, 2nd Place-2015 & 2016)
Subdivision Plat Category (2nd Place-2007)
Topographic Maps Category (2nd Place 2016)
EDUCATION

2010 – Present Continuing Educational Courses and Yearly State Professional Society Seminars
1989-1990 Muskegon College of Business & Technology ~ Muskegon, Michigan
Major: Drafting and Design
1985-1989 Watervliet High School ~ Watervliet, Michigan
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LAUREN D. VANCE
177 MOSHER LANE X3971 ~ EAGLE, COLORADO 81631
PHONE: (970) 984-0474

EMAIL: LAUREN@TRUENORTHCOLORADO.COM

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE – 15 YEARS

2017-Present True North Colorado, LLC, New Castle - Colorado
Owner/Partner ~ Field Operations Manager
2012-2017 High Country Engineering, Glenwood Springs - Colorado
Senior Survey Party Chief
2011-2012 William H. Smith and Associates – Fort Collins, Colorado
Survey Party Chief
2007 – 2011 Construction Surveys – Silt, Colorado
Survey Party Chief
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Tri-State Land Surveying – Rifle, Colorado
Rod & Instrument Field Personal

PROFESSIONAL DUTIES & TASKS PERFORMED

•

Perform quality control of all field survey data.

•

Perform daily Field Surveys, boundary, topographic, design surveys & construction layout

•

Boundary analysis and computations

•

Computation of construction survey field layout and stakeout data.

•

Process field work.

SUMMARY OF FIELD AND OFFICE TOOLS

Autodesk Civil 3D 2017-2018
Trimble S6 & 5600 Robotic Total Stations
Trimble R8 GPS Systems
Trimble Geomatics Office Software
TSC2 & 3 Trimble Data Collector
Conventional & Digital Levels

EDUCATION

Graduate of Bridges High School – Glenwood Springs – May 2003.

NOTABLE PROJECTS

2017 – Black Hills Energy 4.5 Mile Gas Line R.O.W. Replacement Project
2018 – Cooper & 7th Street Glenwood Springs – Street & Infrastructure Improvements
2019 - Kemo Sabe – City of Aspen – Sidewalk Improvements -Existing Conditions & Construction Layout
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM :

Jack Danneberg P.E., Project Manager II
Pete Rice P.E., Division Manager

THRU:

John Krueger, Director of Transportation
Trish Aragon P.E., City Engineer

DATE OF MEMO:

July 9th, 2020

MEETING DATE:

July 13th, 2020

RE:

Roundabout Improvements

REQUEST OF COUNCIL:
Input on the measures identified by the study to be implemented in the roundabout resurfacing project
lead by CDOT in 2021.
BACKGROUND:
The City receives a significant amount of complaints for the congestion at the Aspen Roundabout
through the community and several city departments. During peak traffic periods, vehicle backups
consistently occur at the 20-year-old roundabout on State Highway 82 (Aspen Roundabout) that
intersects Maroon Creek and Castle Creek Roads. This vehicle congestion from Highway 82 in the
roundabout negatively impacts the function of the roundabout and vehicles using Castle and Maroon
Creek Roads. This congestion continually frustrates tourists, commuters and citizens causing the
section of highway to receive a Level of Service (LOS) rating F. Level of service (LOS) is a term used
to qualitatively describe the operating conditions of a roadway based on factors such as speed, travel
time, maneuverability, delay, and safety. The rating system is A though F similar to a report card.
Staff presented the project at a council work session on November 11th, 2019. During this session,
Council directed the study to be focused on the holistic functionality of the Aspen Roundabout and not
limit the focus to improve the functioning of Maroon and Castle Creek Roads. The study is intended to
encourage partnership from CDOT and inform the design team from CDOT on any modifications to
their roundabout improvement project planned for 2021. On December 17th, 2019 Regular Council
meeting the contract was awarded to Kimley Horn.
CDOT has a project planned to replace the asphalt and striping at the roundabout. Council and the
community have indicated the need to replace the roundabout with concrete pavement to alleviate the
need for yearly maintenance and lessen the risk to substantial down times to repair the roadway
surface. Staff presented Council an opportunity to improve the conditions by making modifications
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physically while this project is proceeding. The information obtained from this study will be
implemented through CDOT into their design for 2021.
The goals of the project based on Council direction are:
• Obtain traffic data to assess the existing conditions at the Aspen Roundabout.
• Identify methods to improve traffic flow through the Aspen Roundabout.
• Inform the upcoming CDOT roundabout pavement replacement planned for 2021.
Based on Council direction on funding, staff pursued alternatives in funding. Staff and CDOT have
agreed to split the costs associated with this project for Roundabout Improvements. All costs up to now
have been split by the City of Aspen and CDOT 50/50.
DISCUSSION:
The study of the roundabout’s existing conditions identified the following issues:
1. Safety
o Rear-end (41%) and sideswipe (31%) compose majority of crash types which indicate improper
use of the roundabout.
o The collision rate is 152% higher than the national average for roundabouts.
o 61% of crashes occurred on dry pavement suggesting driver error.
2. Congestion
o The eastbound (inbound) Highway 82 route operates at a LOS F with an 86 second delay in the
AM.
o The westbound (outbound) Highway 82 route operates at a LOS F with a 50 second delay in
the PM.
o Castle and Maroon Creek roads operate at LOS C and B in the PM respectively.
o The eastbound (inbound) entry has a second entry lane is underutilized due to the signing and
does not allow through movements as the original intent.
o The westbound (outbound) exit of the roundabout becomes a bus-only lane and emergency lane
only, which impacts the westbound entry lane use creating delays.
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Figure 1: Congestion Issues
3. Education
o Lane designation is not clearly indicated. For example, westbound (outbound) vehicles going to
Maroon Creek Road will utilize an inside lane and create a conflict with inbound drivers on
Highway 82.
o Lane widths must be reduced to decrease driver confusion and increase safety.
o Crash data shows the geometric failings.
o Entry speeds are high which reduces reaction time within the roundabout.
o Signage creates confusion.
o Education on proper use of roundabout is needed.
RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENTS:
As part of the Traffic Study conducted by Kimley-Horn, possible improvements were investigated to
address the issues that were identified. The following section goes into detail about proposed
alternatives and how they will help improve the intersection.
Measure 1: Signage and Markings Improvements
Measure 2: Geometric Improvements
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Figure 2: Roundabout Measures
Measure 1: Signage and Markings Improvements
The existing signage plan consists of seventy-five individual signs on forty-four signposts. The type
and the high quantity of signage can be confusing to drivers.
Modifications to signs may include the following approaches to maximize safety and increase
efficiency:
• Font sizes will be modified to meet current national standards
• Signs will be decreased
• Roadway striping to lead vehicle directions
Signage improvements will address safety and efficiency issues.
Measure 2: Geometric Improvements
o Spiral Addition:
The Aspen Roundabout has significant geometric flaws that are reducing its capacity and decreasing
safety. There is a high percentage of crashes that are due to driver error which indicates geometric
failings. Vehicles are staying in the inside lane as the go around the roundabout instead of going to the
outside lane so that they can exit.
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The Western side of the roundabout will have the lane width decreased on the inside which will force
drivers to the outside lane. This modification is known as a spiral because of its shape.
The modification can reduce crashes caused by lane changes shown in the form of sideswipes. This
will also increase the capacity of the roundabout by increasing driver predictability, decreasing
conflicts and delays, and decreasing interaction time between roundabout drivers and drivers trying to
enter the roundabout from Highway 82 eastbound. This improvement will address all of the issues
outlined in the study because it will improve safety, efficiency, and the geometric failings.
o Modification of the inbound curb:
The Highway 82 inbound entry lane is not effective in reducing speed of vehicles because of its direct
path into the Aspen Roundabout. This higher entry speed can cause conflicts between vehicles as
shown by the high percentage of rear end crashes in this location. By modifying the curb and reducing
the driving width of the lane, a sharper entry angle will decrease the vehicle speed entering the
roundabout. This modification will increase the safety and efficiency at the entry to the roundabout.
This improvement will address the rear end crashes that occur at the entrance to the roundabout and the
congestion issues in the AM.

Figure 3: Geometric Improvements
Future Measures:
The traffic study has identified several additional measures that need additional time and will not be
included in the 2021 CDOT resurfacing project. These measures include changes to Highway 82 up
and down valley of the roundabout that may impact the Record of Decision. Further investigation and
cross examination is necessary before these measures are ready for Council review.
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FINANCIAL IMPACTS:
This is a planning project was originally budgeted at $97,010.00. The city has spent $41,166 and been
reimbursed by CDOT $20,583. Approximately $20,000 has been used but not yet invoiced. The budget
for this project is $128,000 as approved in the 2019 budget account #000.321.81200.52199.50922.
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Staff recommends approval of Measure 1, and 2.
CITY MANAGER COMMENTS:

ATTACHMENTS:
Exhibit A – Traffic Study
Exhibit B - Contract
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1.

Introduction
The City of Aspen (the City) retained Kimley-Horn to evaluate the Castle Creek and Maroon Creek
corridors near the Aspen Roundabout as illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2. This report documents the
existing conditions of the corridors, including previous studies conducted by PBS&J and the City as well
as input from public meetings, discusses the City’s overall goals and objectives, provides
improvement alternatives for the Highway 82 roundabout and adjacent corridor that meet the project
objectives; and, identifies a recommended alternative based on input by the public and City officials.
Although this report identifies a recommended alternative for the corridor, the final improvement decisions
are subject to Council approval and City and or CDOT funding.
During peak traffic periods, vehicle backups consistently occur at the roundabout on State Highway 82
(Aspen Roundabout) that intersects Maroon Creek and Castle Creek Roads. This vehicle congestion
from Highway 82 in the roundabout negatively impacts the function of the roundabout and vehicles using
Castle and Maroon Creek Roads. Frequent vehicle backups and delayed bus routes have motivated the
City to pursue a course of action that would reduce wait time at Castle and Maroon Creek Roads.
In the afternoon, school buses leave the middle school and high school at the same time. This large influx
of traffic causes a backup on the Maroon Creek Road leg of the roundabout. The City is also interested
in some options to minimize traffic congestion caused by school buses using the roundabout, particularly
in the afternoon release times.
Therefore, the primary goals of this project are to understand and improve traffic flow during peak periods
on Castle and Marron Creek Roads due to the interaction at the Aspen Roundabout; and, to reduce
vehicle conflicts in the roundabout, attributed to poor lane choice.
The Maroon Creek and Castle Creek Roads study consists of the following primary tasks:
Task 1 – Office Review
·

Background data/reports

·

Collision history

·

Geometric conformance

·

Traffic control devices

·

Operational analysis

As an initial step, Kimley-Horn reviewed current traffic data and available studies to establish general
assessment of traffic congestion in the study area. The study team, Mark Lenters, P.E. and Bill Hange,
P.E., met with the Engineering Project Manager, Pete Rice on October 31, 2019, to discuss current traffic
patterns and past traffic studies. In preparation for the field study on February 19th and 20th, 2020.
A second meeting with City Project Manager, Jack Danneberg, was held just after the initial field review on
February 19th. Issues were shared, discussed and possible solutions were identified for further
consideration. It was restated that the unfinished work from 2009 is still contributing to safety concerns
and congestion. CDOT is aware of the unfinished work that was not feasible at the time.
I n 2 02 2 C D O T i s planning to resurface Highway 82 from west of Aspen though the roundabout
and anticipate improvements to the roundabout operation through this study. The City wishes to improve
the pavement of the roundabout to make it more serviceable, e.g. a more resilient wearing surface such as
concrete. The intent is to have a package of improvements ready for implementation before CDOT begins
their project.
This study seeks to develop short term non-infrastructure solutions to traffic congestion on Highway 82,
Castle Creek and Marron Creek Roads at the roundabout. The short-term solutions need to include noninfrastructure options such as:
·

A combination of signage, pavement marking and a part-time metering traffic signal on one or more
legs;

·

Aspen bus transit to mitigate car traffic;

·

Improvement of school bus traffic that backs up on Maroon Creek Road; or,

·

Combinations of the above.

Modifying in-service roundabouts generally requires an incremental approach to application of
countermeasures. For this reason, it is prudent to apply less costly measures and evaluate them before
considering more expansive changes. This is why the City wishes to explore the non-infrastructure
solutions before the CDOT project gets underway.

Task 3 – Field Review
Task 4 - Document Deficiencies
Task 5 – Development of improvements
·

Non-Infrastructure Improvement Alternatives; and,

·

Infrastructure improvements.

Task 6 – Reporting (current task)
Several Traffic studies and projects focused on transportation infrastructure at the roundabout have
occurred in the past. An important first step was to accumulate and organize this past work and to
combine it into a holistic understanding of traffic patterns and existing infrastructure.
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Figure 1. Project Study limits
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Figure 2. Aerial View of Study Area
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2.

Previous Study and Improvements
In February of 2008, PBS&J completed a report that considered turn restrictions at Truscott Drive and
Cemetery Lane. This was in response to concerns raised about congestion along the Hwy 82 corridor on
the west side of Aspen. Some key points from the study include the following:
·

Left-turn restrictions studied were not recommended as countermeasures at either intersection
due to marginal, limited improvements in vehicle delay.

·

Induced out of direction travel from adjacent neighbourhoods due to left-turn restrictions resulted
from right-in-right-out, or ¾ movement intersections.

·

Limiting left-turns was said to force traffic congestion at other intersections including adding Uturns to the Maroon Creek Roundabout and other nearby intersections.

·

Doubling of the signal cycle length at Truscott Drive during the PM Peak Hour was the only study
recommendation. Countermeasure cost estimate was $5,000 (2008 dollars).

·

Traffic studies of Hwy 82/Cemetery Lane before 2008 were noted. These were said to include
modelling and field observations in 2004 and 2005 for those earlier studies. The older studies
concluded that marginal travel time benefits with negative impacts to Cemetery Lane and West
End Neighbourhoods would result from turn restrictions at Cemetery Lane. (Studies referenced
not named in 2008 report.)

Field observations, traffic counts, background travel patterns, and signal timing plans from CDOT for Hwy
82/Truscott Drive, all point to signal timing adjustment(s) most likely being implemented at Truscott since
2008. Background traffic growth since 2009 are again pressing the need for operational changes.
A possible improvement that was overlooked is the creation of two westbound lanes at Cemetery Lane.
The existing westbound single lane through movement could be doubled by converting the right turn
channelization’s into and out of Cemetery Lane into an additional through lane.
In a slightly different way, an additional westbound lane could be created at Truscott Place by converting
the transit -only lane to allow passenger cars. The current congestion of the single westbound lane masks
the possibility that having a second lane up to Truscott would reduce queues significantly and not create
worse congestion for buses in the current HOV lane. Later in the report observations of cars trying to
merge and blocking the buses west of the roundabout indicate that the lane is not serving buses anyway.

Based on past experience with this roundabout, key points concerning the practicability of the PBS&J
recommendations are as follows:
·

Design details of signal timing changes implemented in 2008 are unknown. Basic signal timing
parameters recommended were not included in the report. David Oldham, CDOT Traffic
Operations Assistant-Region III, started his current traffic operations job with CDOT in 2012.

·

Given a doubling of the pre-2009 cycle length time, added main street green time would be typical.
Hwy 82 is the main street and Truscott Drive the side street. Implementation of the study’s
recommendation could have reduced peak hour traffic delay on main street (Hwy 82). Level of
service (LOS) Tables 4 and 10 provided in the study show improvement from LOS D to LOS B.
No Synchro model output or controller timings were provided in the report, making it difficult to
agree or disagree with their opinion.

·

Turn restrictions and signal timing changes were studied in the report. These were the only
countermeasures studied. Side friction at S-Curves was mentioned as restricting traffic flow east
of Cemetery.

·

Perhaps the biggest flaw in their findings was that signal coordination in the corridor was
dismissed. The report stated that uncoordinated traffic queues from Cemetery would catch up to
previous queues created by the signals. This is an area that should now be explored for potentially
improving operations in the study area, which includes the roundabout. The signals could also be
used to create main street (Hwy 82) gaps at the roundabout for peak hour/school release
improvements.
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3.

Collision History Review
The City supplied a GIS file and tabulations of the most recent crash history for the Highway 82
roundabout (See Appendix A). Figure 3 document and categorizes a three-year history of 65 collisions,
three of which were DUI related. Additional spatial display of crashes (Figure 4) revealed notable
patterns:
·

Rear-end (41%) and sideswipe (31%) compose the majority of crash types.

·

The collision rate per million vehicles entering is 13.36, higher than the national average for
roundabouts with similar traffic flows.

·

61% of the crashes occurred on dry pavement, suggesting driver error, not environmental
conditions are a significant factor.

·

Spatially, a slightly higher number of crashes (60%) occurred on the eastbound side of the circle.

·

Incorrect lane changes are a significant source of crashes in front of the Castle Creek and Maroon
Creek entries. This issue is manifested in sideswipe and rear-end crashes.

·

Improper lefts are a pattern distinct at the westbound exit of the roundabout. The westbound left is
sometimes made from the right lane. Also, the westbound lefts do not clear to the outside of the
circle to access Castle Creek. Uncertainty as to the actions of drivers entering form Maroon Creek
and Highway 82 eastbound drivers entering from the right lane. As mentioned later-on, sudden
lane change conflicts are frequent.

·

Failure to yield crashes are a distinct pattern at the Castle Creek entry. It is not clear if those are
entering drivers crossing the Highway 82 eastbound stream or right turners joining the highway 82
eastbound.

The crash data review conducted prior to the field visit gave clues of what to look for – target crash
patterns. Some of the above noted patterns were observed in 2009 also, but because only a partial
improvement on the circle was possible then, the patterns persist, e.g. circulating traffic exiting to Castle
Creek. The Geometric Conformance Review outlines those patterns and how geometry is contributing to
their persistence.

Figure 3. Three-year Crash History
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Figure 4. Crash Clusters
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Operational Analysis

The level of delay and queuing that a theoretical model generates can be compared to observations of
delay and queues. In this case, the patterns of traffic are influenced by the following factors that are difficult
to model:
·

·
·

The eastbound entry has a second entry lane but signing of the bus only lane does not afford full
use of the lane downstream of the bus diversion lane. The last 300ft of the right lane is
underutilized and does not allow through movements.
A lane drop on the eastbound exit affects roundabout capacity and lane choice from Castle Creek
and Maroon Creek; another factor equally difficult to model.
The westbound exit of the roundabout becomes a bus-only lane, which impacts the westbound
entry lane use.

·

The Truscott and Cemetery Road traffic signals are feeding the roundabout with platoons of
traffic.

·

The traffic exiting the roundabout meets up with queues spilling back from both traffic signals.
Modelling the 3 intersections as a system is going to be very difficult because of the spikes in
traffic that occur at school times. Models are ideal at accounting for flows that build to a peak and
subside – a normal flow profile. Accounting for spikes in flow using even sophisticated models is
not feasible according to the way flow profiles are modelled. ARCADY is a sophisticated geometrybased roundabout model that was develop in the mid-090’s from field observations of
roundabouts.

·

ARCADY is suitable to model and improve in-service roundabouts because the model is sensitive to
trends on geometry, e.g. larger circles generate higher capacities. This is due to the empirical
basis of the model. Although it originated in the U.K. it has been in use and calibrated to U.S.
roundabouts for the past 15 years. Calibrations (equation intercept and equation slope
adjustments ranging from 10% to 30% were applied to account for the unusual lane conditions
mentioned above. ARCADY report average delays (HCM unsignalized intersection criteria)
and 95th percentile queues.

The ARCADY output of the existing roundabout for turning movement counts collected on Tuesday,
February 11, 2020, can be seen below in Table 1. The analysis indicated a Level of Service (LOS) “A” at
most approaches during the AM peak hour. The eastbound approach of Hwy 82, however, failed due to
inadequate lane utilization by drivers. During the PM peak hour, performance decreased for all
approaches, but no entries were shown to fail, which is not consistent with observations. This indicates
that the roundabout is not performing as the model might suggest. Another roundabout with similar
traffic demand would operate this way, while a roundabout with operations such as these is deemed to
have ineffective geometry.
Calibration of any capacity model (software) is going to be complex for reasons mentioned in the
opening paragraph of this section. The results generated are not consistent with expected operations for
the same traffic flows on a roundabout with more effective geometry that is located elsewhere.
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Table 1. Operational analysis for Maroon Creek & Castle Creek Roads Roundabout for data
collected on Tuesday, February 11, 2020

Approach Lanes

ARCADY 9.0

An analysis of the roundabout using a deterministic roundabout capacity model, ARCADY, was
undertaken to determine how well this location works in comparison to roundabouts with similar lane
configurations and geometry. Appendix B has the detailed inputs and output results of analysing two peak
hours on two different days.

AM
Peak

PM
Peak

EB Route
(Highway 82)

WB Route
(Highway 82)

LT

LT

LOS
v/c
Queue
(ft)
Delay
(s)
LOS
v/c
Queue
(ft)
Delay
(s)

R

R

NEB Route
(Maroon Creek
Road)
LT

TR

NWB Route
(Castle Creek
Road)
LT

R

F
1.00

A
0.54

A
0.36

A
0.19

1925

75

25

50

86.3

5.1

5.8

8.4

B
0.74

C
0.88

B
0.68

C
0.45

250

825

150

100

11.4

20.6

12.1

15.5

The ARCADY output of the existing roundabout for turning movement counts collected on Wednesday,
February 26, 2020, can be seen below in Table 2. AM peak hour results also indicate a failing eastbound
approach with all other approaches operating within acceptable LOS. During the PM peak hour, the
westbound approach of Hwy 82 experienced a failing LOS, dropping to a grade “F”. This is due primarily
to the increased volume for the westbound approach along Hwy 82.
Table 2. Operational analysis for Maroon Creek & Castle Creek Roads Roundabout for data
collected on Wednesday, February 26, 2020

Approach Lanes

ARCADY 9.0

4.

AM
Peak

PM
Peak

LOS
v/c
Queue
(ft)
Delay
(s)
LOS
v/c
Queue
(ft)
Delay
(s)

EB Route
(Highway 82)

WB Route
(Highway 82)

LT

LT

R

R

NEB Route
(Maroon Creek
Road)
LT

TR

NWB Route
(Castle Creek
Road)
LT

R

F
1.13

A
0.56

A
0.39

A
0.21

3125

50

75

25

214.9

5.4

6.5

8.8

B
0.75

F
0.98

A
0.54

B
0.39

300

2075

75

75

12.2

50.8

8.2

12.5
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5.

Geometric Conformance Review
In 2008, the author was asked by CDOT’s Region 3 Glenwood office to provide a recommend
improvement plan that could be implemented with maintenance funds - a low cost safety improvement
initiative. Figure 5 identified the circulating conflict pattern that suggests a physical spiral be attached to
the circle on the west side to aid circulating drivers exiting to Castle Creek. Because CDOT was unable to
apply all the recommended improvements from the previous study only a partial improvement could be
installed. Figure 6 shows what was originally recommended but not implemented due to cost
constraints. The required spiral element was intended to circulate left-turns to the outside lane passing
Maroon Creek Road. The photo below shows a driver hugging the inside lane until needing to exit.

In 2013, CDOT provided the team with the as-built plan of the improvement that was partially implemented in
2008 (see Figure 6). The Kimley-Horn team worked once again with CDOT to confirm that the spiral
treatment was still required. CDOT has not programmed this safety improvement but has plans to resurface
through the intersection in 2022. Kimley-Horn recommends that the City coordinate with CDOT to include
these safety improvements as part of CDOT’s upcoming resurfacing project. While his would provide
immediate benefits, it is an infrastructure improvement that could potentially be considered for Phase
2 work. As mentioned, a low-cost improvement that completes the earlier recommended work is
feasible and cost-practical. This could take place while the survey and Phase 2 study/design are underway.
The City and CDOT will need to ultimately coordinate in regard to the timing of implementation of these
recommended improvements.
The entry path geometry for the eastbound entry is too fast. The theoretical fast path correlates with
observations of traffic exceeding speeds that are comfortable for circulating drivers to perceive the right of
way. Drivers are observed stopping on the circle to let eastbound traffic enter because those drivers are
going too fast to yield. This can be remedied by altering the geometry to add entry curvature. The median
(splitter islands is wide enough to accommodate ‘cutting’ into it to improve the eastbound speed control.
The westbound entry has similarly fast geometry, but the circulating flow is lower, so the conflict expected
from a high-speed differential do not manifest as often as the eastbound entry.

The conflict pattern near the entry and downstream was never resolved. The spiral is laid out in paint, but
drivers are not heeding it. It must be made physical in the form of a truck apron or central island extension
to be effective.
The spiral design treatment is intended to provide more effective capacity for circulating traffic in front of
the local road entries. Clearing traffic from the circle more efficiently is expected to improve overall
capacity in the short term. Figure 6 shows the required spiral and lane configuration markings to
improve the effectiveness of the available capacity. This is not well understood, but this safety issue also
creates a capacity deficiency.
Concurrently, the Maroon Creek entry at the roundabout has width for two lanes:
·

Right lane: right and through; and,

·

Left lane: through and left

This can be accomplished using an extended flare length as part of Phase 2, but an immediate measure
is to restripe it to function as it was intended in 2008. The current flare is not well-established and is
poorly signed and marked, rendering it ineffective. The transit pull-out creates further blockage. A similar
problem exists on the Castle Creek Road entry, but to a lesser degree because the right lane is a rightonly movement and there are no bus-bays.

Figure 5. Spiral Deficiency
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Figure 6. Previously recommended improvement
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6.

Field Investigation and Issues Identification
Field observations were gathered on October 31 and November 1st of 2019 as well as on February 19th
and 20th of 2020. Appendix C has a few photos of peak period conditions, taken between February 19 and 21. The
following is a summary of the observations of conflicts, school related traffic, congestion and platoon effects
from the nearby traffic signals (See also Figure 8Figure 8. Deficiencies Diagram):

·

Inclement weather has a significant impact on congestion.

·

During the AM Peak Hour, eastbound traffic volumes travelling from the Glenwood direction are
heavier than the westbound traffic volumes.

·

Peak hour congestion is experienced at all three intersections along Hwy 82 during both the AM Peak
and PM Peak.

·

Seasonally, school traffic coincides with nearby ski slopes closing.

·

·

Long vehicle back-ups (queues) occur along Hwy 82 from east and west of the Maroon Creek Road
Roundabout. These queues introduce significant peak hour roundabout delay.

The Maroon Creek Road entry is not operating as a two-lane entry as observed in both the 2013
and most recent 2019/2020 field visits.

·

Delay is experienced along Maroon Creek Road during peak hours, including fringe peak school traffic.

·

Heavy PM Peak Hour traffic flows reverse direction on Hwy 82, queuing back into the roundabout within
an hour. This is a unique operational event.

·

Intersection and roadway capacity during peak hours are ‘handcuffed’ east of the roundabout by transit
lane restrictions and infrastructure. High occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes near the roundabout
exits and entries on Hwy 82 restrict roundabout capacity.

·

Lane restrictions west of the roundabout limit capacity for westbound traffic entering the
roundabout.

·

Eastbound capacity is limited by right-lane restrictions on the approach to the roundabout.

·

Roadway narrowing east of the roundabout limits roundabout capacity for the eastbound approach.

·

When dealing with roundabouts, drivers are generally uneducated in roadway lane use
requirements, particularly unfamiliar travelers in a high tourist area such as this. Drivers who are
unfamiliar with the roadways can contribute to congestion and become a safety concern.

·

Many drivers are too courteous while using the roundabout intersection by stopping in the
roundabout to allow vehicles to enter despite Hwy 82 being backed-up into the roundabout.

·

School buses were
observed
blocking
both
Hwy
82
roundabout
approaches
briefly
during
afternoon
school release. Two
buses block both Hwy
82 approaches for a
few minutes to allow
over 30 buses to
freely enter and exit
(free-flow)
from
Maroon Creek Road.

·

Prior to the study
commencement Kimley-Horn team spoke to the Principal at Aspen High School about the congestion
issues. A summary of his comments are as follows:
·

School access is impacted from 7:30am to 8:30am and again from 3:00pm to 3:30pm on most
school days.

·

Signal operations at both signals add to peak hour delay while the bulk of congestion is caused by
roadway limitations.

·

The entry path geometry for the eastbound and westbound entries are too fast. The theoretical fast
path correlates with observations of traffic exceeding speeds that are comfortable for circulating
drivers to perceive the right of way.

·

There is a missing spiral on the circle of the roundabout, as depicted in Figure 6. This is causing frequent
conflicts of circulating traffic at the Maroon Creek and Castle Creek entries.

·

Understanding the various regulatory signs for lane use restrictions is difficult and confusing for
travelers. There are numerous deficiencies when dealing with the existing signage, including: letter
sizes and symbol sizes being too small, inconsistent use of bus-only versus HOV lane signs, and a
lack of overhead lane designation signs (Figure 7).

Signing can play a significant role in both the operational effectiveness and safety of a roundabout.
Improper or ineffective signing can confuse drivers or provide inadequate guidance, while effective signing
can help traffic to flow smoothly, providing information to assist with lane choice or assisting the driver with
navigation. Using both local and remote data, all existing signing was gathered and analysed. Figure 8
shows all signs in the area surrounding the roundabout. Following is the results and findings of this effort,
which covered both MUTCD and local signage.
·

Signs pertaining to lane usage and restrictions are unclear or difficult to understand. This is due to
inadequate size of lettering and symbols, inconsistent use of bus-only versus HOV signs, and lack of
overhead lane designation signs.

·

Navigation signs designating destinations are overly complicated due to high number of locations
listed simultaneously. Wayfinding signs use outdated standards to depict route guidance, which could
confuse drivers. Lettering is small for both navigation and destination signs, which impedes the drivers’
ability to understand the sign in time to make a decision.

·

Existing traffic signing includes guide, warning and regulatory signs. Well-placed conspicuous lane
designation and guide signs would improve drivers’ ability to navigate the roundabout, while there are
existing signs that need to be improved in letter heights. Several signs have lettering that is too small
when considering the speed of adjacent traffic, while some are non-standard sized. The Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) has increased many of the signing requirements over the
past several years to improve legibility for drivers.

The Kimley-Horn team previously spoke to the CDOT Glenwood Office Resident Engineer who indicated that
the desired pavement marking for the eastbound right-lane designation as a shared thru/right-turn lane was
not correctly applied. It currently exists as an extension of the upstream HOV/Bus-Only lane, which renders
the eastbound entry as a single lane instead of as an intended two-lane approach.
Resurfacing of Hwy 82 through the roundabout is planned for the year 2022. The City may wish to consider
using concrete on the roundabout instead of asphalt due to rutting and lateral loading from buses.
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Figure 7. Existing traffic control devices diagram
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Figure 8. Deficiencies Diagram
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7.

Identification of Improvements
Non-Infrastructure Solutions
After review of the data and discussions with the public and City Officials, the Kimley-Horn team has identified a variety of short-term non-infrastructure solutions that can be implemented by the City and CDOT. The list
includes congestion relieving and safety improvements. Several alternatives are packaged to reflect the comprehensive aspect of improvements such as overall signing and marking. The improvement alternatives are
paired with the contributing factors to define the problems to be addressed. Improvements can be done independently or in combination.
The improvements listed are not linked with quantifiable benefits in terms of crash reduction or congestion reduction cost savings. For this reason, the alternative improvements are justified by closely linking the observed, listed
deficiencies to the alternative improvements. In this way the rational and practical justification becomes plain and reasonable.
Pkg.
#

Alternative Improvements

Contributing Factors
·

Roundabout Sign Improvements – Existing traffic signing upgrades needs include guide,
regulatory, warning and regulatory signs. Some signs are missing and there are existing signs
that need to be improved to follow a more standard pattern. Several signs are too small for the
speed of adjacent traffic, some are non-standard sized, and some have small non-standard
lettering that is difficult to read. The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) has ·
up-sized many of the signing requirements over the past several years to improve legibility for
drivers. Letter heights of 6-inches for lower case are the minimum for a D1-5 diagrammatic
·
guide sign on a 55mph roadway.
Install overhead signs on all approaches to improve lane choice. When coupled with
pavement arrows, this combination has been shown to be highly effective in reducing lane
changes in the circle. The eastbound entry lanes should be designated through/left and
·
through/right, not right-only on the eastbound right lane.

1.

Upgrade signing for transit and lane use restrictions. This could include any modifications in
·
restrictions. Near the eastbound bus diversion, the signs give ambiguous messages; hence,
·
use of the right lane for passenger cars is less than desired.
Pavement markings to reinforce lane choice and turn restrictions are missing or worn out ·
due in part due to snow removal equipment operations including use of motor graders in and
near the roundabout. Inlaid thermoplastic roadway markings are recommended for use as they ·
are more durable and recommended at least for the break-in period associated with new paving
or changes in patterns for educational and enforcement value.
·
Pavement markings for flared entries – The Maroon Creek entry at the roundabout has width
for two lanes:
·
o Right lane: right and through; and,
o Left lane: through and left
An immediate measure is to restripe it to function as it was intended in per 2008. Near term
should include overhead lane designation signs.
Supplemental route markers & pavement markings should be considered for key
movements to benefit lane advanced lane choices. Removal of sign clutter at roundabout exits ·
where multiple signs with small letter heights are combined.
·

Spatially, a slightly higher number of crashes (60%) occurred on the eastbound side of the circle. Incorrect lane
changes are a significant source of crashes in front of the Castle Creek and Maroon Creek entries. Improper lefts
are a pattern distinct at the westbound exit of the roundabout. The westbound left is sometimes made from the
right lane. Also, the westbound lefts do not clear to the outside of the circle to access Castle Creek. Uncertainty
as to the actions of drivers entering from Maroon Creek and Highway 82 eastbound drivers entering from the right
lane. Sudden lane change conflicts are frequent.
Failure to yield crashes are a distinct pattern at the Castle Creek entry. It is not clear if those are entering drivers
crossing the Highway 82 eastbound stream or right turners joining the highway 82 eastbound.
Understanding the various regulatory signs for lane use restrictions is difficult and confusing for users. There are
numerous deficiencies when dealing with the existing signage, including: letter sizes and symbol sizes being too
small, inconsistent use of bus-only versus HOV lane signs, and a lack of overhead lane designation signs. When
dealing with roundabouts, drivers are generally uneducated in roadway lane use requirements, particularly
unfamiliar travelers in a high tourist area such as this.
The desired pavement marking for the Hwy. 82 eastbound right-lane designation as a shared thru/right-turn lane
was not correctly applied. It currently exists as an extension of the upstream HOV/Bus-Only lane, which renders
the eastbound entry as a single lane instead of as an intended two-lane approach.
Incorrect lane changes are a significant source of crashes in front of the Castle Creek and Maroon Creek entries.
Improper lefts are a pattern distinct at the westbound exit of the roundabout. The westbound left is sometimes
made from the right lane. Also, the westbound lefts do not clear to the outside of the circle to access Castle Creek.
Uncertainty as to the actions of drivers entering form Maroon Creek and Highway 82 eastbound drivers entering
from the right lane.
Sudden lane change conflicts are frequent. When dealing with roundabouts, drivers are generally uneducated in
roadway lane use requirements, particularly unfamiliar travelers in a high tourist area such as this. Drivers who
are unfamiliar with the roadways can contribute to congestion and become a safety concern.
The traffic exiting the roundabout meets up with queues spilling back from both traffic signals. Improving lane
balance and lane use can be achieved with improved pavement makings and supplemental route markers, e.g.
roundabout exit signs are small and too numerous for required reading time.
The Maroon Creek entry at the roundabout has width for two lanes but is not operating as a two-lane entry as
observed in both the 2013 and most recent 2019/2020 field visits. The lane designation can be achieved by This
can be accomplished using an extended flare length, but an immediate measure is to restripe it to function as it
was intended in 2008. The current flare is not well-established and is poorly signed and marked, rendering it
ineffective.
A similar problem exists on the Castle Creek Road entry, but to a lesser degree because the right lane is a rightonly and there are no bus-bays.
A lane drop on the eastbound exit affects roundabout capacity and lane choice from Castle Creek and Maroon
Creek; another factor equally difficult to model.
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·
2.

Staggered school departure times, (even by 15 minutes)
·
Social media use and other media forms could intensify to educate the public on changes and
proper use of the roundabout and the corridor.
·

3.

Consider modifications to Transit/HOV lane restrictions (Modification of The RAFTA
·
Corridor Agreement for additional lanes for general use on Hwy 82.) to include HOV or partial
general- purpose travel lanes during peak traffic periods, especially the westbound exit of the
roundabout where merging traffic is impeding the lane use by buses.
·

·
·
4.

Use of RAFTA parking lot for by-pass and/or a “kiss and ride” school traffic using transit.

5.

Develop a plan to use certified traffic control personnel or police to organize traffic flow
during short periods of need, such as special events and school release times.

·
·

Use adjacent traffic signals to progress/coordinate/meter traffic approaching the
roundabout. This is the use of existing traffic signal timing control to directionally limit
roundabout approach volumes during short times of the day such as school let out. This would
·
maximize capacity of the signals and roundabout in the study area. Using this countermeasure
would be a part of a first stage in using existing traffic signals to improve corridor performance.
·
Part of the first phase of a phased approach to signal timing. It may require including the Airport
Road signal due to the close proximity to the study area.
6.

·
Traffic Metering Signals – A queue detector could be placed on the Maroon Creek approach
to trigger a metering traffic signal placed on the eastbound approach approximately 200ft
upstream of the roundabout. Alternatively, the detector loop could interconnect with the traffic
·
signal at Truscott for the same purpose.

School access is impacted from 7:30am to 8:30am and again from 3:00pm to 3:30pm on most school days.
Inclement weather has a significant impact on congestion.
During the AM Peak Hour, eastbound traffic volumes travelling from the Glenwood direction are heavier than the
westbound traffic volumes. Seasonally, school traffic coincides with nearby ski slopes closing. The Maroon Creek
Road entry is not operating as a two-lane entry as observed in both the 2013 and most recent 2019/2020 field
visits. Investigate staggering the eastbound traffic during the AM Peak and the westbound traffic during the PM
Peak.
Eastbound capacity is limited by right-lane restrictions on the approach to the roundabout. The eastbound entry
has a second entry lane but signing of the bus only lane does not afford full use of the lane downstream of the bus
diversion lane. The last 300ft of the right lane is underutilized and does not allow through movements. A lane drop
on the eastbound exit affects roundabout capacity and lane choice from Castle Creek and Maroon Creek; another
factor equally difficult to model.
Intersection and roadway capacity during peak hours are ‘handcuffed’ east of the roundabout by transit lane
restrictions and infrastructure. High occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes near the roundabout exits and entries on Hwy
82 restrict roundabout capacity.
Peak hour congestion is experienced at all three intersections along Hwy 82 during both the AM Peak and PM
Peak. Long vehicle back-ups (queues) occur along Hwy 82 from east and west of the Maroon Creek Road
Roundabout. These queues introduce significant peak hour roundabout delay. Delay is experienced along both
legs of Hwy 82 as vehicles are approaching the roundabout.
The westbound exit of the roundabout becomes a bus-only lane, which impacts the westbound entry lane use.
Agreements with RFTA could be implemented for a staging of traffic accessing Marron Creek Road by time of
day.
Removing the eastbound flow from the roundabout entry enables the parent drop-off to access the circle from
Maroon Creek Road with less impedance from eastbound traffic.
School buses were observed blocking both Hwy 82 roundabout approaches briefly during afternoon school
release. Two buses block both Hwy 82 approaches for a few minutes to allow over 30 buses to freely enter and
exit (free-flow) from Maroon Creek Road

The Truscott and Cemetery Road traffic signals are feeding the roundabout with platoons of traffic. The traffic
exiting the roundabout meets up with queues spilling back from both traffic signals.
Heavy PM Peak Hour traffic flows reverse direction on Hwy 82, queuing back into the roundabout within the same
hour. This is a unique operational event. Signal operations at both signals add to peak hour delay while the bulk
of congestion is caused by roadway limitations.
Heavy PM Peak Hour traffic flows reverse direction on Hwy 82, queuing back into the roundabout within an hour.
This is a unique operational event. Signal operations at both signals add to peak hour delay while the bulk of
congestion is caused by roadway limitations.
Reducing the peak 20-minute congestion is the aim of the study. The school related congestion and local
commuter traffic demand.

ITS Infrastructure Upgrade – ITS has been shown to have high cost benefits (some projects
are over 20:1) and has been supported by Federal Highway program funding. Background
traffic can be monitored, and traffic control adjusted with a system approach to the corridor.
Implement a High School driver training program for roundabout intersections
7.
Education/Training for TDM, Operations, Roundabouts, Safe Driving.

8.

·
·
·

Consider an intense Traffic Demand Management (TDM) program to reduce vehicles and ·
maximize vehicle capacities in the corridor. This works on the supply side of transportation in
concert with Transit use and includes such items as carpooling, vanpooling, staggered school ·
and work scheduling, and telecommuting.

This can be a program that any community applies where roundabouts are near schools.
A standard package has been developed to train newly licensed drivers as part of a high school civics curriculum.
The City has mobility demand management programs and polices that can be supplemented with roundaboutcentric content.
Shaving the peak congestion is what TDM measures can do but it requires overall community support by the
schools and commuters. Incentivizing this action is difficult for communities.
The city has progressive mobility demand management policies in place that can be supplemented with an areaspecific plan.
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9.

Variable message signing – Proper lane selection on each entry into the roundabout and
through-out the corridor is extremely important for squeezing capacity and safety out of not only
·
the roundabout but the corridor study area. Use of temporary message board trailers and/or
permanent variable message signs (VMS) typically help educate travelers using all modes of
travel in a corridor. These versatile Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) tools could be
·
employed in and near the study area to promote the upgraded lane designation signs
(overhead) for improved lane selection and safety. Reduction in driver confusion that exist today ·
comes from confusing limitations posted on the signing of lane restrictions, time of day changes,
high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes, and advanced lane use choice could be reduced.

Intersection and roadway capacity during peak hours are ‘handcuffed’ east of the roundabout by transit lane
restrictions and infrastructure. High occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes near the roundabout exits and entries on Hwy
82 restrict roundabout capacity.
Overall through-put is constrained by the traffic signals and the roundabout.
VMS signs can assist in correcting poor lane choice evident by side-swipe crashes and exit conflicts due to poor
lane selection.

Using traffic signals as part of the improvements can be done using a staged approach. First signals would need to be controlled systematically with CDOT cooperation. Signals included in the first phase would need
communications and run on a consistent master or central computer to have the same master clock. The first phase would include trial periods and fine-tu ning signal timing to progress east-west traffic on Hwy 82
through the study corridor. Consistent cycle lengths at all of the up to 3 signalized intersections (include Hwy. 82/Airport Rd.) would be required during progressed traffic at certain times of the day. This initial phase of a signal
timing program could include using the existing signals to meter traffic in the study area to free up some peak hour grid lock at the signal. A second phase would go into infrastructure countermeasures and include
installation of additional vehicle detection equipment on roundabout approaches and along Hwy 82. In this way, automatic signal timing adjustments could be made instead of first phase time of day operations that are limited
to known events and times of day.
A third phase of signal timing could be considered for the longer term, which considers more full-blown ITS work. Advanced traffic management systems (ATMS) are readily available. This would take cooperation with CDOT
more control and monitoring of operations. A small central signal system with on-going oversight would be included in this phase. While costlier, ITS and signal system improvements have been supported fully by grant
opportunities from FHWA. This is due to the high cost benefits ITS can provide that include reduced congestion, air pollution and safety benefits.

Infrastructure Solutions
This short list of improvements is intended to be implemented in conjunction with the signing and marking improvements listed above but timed with the 2022 CDOT resurfacing project. These alternatives can be combined
or done independently.

10.

11.

Revise the Channelization at Cemetery Lane and develop a second westbound
through lane that extends to the roundabout. This requires curb and gutter to be
placed along the north edge of pavement to use the shoulder width. This could be
coupled with the 2020 resurfacing work by CDOT.

·

Geometric Design Improvement – speed control by altering the geometry to
add entry curvature. The median (splitter islands is wide enough to accommodate
‘cutting’ into it to improve the eastbound speed control. The westbound entry has
similarly fast geometry.

·

·

·

Geometric Design Improvement - the spiral design treatment is essential to ·
provide more effective capacity for circulating traffic in front of the local road entries.
Conflicts and crashes will reduce with this treatment. Clearing traffic from the circle ·
more efficiently is expected to improve overall capacity in the short term. The City
can coordinate with CDOT to include these safety improvements as part of CDOT’s ·
upcoming resurfacing project in 2022.

The existing signal has one westbound through lane and one right-turn channelization lane. The green time available is not
being used effectively.
The east leg of the roundabout has two entering lanes that could extend back to Cemetery Lane.
The entry path geometry for the eastbound entry is too fast. The theoretical fast path correlates with observations of traffic
exceeding speeds that are comfortable for circulating drivers to perceive the right of way.
Drivers are observed stopping on the circle to let eastbound traffic enter because those drivers are going too fast to yield.
This can be remedied by altering the geometry to add entry curvature. The median (splitter islands is wide enough to
accommodate ‘cutting’ into it to improve the eastbound speed control.
The westbound entry has similarly fast geometry, but the circulating flow is lower, so the conflict expected from a high-speed
differential do not manifest as often as the eastbound entry.
Many drivers are too courteous while using the roundabout intersection by stopping in the roundabout to allow vehicles to
enter despite Hwy 82 being backed-up into the roundabout.
The theoretical fast path correlates with observations of traffic exceeding speeds that are comfortable for circulating drivers
to perceive the right of way.

Prioritization
Higher priority is normally placed on safety related improvements, but in this study the emphasis is on congestion relief for Maroon Creek Road and the roundabout as a whole. The options that improve capacity can also
improve safety. Examples of this will be the improved lane designation signing, addition of the curbed spiral and reduction of fast paths by geometry. Those should be the highest priority improvements, subject to finding and
timing with the CDOT resurfacing project in 2022.
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Appendix A – Collision History (2015 to 2019)
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City of Aspen Crash Data
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3
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CDOT Crash data from CORA Request
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Appendix B – Operational Analysis
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ARCADY Analysis for Counts from 2/11/2020
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ARCADY Analysis for Counts from 2/26/2020
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IDAX TMC Counts 2/11/2020 – 7:00 AM – 9:00 AM
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IDAX TMC Counts 2/11/2020 – 9:00 AM – 11:00 AM
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IDAX TMC Counts 2/11/2020 – 11:00 AM – 1:00 PM
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IDAX TMC Counts 2/11/2020 – 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM
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IDAX TMC Counts 2/11/2020 – 3:00 PM – 6:00 PM
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IDAX TMC Counts 2/11/2020 – 6:00 PM – 7:00 PM
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Appendix C – Field Investigation Photos
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Photos from Field Observations
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Small lettering difficult to see
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PM peak hour traffic

Unclear arrows on Castle Creek

Roundabout exit
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Buses blocking roundabout
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RESOLUTION # 118

Series of 2019)

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ASPEN,
COLORADO, APPROVING A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE CITY OF ASPEN
AND KIMLEY HORN, INC. AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO
EXECUTE SAID CONTRACT ON BEHALF OF THE CITY OF ASPEN,
COLORADO.

WHEREAS, there has been submitted to the City Council a contract for
97, 010. 00, between the

City

of

Aspen

and

Kimley Horn,

Inc., a true and accurate

copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "A";
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF
THE CITY OF ASPEN, COLORADO,

That the City Council of the City of Aspen hereby approves that Contract
City of Aspen and Kimley Horn, Inc., a copy of which
is annexed hereto and incorporated herein, and does hereby authorize the City
Manager to execute said agreement on behalf of the City of Aspen.
for $97, 010. 00, between the

Aspen

INTRODUCED, READ AND ADOPTED by the City Council of the City of
on the
day of December, 2019.
17th

Torre, Mayor

I, Nicole Henning, duly appointed and acting City Clerk do certify that the
foregoing is a true and accurate copy of that resolution adopted by the City
Council of the City of Aspen, Colorado, at a meeting held, December 17, 2019.

vl

4

Nicole Henn' g,

City

Clerk
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CITY OF ASPEN STANDARD FORM OF AGREEMENT

CITY OF ASPEN

v 2009

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

City of Aspen Contract No.: 2019- 50922.
AGREEMENT

made as of

12°

i

day of November, in the year 2019.

BETWEEN the City:
Contract Amount:

The City of Aspen
c/ o Jack Danneberg
130 South Galena Street

Total:

97, 010. 00

Aspen, Colorado 81611
Phone: ( 970) 920-5079

If this Agreement requires the City to pay
And the Professional:

an amount of money in excess of
50,000. 00 it shall not be deemed valid

Kinney
c/ o

until it has been approved by the City

Horn

Mark Lenters P. E.

4582 South Ulster Street

Council of the City of Aspen.
City Council Aaproval:

Suite 1500
Denver, CO 80237
Phone: 303- 228- 2300

Date:
Resolution No.:

For the Following Project:
Roundabout Operational Improvements Investigation

Exhibits appended and made a part of this Agreement:

Exhibit A:

Scope of Work.

Exhibit B:

Fee Schedule.
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The City and Professional agree as set forth below.
1.

Scope

of

Work.

Professional shall perform in a competent and professional manner the

Scope of Work as set forth at Exhibit A attached hereto and by this reference incorporated herein.
2.

Completion. Professional shall commence Work immediately upon receipt of a written Notice

to Proceed from the City and complete all phases of the Scope of Work as expeditiously as is
consistent with professional skill and care and the orderly progress of the Work in a timely manner.
The parties anticipate that all Work pursuant to this Agreement shall be completed no later than June

1, 2020. Upon request of the City, Professional shall submit, for the City's approval, a schedule for
the performance of Professional's services which shall be adjusted as required as the project

proceeds, and which shall include allowances for periods of time required by the City's project
engineer for review and approval of submissions and for approvals of authorities having jurisdiction

over the project. This schedule, when approved by the City, shall not, except for reasonable cause,
be exceeded by the Professional.
Payment. In consideration of the work performed, City shall pay Professional on a time and
expense basis for all work performed. The hourly rates for work performed by Professional shall not
exceed those hourly rates set forth at Exhibit B appended hereto. Except as otherwise mutually
3.

agreed to by the parties the payments made to Professional shall not initially exceed the amount set
forth above. Professional shall submit, in timely fashion, invoices for work performed. The City
shall review such invoices and, if they are considered incorrect or untimely, the City shall review the
matter with Professional within ten days from receipt of the Professional's bill.
4.

Non-Assignability.

Both parties recognize that this Agreement is one for personal services

and cannot be transferred, assigned, or sublet by either party without prior written consent of the
other. Sub- Contracting, if authorized, shall not relieve the Professional of any of the responsibilities

or obligations under this Agreement. Professional shall be and remain solely responsible to the City
for the acts, errors, omissions or neglect of any subcontractors' officers, agents and employees, each

of whom shall, for this purpose be deemed to be an agent or employee of the Professional to the

extent of the subcontract. The City shall not be obligated to pay or be liable for payment of any sums
due which may be due to any sub-contractor.
5.

Termination

of

Procurement.

The sale contemplated by this Agreement may be

canceled by the City prior to acceptance by the City whenever for any reason and in its sole
discretion the City shall determine that such cancellation is in its best interests and convenience.
6.

Termination of Professional Services. The Professional or the City may terminate the

Professional Services component of this Agreement, without specifying the reason therefor, by

giving notice, in writing, addressed to the other party, specifying the effective date of the
termination. No fees shall be earned after the effective date of the termination. Upon any
termination, all finished or unfinished documents, data, studies, surveys, drawings, maps, models,

photographs, reports or other material prepared by the Professional pursuant to this Agreement shall

become the property of the City. Notwithstanding the above, Professional shall not be relieved of
any liability to the City for damages sustained by the City by virtue of any breach of this

Agreement by the Professional, and the City may withhold any payments to the Professional for the
purposes of set-off until such time as the exact amount of damages due the City from the
Professional may be determined.
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7.

Independent Contractor Status.

It is expressly acknowledged and understood by the parties

that nothing contained in this agreement shall result in, or be construed as establishing an
employment

Professional shall be, and shall perform as, an independent Contractor

relationship.

who agrees to use his or her best efforts to provide the said services on behalf of the City. No agent,
employee, or servant of Professional shall be, or shall be deemed to be, the employee, agent or
servant of

the

City. City is interested only in the results obtained under this contract. The manner

and means of conducting the work are under the sole control of Professional. None of the benefits
provided by City to its employees including, but not limited to, workers' compensation insurance and
unemployment

Professional.
Professional' s

insurance,

are

available

from

City

to

the

employees,

agents

or

servants

of

Professional shall be solely and entirely responsible for its acts and for the acts of
agents,

employees,

servants and subcontractors during the performance of this

contract. Professional shall indemnify City against all liability and loss in connection with, and shall
assume full responsibility for payment of all federal, state and local taxes or contributions imposed
or required under unemployment insurance, social security and income tax law, with respect to
Professional and/ or Professional' s employees engaged in the performance of the services agreed to
herein.

8.

Indemnification.

Professional agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the City, its officers,

employees, insurers, and self-insurance pool, from and against all liability, claims, and demands, on

account of injury, loss, or damage, including without limitation claims arising from bodily injury,
personal injury, sickness, disease, death, property loss or damage, or any other loss of any kind
whatsoever, which arise out of or are in any manner connected with this contract, to the extent and

for an amount represented by the degree or percentage such injury, loss, or damage is caused by, the
negligent

act,

omission,

error,

professional

error,

mistake,

or other negligent fault of the

Professional, any subcontractor of the Professional, or any officer, employee, representative, or
agent of the Professional or of any subcontractor of the Professional, or which arises out of any
workmen's compensation claim of any employee of the Professional or of any employee of any
subcontractor of the Professional. The Professional agrees to investigate, handle, respond to, any

such liability, at the sole expense of the Professional, or at the option of the City, agrees to pay the
City or reimburse the City for the defense costs incurred by the City in connection with, any such
liability, claims, or demands. If it is determined by the final judgment of a court of competent

jurisdiction that such,injury, loss, or damage was caused in whole or in part by the act, omission, or
other fault of the City, its officers, or its employees, the City shall reimburse the Professional for the
portion of the judgment attributable to such act, omission, or other fault of the City, its officers, or
employees.

9.

Professional's Insurance.

a)

Professional agrees to procure and maintain, at its own expense, a policy or policies

of insurance sufficient to insure against all liability, claims, demands, and other obligations

assumed by the Professional pursuant to Section 8 above. Such insurance shall be in addition
to any other insurance requirements imposed by this contract or by law. The Professional
shall not be relieved of any liability, claims, demands, or other obligations assumed pursuant

to Section 8 above by reason of its failure to procure or maintain insurance, or by reason of
its failure to procure or maintain insurance in sufficient amounts, duration, or types.
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b)
Professional shall procure and maintain, and shall cause any subcontractor of the
Professional to procure and maintain, the minimum insurance coverages listed below. Such
coverages shall be procured and maintained with forms and insurance acceptable to the City.

All coverages shall be continuously maintained to cover all liability, claims, demands, and

other obligations assumed by the Professional pursuant to Section 8 above. In the case of any
claims-made policy, the necessary retroactive dates and extended reporting periods shall be
procured to maintain such continuous coverage.

i)

Workers'

Compensation

insurance

to

cover

obligations

imposed by

applicable laws for any employee engaged in the performance of work under this
and Employers'
Liability insurance with minimum limits of ONE

contract,

MILLION

DOLLARS

for

($ 1, 000, 000. 00)

DOLLARS ($ 1, 000,000. 00) disease -

each

accident,

ONE

MILLION

policy limit, and ONE MILLION DOLLARS

1, 000,000. 00) disease - each employee. Evidence of qualified self-insured status

may be substituted for the Workers' Compensation requirements of this paragraph.
ii)

limits

Commercial General Liability insurance with minimum combined single
of

TWO MILLION DOLLARS ($ 2, 000,000.00)

MILLION DOLLARS ($ 2,000,000.00)

each occurrence and TWO

aggregate. The policy shall be applicable to

all premises and operations. The policy shall include coverage for bodily injury,
broad form property damage ( including completed
including coverage for contractual and employee
independent

contractors,

products,

operations),

acts),

personal injury

blanket

contractual,

and completed operations. The policy shall

contain a severability of interests provision.
iii)

Comprehensive Automobile Liability insurance with minimum combined

single limits for bodily injury and property damage of not less than ONE MILLION
DOLLARS ($ 1, 000,000. 00) each occurrence and ONE MILLION DOLLARS

1, 000,000.00) aggregate with respect to each Professional's owned, hired and nonowned vehicles assigned to or used in performance of the Scope of Work. The policy

shall contain a severability of interests provision. If the Professional has no owned
automobiles, the requirements of this Section shall be met by each employee of the
Professional providing services to the City under this contract.
iv)

Professional Liability insurance with the minimum limits of ONE MILLION

DOLLARS ($ 1, 000,000)

each claim and

ONE MILLION DOLLARS ($ 1, 000,000)

aggregate.

c) The policy or policies required above shall be endorsed to include the City and the City's
officers and employees as additional insureds. Every policy required above shall be primary

insurance, and any insurance carried by the City, its officers or employees, or carried by or
provided through any insurance pool of the City, shall be excess and not contributory
insurance to that provided by Professional. No additional insured endorsement to the policy

required above shall contain any exclusion for bodily injury or property damage arising from
completed operations. The Professional shall be solely responsible for any deductible losses
under any policy required above.
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d)

The certificate of insurance provided to the City shall be completed by the Professional's

insurance agent as evidence that policies providing the required coverages, conditions, and

minimum limits are in full force and effect, and shall be reviewed and approved by the City
prior to commencement of the contract. No other form of certificate shall be used. The

certificate shall identify this contract and shall provide that the coverages afforded under the
policies shall not be canceled, terminated or materially changed until at least thirty (30) days
prior written notice has been given to the City.
e)

Failure on the part of the Professional to procure or maintain policies providing the

required coverages, conditions, and minimum limits shall constitute a material breach of

contract upon which City may immediately terminate this contract, or at its discretion City
may procure or renew any such policy or any extended reporting period thereto and may pay

any and all premiums in connection therewith, and all monies so paid by City shall be repaid
by Professional to City upon demand, or City may offset the cost of the premiums against
monies due to Professional from City.
f)

City reserves the right to request and receive a certified copy of any policy and any

endorsement thereto.

The parties hereto understand and agree that City is relying on, and does not waive or
waive by any provision of this contract, the monetary limitations ( presently
350,000. 00 per person and $ 990,000 per occurrence) or any other rights, immunities, and

g)

intend to

protections provided by the Colorado Governmental Immunity Act, Section 24- 10- 101 et

seq., C.R.S., as from time to time amended, or otherwise available to City, its officers, or its
employees.

10.

City' s

Insurance.

The parties hereto understand that the City is a member of the Colorado

Intergovernmental Risk Sharing Agency ( CIRSA) and as such participates in the CIRSA Proper-

ty/Casualty Pool. Copies of the CIRSA policies and manual are kept at the City of Aspen Risk
Management Department and are available to Professional for inspection during normal business

hours. City makes no representations whatsoever with respect to specific coverages offered by
CIRSA. City shall provide Professional reasonable notice of any changes in its membership or
participation in CIRSA.

It is expressly agreed that this agreement contains the entire
undertaking of the parties relevant to the subject matter thereof and there are no verbal or written
representations, agreements, warranties or promises pertaining to the project matter thereof not
expressly incorporated in this writing.
11.

Completeness

12.

Notice.

of

Agreement.

Any written notices as called for herein may be hand delivered or mailed by

certified mail return receipt requested to the respective persons and/ or addresses listed above.
13.

Non- Discrimination.

No discrimination because of race, color, creed, sex, marital status,

affectional or sexual orientation, family responsibility, national origin, ancestry, handicap, or
religion shall be made in the employment of persons to perform services under this contract.

Professional agrees to meet all of the requirements of City's municipal code, Section 15. 04.570,
pertaining to non-discrimination in employment.
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14.

Waiver.

The waiver by the City of any term, covenant, or condition hereof shall not operate

as a waiver of any subsequent breach of the same or any other term. No term, covenant, or condition

of this Agreement can be waived except by the written consent of the City, and forbearance or
indulgence by the City in any regard whatsoever shall not constitute a waiver of any term, covenant,
or condition to be performed by Professional to which the same may apply and, until complete

performance by Professional of said term, covenant or condition, the City shall be entitled to invoke

any remedy available to it under this Agreement or by law despite any such forbearance or
indulgence.

15.
and

Execution
their

of

respective

by City. This Agreement shall be binding upon all parties hereto
executors, administrators, successors, and assigns. Notwithstanding

Agreement

heirs,

anything to the contrary contained herein, this Agreement shall not be binding upon the City unless

duly executed by the Mayor of the City of Aspen ( or a duly authorized official in his absence)
following a Motion or Resolution of the Council of the City of Aspen authorizing the Mayor (or a
duly authorized official in his absence) to execute the same.
16.

Illegal Aliens— CRS 8- 17. 5- 101 &

24- 76. 5- 101..

During the 2006 Colorado legislative session, the Legislature passed
House Bills 06- 1343 ( subsequently amended by HB 07- 1073) and 06- 1023 that added
new statutes relating to the employment of and contracting with illegal aliens. These new
a)

Purpose.

laws prohibit all state agencies and political subdivisions, including the City of Aspen,

from knowingly hiring an illegal alien to perform work under a contract, or to knowingly
contract with a subcontractor who knowingly hires with an illegal alien to perform work
under the contract. The new laws also require that all contracts for services include
certain specific language as set forth in the statutes. The following terms and conditions

have been designed to comply with the requirements of this new law.
Definitions. The following terms are defined in the new law and by this reference
are incorporated herein and in any contract for services entered into with the City of
b)

Aspen.

Basic Pilot Program" means the basic pilot employment verification program

created in Public Law 208, 104th Congress, as amended, and expanded in Public

Law 156, 108th Congress, as amended, that is administered by the United States
Department of Homeland Security.
Public Contract for Services" means this Agreement.

means the furnishing of labor, time, or effort by a Contractor or a
subcontractor not involving the delivery of a specific end product other than
Services"

reports that are merely incidental to the required performance.
c)

By signing this document, Professional certifies and represents that at this time:
i) Professional shall confirm the employment eligibility of all employees who

are newly hired for employment in the United States; and
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ii) Professional has participated or attempted to participate in the Basic Pilot

Program in order to verify that new employees are not illegal aliens.
d)

Professional hereby confirms that:
i)

Professional shall not knowingly employ or contract new employees

without confirming the employment eligibility of all such employees hired for
employment in the United States under the Public Contract for Services.
ii)

Professional shall not enter into a contract with a subcontractor that fails

to confirm to the Professional that the subcontractor shall not knowingly hire new

employees without confirming their employment eligibility for employment in the
United States under the Public Contract for Services.
iii)
Professional has verified or has attempted to verify through participation
in the Federal Basic Pilot Program that Professional does not employ any new
employees

who

are

not

eligible

for

employment

in the United States; and if

Professional has not been accepted into the Federal Basic Pilot Program prior to

entering into the Public Contract for Services, Professional shall forthwith apply
to participate in the Federal Basic Pilot Program and shall in writing verify such
application within

five ( 5) days

of

the

date

of

the Public Contract.

Professional

shall continue to apply to participate in the Federal Basic Pilot Program and shall
in

writing

verify

same

every

three ( 3)

calendar

months

thereafter,

until

Professional is accepted or the public contract for services has been completed,
whichever is earlier. The requirements of this section shall not be required or
effective if the Federal Basic Pilot Program is discontinued.
iv)

Professional shall not use the Basic Pilot Program procedures to undertake

pre- employment screening of job applicants while the Public Contract for
Services is being performed.
v)

If Professional obtains actual knowledge that a subcontractor performing

work under the Public Contract for Services knowingly employs or contracts with
a new employee who is an illegal alien, Professional shall:
1)

Notify such subcontractor and the City of Aspen within three days

that Professional has actual knowledge that the subcontractor has newly
employed or contracted with an illegal alien; and
2)

Terminate the subcontract with the subcontractor if within three

days of receiving the notice required pursuant to this section the
subcontractor does not cease employing or contracting with the new
employee who is an illegal alien; except that Professional shall not
terminate the Public Contract for Services with the subcontractor if during
such three days the subcontractor provides information to establish that

the subcontractor has not knowingly employed or contracted with an
illegal alien.
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Professional shall comply with any reasonable request by the Colorado

vi)

Department of Labor and Employment made in the course of an investigation that

the Colorado Department of Labor and Employment undertakes or is undertaking
pursuant

vii)

to the authority

established

in Subsection 8- 17. 5- 102 ( 5), C. R.S.

If Professional violates any provision of the Public Contract for Services

pertaining to the duties imposed by Subsection 8- 17. 5- 102, C.R.S. the City of
Aspen may terminate the Public Contract for Services. If the Public Contract for
Services is so terminated, Contractor shall be liable for actual and consequential

damages to the City of Aspen arising out of Professional' s violation of Subsection
8- 17. 5- 102, C.R.S.

If Professional operates as a sole proprietor, Professional hereby swears or

ix)

affirms under penalty of perjury that the Professional ( 1) is a citizen of the United
States or otherwise lawfully present in the United States pursuant to federal law,
2)

shall

comply

with the provisions of

CRS 24- 76. 5- 101

et

seq.,

and (

3)

shall

produce one of the forms of identification required by CRS 24-76.5- 103 prior to
the effective date of this Agreement.
17.

Warranties Against Contingent Fees Gratuities Kickbacks and Conflicts of Interest.
a)
Professional warrants that no person or selling agency has been employed or
retained to solicit or secure this Contract upon an agreement or understanding for a
commission, percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee, excepting bona fide employees or

bona fide established commercial or selling agencies maintained by the Professional for
the purpose of securing business.

Professional agrees not to give any employee of the City a gratuity or any offer of
employment in connection with any decision, approval, disapproval, recommendation,
b)

preparation of any part of a program requirement or a purchase request, influencing the
content of any specification or procurement standard, rendering advice, investigation,

auditing, or in any other advisory capacity in any proceeding or application, request for
ruling, determination, claim or controversy, or other particular matter, pertaining to this
Agreement, or to any solicitation or proposal therefore.
Professional represents that no official, officer, employee or representative of the

c)

City during

the term of this Agreement has

or one (

1)

year thereafter shall have any

interest, direct or indirect, in this Agreement or the proceeds thereof, except those that

may have been disclosed at the time City Council approved the execution of this
Agreement.

d)
In addition to other remedies it may have for breach of the prohibitions against
contingent fees, gratuities, kickbacks and conflict of interest, the City shall have the right
to:

1.
2.

Cancel this Purchase Agreement without any liability by the City;
Debar or suspend the offending parties from being a Professional, contractor or
subcontractor under City contracts;
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3.

Deduct from the contract price or consideration, or otherwise recover, the value of

4.

Recover such value from the offending parties.

anything transferred or received by the Professional; and

Fund Availability. Financial obligations of the City payable after the current fiscal year
are contingent upon funds for that purpose being appropriated, budgeted and otherwise made
available.
If this Agreement contemplates the City utilizing state or federal funds to meet its
obligations herein, this Agreement shall be contingent upon the availability of those funds for
18.

payment pursuant to the terms of this Agreement.
19.

General Terms.

It is agreed that neither this Agreement nor any of its terms, provisions, conditions,

a)

representations or covenants can be modified, changed, terminated or amended, waived,

superseded or extended except by appropriate written instrument fully executed by the
parties.

b)

If any of the provisions of this Agreement shall be held invalid, illegal or

unenforceable it shall not affect or impair the validity, legality or enforceability of any other
provision.

c)

The parties acknowledge and understand that there are no conditions or limitations to

this understanding except those as contained herein at the time of the execution hereof and
that after execution no alteration, change or modification shall be made except upon a

writing signed by the parties.
d)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Colorado as from time

to time in

effect.

Venue is agreed to be exclusively in the courts of Pitkin County,

Colorado.
20.

Electronic Signatures

and

This

Electronic Records

Agreement

and

any

amendments hereto may be executed in several counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an
original, and all of which together shall constitute one agreement binding on the Parties,
notwithstanding the possible event that all Parties may not have signed the same counterpart.

Furthermore, each Party consents to the use of electronic signatures by either Party. The Scope
of

Work,

and

electronically in

any

other

documents

the manner agreed to

by

requiring

a

the Parties.

hereunder,

may be signed
The Parties agree not to deny the legal

signature

effect or enforceability of the Agreement solely because it is in electronic form or because an
electronic record was used

in its formation. The Parties agree not to object to the admissibility

of the Agreement in the form of an electronic record, or a paper copy of an electronic

documents, or a paper copy of a document bearing an electronic signature, on the grounds that it
is an electronic record or electronic signature or that it is not in its original form or is not an
original.

20.

Successors

and

Assigns. This Agreement and all of the covenants hereof shall inure to

the benefit of and be binding upon the City and the Professional respectively and their agents,
representatives, employee, successors, assigns and legal representatives. Neither the City nor the
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Professional shall have the right to assign, transfer or sublet its interest or obligations hereunder
without the written consent of the other party.
21.

Third Parties.

This Agreement does not and shall not be deemed or construed to confer

upon or grant to any third party or parties, except to parties to whom Professional or City may
assign this Agreement in accordance with the specific written permission, any right to claim

damages or to bring any suit, action or other proceeding against either the City or Professional
any breach hereof
conditions herein contained.

because

22.

of

Attorney' s _Fees.

or

because

of

any

of

terms,

the

covenants,

agreements

or

In the event that legal action is necessary to enforce any of the

provisions of this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to its costs and reasonable
attorney' s fees.
23.

Waiver

of

This Agreement was negotiated and reviewed through the

Presumption.

mutual efforts of the parties hereto and the parties agree that no construction shall be made or

presumption shall arise for or against either party based on any alleged unequal status of the
parties in the negotiation, review or drafting of the Agreement.
24.

Certification

Regarding Debarment Suspension

Ineli

bility, and Voluntary Exclusion.
i

Professional certifies, by acceptance of this Agreement, that neither it nor its principals is
presently
excluded

debarred,
from

suspended,

participation

proposed

in any

for debarment,

transaction with a

declared ineligible or voluntarily

Federal

or

State department

or

agency. It

further certifies that prior to submitting its Bid that it did include this clause without
modification in all lower tier transactions, solicitations, proposals, contracts and subcontracts. In

the event that Professional or any lower tier participant was unable to certify to the statement, an
explanation was attached to the Bid and was determined by the City to be satisfactory to the
City.
25.

Modification.
and
Inte r
awn
This written Agreement along with all Contract

Documents shall constitute the contract between the parties and supersedes or incorporates any
prior written

and oral agreements of

the

parties.

In addition, Professional understands that no

City official or employee, other than the Mayor and City Council acting as a body at a council
meeting, has authority to enter into an Agreement or to modify the terms of the Agreement on
behalf of the City. Any such Agreement or modification to this Agreement must be in writing
and be executed by the parties hereto.
26.

Authorized Representative.

The

undersigned

representative

of

Professional,

as

an

inducement to the City to execute this Agreement, represents that he/she is an authorized
representative of Professional for the purposes of executing this Agreement and that he/ she has
full and complete authority to enter into this Agreement for the terms and conditions specified
herein.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed, or caused to be executed by their duly
authorized officials, this Agreement of which shall be deemed an original on the date first written
above.
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EXHIBIT A PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT

The City is seeking a multidisciplinary Consultant Team ( Consultant) to provide professional
traffic engineering, civil engineering, and surveying capabilities, and experience working within
complex urban environments. This project will include the services for Phase 1 only. The
composition of the Kimley-Horn Team is intended to provide an open and collaborative process

involving input from all parties. Professional Design Services will include but not be limited to
the following:
1.

Professional Engineering services including traffic and civil site analysis and design.
Certified Surveyor

2.

Kimley- Horn will prepare project documentation and deliverables through
associated with Phase 1, with the potential for future contracting of Phase 2.
Phase 1:
Task 1

four ( 4)

tasks

Data Analysis

Task 2

Traffic Study

Task 3
Task 4

Operational Improvement Alternatives

Inventory/ Analysis

Not included in this permit proposal:
Phase 2:

Schematic Design ( Infrastructure)

Task 5

Task 6

Final Design/ Construction Documents ( Incl. Permitting)

Task 7

Construction Administration

PHASE 1 PROJECT SCOPE:
1.

Investigate previous traffic plans and studies. Accumulate all traffic data and analyze for
content and completeness.

2.

Develop a report that will detail and summarize causes of congestion at the Aspen
Roundabout.

3.
4.

Develop a traffic model for the Aspen Roundabout.
Develop a Phase 1 base drawing that will indicate all existing infrastructure within the
project limits.

5.

6.

Coordinate stakeholder meetings including, but not limited to USFS, RFTA and CDOT.
Summarize the investigation to City stakeholders and advise on proceeding into further
phasing in the project.

7.

Investigate

operational

alternatives

including

improvements to the Aspen

two ( 2)

Roundabout. Determine five ( 5)

non- infrastructure alternatives that will

improve flow

through the roundabout.

The goal of this project is to start the process in coordinating all existing information, gathering
new information required for a full traffic report, begin the steps for surveying and provide design
for any operational improvements at the Aspen Roundabout.
TASK 1— DATA ANALYSIS

TRAFFIC RESEARCH: Review current traffic data and available studies to establish general

assessment of traffic congestion. Kimley- Horn will meet with the Engineering Project Manager
to discuss current traffic patterns and past traffic studies. A plan for future traffic studies will be
decided upon.
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Work Product:
1.

Traffic Report- Summary of existing data and studies and a gap analysis/ needs
assessment.

2.

Meeting minutes

TASK 2— TRAFFIC STUDY

TRAFFIC STUDY: Based on the findings of Task 1 any additional traffic studies should be

planned. The study should include camera footage of the Aspen Roundabout to gather turning
data, vehicle trajectory, and driver perception. A drone should be used to gain a visual
representation of congestion and traffic impacts at Cemetery Lane. Video clips will be used for
public outreach with council. Traffic models should be produced with calibration to adjust for
local driver patterns. The merge lanes should be analyzed for effectiveness and driver conflicts.

The studies and report should result in a determination of causes of congestion at the Aspen
Roundabout.

Work Product :
1.

Updated Traffic Report- Updated with additional information collected in this project.

2.

Roundabout Model with diver calibration.

3.

Meeting minutes

TASK 3— INVENTORWANALYSIS

Kimley- Horn will deploy terrestrial LiDAR to acquire existing conditions on site.
Work Product:
1.
2.

Phase 1 Inventory/Analysis Drawings in PDF and CAD format.
Meeting minutes.

TASK 4— OPPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS ALTERNATIVES
OPPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS:

Based on the traffic report developed in Task 2 develop

conceptual plans of five ( 5) improvements. Include at least two ( 2) that can be implemented on

an immediate basis. Alternatives will be designed to inform 2022-23 CDOT roundabout concrete

placement. Consult CDOT while developing the improvements and set up a meeting with CDOT
to help decide which alternative will be implemented.
Work Product:
1.

including at least two ( 2) non- infrastructure, comprehensive
conceptual site traffic plan solutions for the City and Stakeholders to review and select
Five ( 5)

alternatives,

from; Additional documents to be used in communication with the public.
2.

Plan,

Perspective,

or

Section

illustrative

drawings

to

fully

communicate

five ( 5)

alternative comprehensive solutions. Digital and/ or physical models can also be utilized.
3.

CDOT Meeting minutes.

COST ESTIMATE: A cost estimate document will be generated for each of the five ( 5)
alternative comprehensive conceptual stage solutions with a

20%

contingency reflected in all

estimates.
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EXHIBIT B PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT

Fee Schedule

Low Cost/ Fast
T

Delivery

Including

Scope Task
F

5,700
G

R

f
7

r•

Y

21, 370
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15, 345
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r" Ftr s'' 9„ vy,' rv.

a

53,035
r
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Roundabout Improvements - Updates
Trish Aragon, P.E.
Pete Rice, P.E.
John Krueger
Jack Danneberg, P.E.

July 13th, 2020
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Introduction
• Staff is looking for Council’s support on the measures
identified by the study that can be implemented by
CDOT’s roundabout project in 2021.
• CDOT has paid 50% of all roundabout study costs to
date.

249

Background

250

Goals
• Obtain traffic data to assess the
existing conditions of the
roundabout.
• Identify ways to improve traffic
flow through the roundabout.
• Guide the 2021 CDOT roundabout
pavement replacement project.

251

Methodology
1.Research existing data
a. Crash data
b. Traffic counts
c. Observe driver behavior
2.Obtain additional data
3.Model traffic behavior
4.Identify Issues
5.Proposed solutions
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Important Definitions
Level of Service LOS
(LOS) is used to rate transportation facilities based on speed, density and
congestion. LOS A representing the best operating conditions, and LOS F the
worst.

Up-Valley = Eastbound Hwy 82
Down-Valley = Westbound Hwy 82
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Current Issues
1.Safety
2.Congestion
3.Education
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Current Issues - Safety
Collision Type:

Collision Rate:
+152%

Other
65

28%
41%

Rear-end

National
Aspen

26
31%
Sideswipe
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Current Issues - Congestion
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Current Issues - Education
1. 61% of crashes occurred on dry pavement suggesting driver error.
2. Lane designation is not clearly indicated.
3. Existing signage plan consists of seventy-five individual signs on
forty-four signposts. The type and the high quantity of signage
can be confusing to drivers.
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Improvement Measures

258

Current Issues - Education
4. Desired drive
path allows for
drivers to drive into
inner lane when
they should be in
the outer lane.
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Improvement Measures
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Improvement Measures
Measure 1: Signage and Markings
• Optimize number of signs.
• Add signage to designate lanes.
• Ensure signs match national standards.
• Add roadway striping to lead vehicle direction.
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Improvement Measures
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Improvement Measures
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Improvement Measures
Measure 2: Geometric Improvements
Spiral Addition
• Lane width reduction on the down-valley side of the roundabout.
• Forces drivers to the outside lane.
• Improves safety and roundabout capacity by making drivers
more predicable, reducing conflicts and delays.
Modification to inbound curb
• Up-Valley curb modification to sharpen vehicle entry angle.
• Improves safety and decreases congestion.
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Improvement Measures
Measure 2: Geometric Improvements
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Improvement Measures - Summary
Safety

Congestion

Education

Measure 1 – Signage and
Markings

Increase

Decrease

Increase

Measure 2 – Geometric
Improvements

Increase

Decrease

Increase
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Improvement Measures - Summary
Staff
Recommendation
Measure 1 – Signage and
Markings

Implement

Measure 2 – Geometric
Improvements

Implement

267

Questions?
• Should we proceed with
guiding CDOT design for
resurfacing?
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Improvement Measures
Future Measures:
• Lane addition westbound Highway 82 from Cemetery Lane to
Aspen Roundabout.
• Merge lane extension from Aspen Roundabout to Truscott.
• Metering of Highway 82 during peak Maroon Creek Road usage.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mayor and Council

FROM :

Pete Rice, PE, Engineering Division Manager
Raquel Flinker, Project Engineer II
Aaron Reed, CPESC, CA, Construction Coordinator

THRU:

Tricia Aragon, PE, City Engineer

DATE OF MEMO:

July 10, 2020

MEETING DATE:

July 13, 2020

RE:

Park and Midland

REQUEST OF COUNCIL: This is an update on the Park and Midland Safety and Pedestrian
Improvement project.
SUMMARY: Over the years, the City has considered ways to improve pedestrian safety in the
Park and Midland area. With continued concerns from the neighborhood, Council directed staff
at the end of 2019 to revisit safety and pedestrian improvements to the area. During this Work
Session, Staff will present a summary of community input to date as well as solution
alternatives.
BACKGROUND:
In 2008, many residents and other stakeholders participated in a public process related to safety
and connectivity in the neighborhood. The neighborhood was split in their opinions. At the time,
three options were presented, and Council decided not to pursue a project in this area. The main
reasons for Council’s decision were the modifications to traffic flow caused by the one-way
alternative, changes to the neighborhood’s character with the sidewalk addition and the impacts
on the school bus route.
The Park Avenue corridor sees heavy pedestrian, bike, bus, and vehicular traffic throughout the
year and these numbers are anticipated to be on the rise. Engineering has begun to incorporate
these substandard areas into planning efforts in order to provide safe corridors to the traveling
public. This currently relies on redevelopment of existing properties.
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DISCUSSION:
The Park and Midland Avenue neighborhood includes mostly residential homes, some
businesses, pedestrians, bus riders and motorists. After receiving direction from Council to
revisit safety and pedestrian improvements in the neighborhood, Staff began public
engagement efforts to better understand community values.
Engagement Steps

Details

Step 1: Initial Engagement
(January – March 2020)

Neighborhood input on:
• Potential improvements
• Key neighborhood values

Step 2: Identify and Evaluate Street
Alternatives
(April – June 2020)
Step 3: Council Review and Next Steps
(July 2020)

•
•

Review neighborhood input to
identify improvement alternatives.
Evaluate alternatives with key
community stakeholders.

Present input, recommendations and next
steps to Council

Table 1 – Planned engagement (First Phase)

Step 1 involved a comprehensive neighborhood campaign involving door-to-door invitations,
letters and feedback on Aspen Community Voice website. Interviews were held with over 25
homeowners and input via email was received from multiple homeowner associations.
Recommended future engagement includes expanded digital reach, neighborhood meetings on
improvements and feedback forum.

25

Figure 1 – Completed and recommended engagement

The concerns from residents of Park and Midland Avenue differ. Park Avenue residents are mainly
concerned with speeding. They are also concerned with bus noise, lack of a continuous
pedestrian and bicycle corridor, Hopkins Avenue trail safety during the winter months,
pedestrian safety at the Park and Hopkins Avenue Intersection and construction impacts. They
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are also concerned about future increase in traffic. The majority prefers solutions that have less
impact on the neighborhood and landscaping. Residents that regularly use pedestrian
infrastructure are open to bigger measures if it leads to improved safety.
Midland Avenue residents do not want changes to the traffic pattern in the neighborhood as they
do not want traffic on Midland Avenue to increase. Additionally, they are very concerned with
drainage issues on their street, especially during the winter. Similarly to Park Avenue residents,
they are concerned with pedestrian safety at the Park and Hopkins Avenue intersection as well
as on the Hopkins Avenue trail during the winter months. They like the parking zone changes that
have been implemented in the area.
The concerns identified are numerous and complex. Below is an analysis of the safety issues:
1. Lack of pedestrian connectivity (Park Avenue): Unsafe conditions, especially for
pedestrians, as all modes of transportation share roadway.

Figure 2 – Staff depicting how pedestrians walk on roadway (Park Avenue)
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2. Drainage (Hopkins Avenue): Icing and ponding on Hopkins Avenue trail causes
hazardous conditions in the winter.

Figure 3 – Hopkins Avenue trail. Arrow depicts critical icing and ponding section.

3. Pedestrian and bike safety (Hopkins/Park Avenue intersection): Unsafe conditions
crossing Park Avenue due to limited sight distance and vehicles lack of awareness.

Figure 4 – Intersection of Hopkins Avenue and Park Avenue
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4. Speeding (Park Avenue): Speeding has been consistently raised as an issue by Park
Avenue residents. The posted speed limit in the area is 20 mph. Based on data collected,
vehicles are not speeding in the area. Therefore, solutions such as speed tables will have
no impact on vehicle speeds. However, walking on this roadway does feel
uncomfortable as all modes of transportation share the same narrow space. This road
does not allow for safe sharing and is not friendly to families, pedestrians or bikers in its
current configuration.
5. Drainage (Midland Avenue): Severe ponding in roadway as well home flooding.

Figure 5 – Ponding on Midland Avenue

Figure 6 – Road drainage causing home flooding

6. Winter conditions (Midland Avenue): Roadway functions as one-way in the winter due
to constricted maneuverability. These conditions further complicates pedestrian
connectivity.
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Figure 7 – Midland Avenue functioning as a one-way during winter conditions.

Staff is presenting the following potential alternatives for Park Avenue to address safety
concerns. After receiving feedback from Council, staff would continue to develop conceptual
designs, including drainage analysis, that are needed to investigate the feasibility of these
solutions. Additionally, these alternatives would still need to be vetted by the community with
the next steps in public outreach.
1. Existing condition

Figure 8 – Existing condition (Park Avenue)
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2. Two-way with attached sidewalk

Figure 9 – Two-way with attached sidewalk (Park Avenue)

This alternative would address pedestrian safety on Park Avenue without changing traffic
patterns. It would have significant construction impact and would impact landscaping
vegetation in the right-of-way.
3. One-way with attached sidewalk

Figure 10 – One-way with attached sidewalk (Park Avenue)

7
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4. One-way with detached sidewalk

Figure 11 – One-way with detached sidewalk (Park Avenue)

The above one-way alternatives address safety concerns with reduced impact to landscaping in
the right-of-way. The detached sidewalk option provides the safest configuration for pedestrians.
The construction impacts of these alternatives is significant. The one-way alternatives present
Council with the choices that Staff recognizes as significant improvements in safety and function.
These options may not align with the neighborhood values based on the interviews.

8
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These are the alternatives for Midland Avenue:
1. Existing condition:

Figure 12 – Existing condition (Midland Avenue)

2. One Way with attached sidewalk:

Figure 13 – One-way with attached sidewalk (Midland Avenue)

9
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This alternative would address safety concerns, but would also have significant construction
impacts.
Below are tables summarizing the alternatives:
Park Avenue

Pedestrian
Safety

Construction
impact

Impact to
Property within
ROW

Traffic count

One-way w/ detached
sidewalk

Greatly
Increase

High

None

Decrease

One-way w/ attached
sidewalk

Increase

High

None

Decrease

Two-way w/ attached
sidewalk

Increase

High

High

No Change

Existing Condition

No Change

None

No Change

No Change

Table 2 – Summary of alternatives – Park Avenue

Midland Avenue

Pedestrian
Safety

Construction
impact

Impact to
Property within
ROW

Traffic count

One-way w/ attached
sidewalk

Increase

High

None

Increase

Existing Condition

No Change

None

None

No Change

Table 3 – Summary of alternatives – Midland Avenue

As seen from the tables above, the one-way alternatives most effectively address the safety
concerns in the neighborhood. It is important to note that assessments made will need to be
verified through further design. Additionally, safety concerns at the Park/Hopkins Avenue
intersection, drainage issues on Midland Avenue and drainage issues on Hopkins Avenue trail
would need to be further investigated as part of any solution in the neighborhood.
FINANCIALS:
This project is currently unfunded until 2028. Any recommendation would need budget authority
to proceed through the 2021 budget process.
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NEXT STEPS:
Evaluate funding as part of the 2021 budget cycle for:
• Neighborhood input on the alternative solutions
• Conceptual design - encompasses not only pedestrian and bike safety, but also addresses
drainage issues.
CITY MANAGER COMMENTS:

ATTACHMENT A – Park and Midland Outreach Information Sheet
ATTACHMENT B – Park and Midland Initial Engagement Report
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Park and Midland:
Safety and Pedestrian Improvements
Pete Rice, Raquel Flinker and Aaron Reed

July, 13th 2020
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Midland Ave.

Area Map
• Citizen inquiries were in
response to unsafe
conditions along Park Ave.
(red area).
• In order to ensure a wholistic
view, Staff is reviewing Park,
Midland and Hopkins Ave.

2
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Historical Timeline
2008

• Three design alternatives plus a “do nothing” option were
presented
• Public outreach included voting on options
• Aspen City Council voted in favor of the "do nothing" option

2019

• City Council directs staff to investigate options for safety and
connectivity improvements in the neighborhood

2020

• City Engineering begins public engagement to understand
community values in order to inform improvements
• Interviews with more than 25 home owners and input from
several homeowner associations via email
3
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Communication Plan
Engagement Steps

Details

Step 1: Initial Engagement
(January – March 2020)

Neighborhood input on:
• Potential improvements
• Key neighborhood values

Step 2: Identify and Evaluate Street
Alternatives
(April – June 2020)

•

Step 3: Council Review and Next Steps
(July 2020)

Present input, recommendations and next
steps to Council

•

Review neighborhood input to identify
improvement alternatives.
Evaluate alternatives with key
community stakeholders.

4
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Communication Plan
Comprehensive initial neighborhood campaign:
• Door‐to‐door invitations
• Letters
• Aspen Community Voice

25

5
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Concern Matrix
Concerns
Pedestrian safety (Park Ave.)
Speeding (Park Ave.)
Pedestrian safety & drainage (Hopkins Ave. trail)
Pedestrian safety (Hopkins/Park Ave. intersection)
Bus noise (Park Ave.)
Construction impacts
Impact to property within the ROW
Increase in traffic (Park Ave.)
Modifications to traffic pattern (one‐way)
Drainage issues (Midland Ave.)

Residents
(Park Ave.)

Residents
(Midland Ave.)
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Analysis of Safety Issues
1. Lack of pedestrian connectivity (Park
Ave.): Unsafe conditions, especially for
pedestrians, as all modes share roadway

9
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Analysis of Safety Issues
2.

Drainage (Hopkins Ave.): Icing
and ponding on trail causes
hazardous conditions in the
winter.

3.

Pedestrian safety (Hopkins/Park
Ave. intersection): Unsafe conditions
due to limited sight distance and
vehicles lack of awareness.

10
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Analysis of Safety Issues
4. Speeding (Park Ave.)
• Although the community believes there is a speeding issue, data
does not show that.
• Roadway does feel uncomfortable ‐ all modes of transportation
share the same narrow space.
• Road does not allow for safe sharing ‐ not friendly to families,
pedestrians or bikers.
• Solutions such as speed tables are not warranted in the
neighborhood.
11
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Analysis of Safety Issues
5. Drainage (Midland Ave.):
• Severe ponding on roadway.
• Road drainage causes home floods.

12
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Analysis of Safety Issues
6. Winter conditions (Midland
Ave.):
• Roadway functions as one
lane in the winter due to
constricted maneuverability.
• Constricted conditions
further complicates
pedestrian connectivity.

13
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Potential Alternatives – Park Ave.

Existing configuration

Two-Way with attached sidewalk

14
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Alternatives – Park Ave.

One Way with attached sidewalk

One Way with detached sidewalk
15
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Alternatives – Midland Ave.

Existing Conditions

One Way with attached sidewalk
16
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Alternatives Summary – Park Ave.
Park Ave.

Pedestrian
Safety

Construction
impact

Impact to
Property
within ROW

Traffic count

One‐way w/
detached sidewalk

Greatly
Increase

High

None

Decrease

One‐way w/
attached sidewalk

Increase

High

None

Decrease

Two‐way w/
attached sidewalk

Increase

High

High

No Change

Existing Condition

No Change

None

No Change

No Change
18
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Alternatives Summary – Midland Ave.
Midland Ave.

Pedestrian
Safety

Traffic count Impact to
Property
within ROW

Traffic count

One‐way w/
attached sidewalk

Increase

Increase

None

Increase

Existing Condition

No Change

No Change

None

No Change

19
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Summary
Park Ave. Alternatives:
• One‐way
• Detached sidewalk
• Attached sidewalk
• Existing condition

Midland Ave. Alternatives:
• One‐way with attached
sidewalk
• Existing condition

The following issues would need to be further investigated
as part of any solution:
• Safety concerns at the Park/Hopkins Avenue intersection
• Drainage issues on Midland Avenue
• Drainage issues on Hopkins Avenue trail
20
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Next Steps
Evaluate funding as part of the 2021 budget
cycle for:
– Neighborhood input on the alternative solutions
– Conceptual design: encompasses not only
pedestrian and bike safety, but also addresses
drainage issues.

21
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INITIAL ENGAGEMENT INFORMATION SHEET
Updated: December 27, 2019

Project Summary: The Park and Midland Avenue neighborhood
includes mostly residential homes, some businesses, pedestrians, bus
riders and motorists. In response to resident and citizen concerns, the
City of Aspen is exploring potential safety and connectivity
improvements.
Critical Concerns:
• Significant and rising levels of vehicles, pedestrians and bikes
on residential streets
• Ill-defined paths prompt poor interactions between vehicles,
pedestrians and bikes
• Poor site lines make it difficult for motorists to see pedestrians
• Connectivity with other destinations in town
• Traffic speeds
• Snow storage
• Other – what are other physical areas for improvement?
Project Goals:
• Understand community values in order to inform potential
improvements
• Enhance safety and ways of moving around in the Park and
Midland neighborhoods for all residents and users
Key Questions:
The City of Aspen will seek to answer these questions based on
various community input activities:
• What are the neighborhood values to consider when
designing potential improvements?
• What physical improvements does the
community envision to improve safety and
function in this area?

Share your insights • Setup a one-on-one interview with the project team
o Call the project phone at 970-340-4333
o Email the team at ParkandMidland@cityofaspen.com
• Visit and comment at aspencommunityvoice.com/ParkandMidland
• Project Contact: Pete Rice, City of Aspen Engineering
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INITIAL ENGAGEMENT INFORMATION SHEET
Updated: December 27, 2019

Estimated Initial Engagement Timeline: January – May 2020
Step 1 – Initial
Engagement to
Answer Key
Questions
January – February
2020

Share what you most value about living in the Park and Midland
neighborhood and your vision for potential improvements to safety and
connectivity.
How to Participate:
• Call or email to setup a one-on-one interview with the project team
• Call the project phone at 970-340-4333
• Email the team at ParkandMidland@cityofaspen.com
• Visit and comment at aspencommunityvoice.com/ParkandMidland
All input will be collected and used to identify potential improvements,
define key neighborhood values and establish decision criteria. This
information will then be shared back with the community and presented
to City Council.

Step 2 – Identify and
Evaluate Street
Alternatives

In step two, the project team will review the community input to identify
improvement alternatives that are cohesive with stated values. The
project team will then work together with key community stakeholders to
evaluate each of the alternatives with the stated decision criteria.

March – April 2020
Step 3 – Council
Review and Next
Steps

The project team will present input and recommendations to City
Council and announce Council decision by end of May 2020 with next
steps. The team will clearly communicate back to public how their
feedback was incorporated and used.

May 2020

Share your insights • Setup a one-on-one interview with the project team
o Call the project phone at 970-340-4333
o Email the team at ParkandMidland@cityofaspen.com
• Visit and comment at aspencommunityvoice.com/ParkandMidland
• Project Contact: Pete Rice, City of Aspen Engineering
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Park + Midland
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Initial Report

In the fall of 2019, Aspen City Council directed the Engineering department to look into the safety
and connectivity of the Park and Midland Avenue neighborhood. To understand the situation better
and hear directly from the residents in the neighborhood, the Engineering and Communications
teams created an engagement plan to involve the stakeholders. This plan began with one-on-one
interviews to gauge the community values and perception of safety and connectivity in the area.

Engagement Done

Recommended Engagement To Come

393

20

Door-to-door

One-on-one

invitations

interviews

Expanded

Neighborhood

Project table at City

digital reach

meetings on

Feedback Forum

improvements

Themes from the Neighborhood

The questions that the Park and Midland team asked residents were designed to give insight into
first, what the neighborhood values when it comes to safety and connectivity. The second piece the
team inquired about was the ideas for improvements in safety and connectivity that residents have
thought of and prefer.

Neighborhood Values

Proximity to

Quiet

Walkability

Town & Trails

Traffic & Street
Safety

Great As Is

Easy Bus Routes

Family-Friendly
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Park + Midland
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Initial Report

Ideas for Improvement

Do Not Make

Improved Line of

Major Changes

Sight on Hopkins

Rumble Strips

Different Snow

More Speed &

Improve

Plowing Methods

Parking Enforcement

Drainage

Sidewalks

Feasible Options to Move Forward
While different residents had varying opinions, the consistent message was to consider making
smaller, incremental improvements to certain parts of the neighborhood to improve safety and
connectivity. In the interest of listening to the community and responding to this request, the
Engineering team would like to bring the following feasible improvements back to the neighborhood
for several group meetings to get more input and move forward with the most effective options.

Proposed Options
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mayor and Council

FROM:

PJ Murray, Project Manager
Pete Rice, Engineering Division Manager

THROUGH:

Trish Aragon, City Engineer

MEMO DATE:

June 30, 2020

MEETING DATE:

July 13, 2020

RE:

Spring St and Cooper Ave Intersection Improvements

REQUEST OF COUNCIL: City Staff is seeking Council’s direction on improving the
pedestrian safety within the intersection at Spring St and Cooper Ave, adjacent to City
Market.
SUMMARY AND BACKGROUND: The intersection of Spring St and Cooper Ave is
adjacent to City Market. The parking lot contributes to high levels of circulating vehicular
traffic, pedestrians and bicycles through the intersection. The Engineering Department
traffic crash data base ranks this intersection as the 2nd highest accident occurring
intersection in town, second to Main St and Monarch St. As it currently exists, this
intersection has a 2-way stop sign (West and East sides), shown below in Figure 1, that
poorly facilitates interactions between vehicular traffic, pedestrians, bicycle traffic, and
several bus routes (all RFTA local buses, the Hunter Creek Route, and the Mountain
Valley Route use this intersection) for guests and commuters of Aspen.

Figure 1. Intersection of Spring St and Cooper Ave

1
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In summer 2019, the Engineering Department collected intersection interaction data and
presented a summary of the results to Council in January of this year (January 27, 2020),
shown below.
Data Summary:
Figure 2 below shows the following results for vehicle – stop sign interactions on the East
and West sides of the intersection which shows that only 32 – 34% of the vehicles
completely stop at this intersection:

Figure 2. Vehicle - Stop Sign Interaction

This is an indication that vehicles have a poor visibility of the intersection from the stop
bar and hence advance into the intersection for better viewing or not stopping at all.
Additionally, there was a significant number of near misses during a four-hour interval
which means that the interactions between vehicles and pedestrian has a high potential
of collision.
Figure 3 below shows the following patterns for pedestrian – vehicle interactions on the
North and South sides of the intersection where we saw a significant number of near
misses over an 8-hour period:
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Figure 3. Pedestrian - Vehicle Interactions

During the January 2020 Council Meeting, Council directed staff to explore design
alternatives that would improve the interactions within the intersection. Below is a
discussion of the design alternatives and their benefits and drawbacks.
DISCUSSION: The Engineering Department developed four design alternatives for the
improvements of the Spring St and Cooper Ave intersection.
Option 1: 4-Way Stop Sign
Install additional stop signs at the North and South sides of the intersection to make this
intersection a 4-way stop.
Benefits:
 Provides predictability for vehicular users of the intersection.
 Minimal increase to pedestrian safety because cars are not stopping at the
current stop signs.
 Low cost.
 Impacts to RFTA Bus Service:
o Mountain Valley and Hunter Creek routes may be helped as it
provides an opportunity for the busses to turn onto Spring St.
Drawbacks:
 Impacts to RFTA Bus Service:
o Increased noise pollution from stop/start function of the bus –
potential for increased complaints in this neighborhood.
o Two bus stops in the vicinity have been removed and combined with
stop sign locations due to noise complaints. Riders may request this
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stop sign area become a bus stop as it is a popular destination
location.
Options 2: Full Curb Extension
Install permanent concrete curb extensions at all corners. The curb extension dimensions
vary on each corner based on the type of parking adjacent and extend into the intersection
far enough so that pedestrians have a clear view of the intersection.

Figure 4. Option 2 Illustration

Benefits:
 Increases pedestrian safety while crossing the street due to decrease
roadway width.
 Visibility between vehicles and pedestrians is substantially increased.
 Existing stop signs on the East and West sides would be relocated to new
curb line and would be more visible to vehicles.
 Reducing roadway width is a technique utilized to successfully raise driver
awareness.
 Provides the greatest degree of pedestrian safety for an intersection among
the alternatives.
Drawbacks:
 Potential impacts to snow removal techniques in the intersection.
 May impede bicycle traffic paths through the intersection.
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Will require stormwater infrastructure relocation due to the new location of
the flowline in the curb and gutter.
Turning movements for large vehicles will need to be accommodated.
Bicyclists and vehicles are required to share a lane of traffic.

Option 3: Reduced Curb Extension
Similarly, to Option 2 a permanent concrete curb would be installed however, Option 3
standardizes the extension dimensions, as shown below in Figure 5, based on type of
parking. Where parallel parking is present, an 8.0’ curb extension would be installed (i.e.
S Spring St) and where there is angled head in parking, a 10.0’ curb extension would be
installed (i.e. Adjacent to City Market Pharmacy).

Figure 5. Option 3 Illustration

Benefits:





Facilitates bicycle lanes through the intersection rather than driving bikers
into the flow of vehicular traffic. As shown above in Figure 5, on the West
side of Cooper St. This could be replicated at other corners of the
intersection.
Reduces the extent of the curb extension into the streets, may facilitate
easier turning motions for large vehicles (i.e. RFTA busses, emergency
vehicles, snowplows, etc.) when compared to Option 2.
Similar benefits to Option 2, with the increased benefit of creating space for
bikers and allowing additional vehicle turning movements.
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Improved pedestrian safety.
Increased visibility between the vehicle and the pedestrian.

Drawbacks:
 Inconsistent roadway widths due to the different parking orientations
(parallel and angled head in).
 May not be as effective as Option 2 for improved visibility which increases
pedestrian safety.
 Will require stormwater infrastructure relocation due to new location of the
flowline of the curb and gutter.
Option 4: Temporary Curb Extension
Option 4 allows for temporary installation of curb extensions, see Figure 6 below, using
bollards, rubber curbing, or something similar, to indicate the temporary curb line. This
option is like what is currently installed at the corner of Hopkins Ave and Mill St outside
the Creperie. The benefits of Option 2 or 3 are still provided in Option 4, however since
it is temporary, this option does is not a permanent solution.
While Figure 6 below shows the dimensions of the temporary curb extensions to extend
into the intersection like in Option 2 (Full Curb Extension), these could also be installed
at the dimensions shown in Options 3 (Reduced Curb Extension) for a test period to
demonstrate pedestrian safety is increased.

Figure 6. Option 4 Illustration
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Benefits:
 Ability to adjust curb extension dimensions into the intersection to optimize
interactions between vehicles, pedestrians and bicycles.
 Can be removed for the winter so snow removal techniques are not
impacted.
 Provides a test period for the improvements – Living Lab
 Does not require stormwater infrastructure relocation as the flowline of the
curb and gutter is not changing.
Drawbacks:
 Does not offer a permanent solution to address user interactions in the
intersection and increase pedestrian safety.
SUMMARY:
Table 1. Summary Matrix

Option 1: 4 Way
Stop

Option 2: Full Curb
Extension

Option 3: Reduced
Curb Extension

No Change

Greatly Increases

Greatly Increases

Increases

Decreases

Greatly Increases

Greatly Increases

Increases

Increases

Safety Priority

Pedestrian Safety

Bicycle Mobility

Vehicular
Interaction

FINANCIAL IMPACTS:
 Funds are allocated for an intersection improvement project at Spring St and
Cooper Ave in 2027.
 Based on feedback from Council, staff can develop the project through the budget
process.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
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During this work session, Council is asked to provide direction regarding pedestrian safety
measures in the intersection of Spring St and Cooper Ave. Direction will allow the
Engineering Department staff to complete a full design of intersection improvements, inhouse, for future construction. Staff has the following questions:
•
•
•

Does Council want staff to proceed with intersection improvements at Spring St
and Cooper Ave?
Does Council have a preferred option?
Any next steps will be incorporated into the 2021 Budget process.

CITY MANAGER COMMENTS:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Spring St and Cooper Ave
Intersection Improvement Project
City Market Intersection
PJ Murray, Pete Rice & Trish Aragon

July 13, 2020311

Project Background
Current Conditions

 High levels of circulating traffic through this intersection.
 Stop signs on the west and east sides of the intersection, on Cooper Ave and
uninterrupted traffic on the North and South sides of the intersection, on
Spring St.
 Continual conflict between the users of this intersection due to lack of
visibility.
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Project Background
2019 Traffic Counts Summary
Vehicle – Stop Sign Interactions on Cooper Ave
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Project Background
2019 Traffic Counts Summary
Pedestrian – Vehicle Interactions on Spring St
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Alternative Designs
Intersection Design Options
Option 1

4 – Way Stop Sign

Option 2

Full Curb Extension

Option 3

Reduced Curb Extension

Option 4

Temporary Curb Extension
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Option 1: 4- Way Stop
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Option 2: Full Curb Extension

317

Option 3: Reduced Curb Extension
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Option 4: Temporary Curb Extension
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Summary
Safety Priority

Pedestrian
Safety
Bicycle Mobility
Vehicular
Interaction

Option 1: 4 Way
Stop

No Change

Option 2: Full
Curb Extension

Option 3:
Reduced Curb
Extension

Greatly Increases Greatly Increases

Increases

Decreases

Greatly Increases

Greatly Increases

Increases

Increases
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Council Direction
1. Does Council want staff to proceed with intersection
improvements at Spring St and Cooper Ave?
2. Does Council have a preferred option?
3. Any next steps will be incorporated in the 2021
Budget process.
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